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R TACTICAL 
OMEGA/VLF 
NAVIGATION 

AN OFF-THE-SHELF SOLUTION 

Combining years 01 Omega/ VLF experience with color 
CRT I computer technology, Tracor oilers U,S, Army 
aviation units a new standard in tactical mission 
planning .. , the Tracor AN / ARN-t4B Navigation System, 

Today, the long range and regional navigation requirements 01 U,S, Army operators are met daily by the 
Tracor AN / ARN-t4B Navigation System on board CH-470, UH-60A, and C-12 aircraft, 

The Tracor AN / ARN-14B provides operators with pre-programmable llight plans and waypoint entry by 
IOENT, LAT I LONG, or UTM grid coordinate, An optional 60,000 waypoint data base includes a 2B-day 
revision service, ANVIS-compatible and designed lor growth to OME/ Tacan and NAVSTAR GPS, the Tracor 
AN/ ARN-14B has set new standards lor oll-the-shell solutions to mission requirements, 



SHORTS SHERPA. From Kwajalein Island where this rugged, STOL aircraft is 
meeting the short haul transport needs of the US Army - to Europe where the C-23A 
cargo version has helped USAF 10 MAS win "Outstanding Military Air Command 
Support Squadron" for the second year in a row - the Shorts Sherpa has proven itself 
to be an extremely capable and versatile performer. 

Fact is, with the high payload capacity, advanced avionics, proven Pratt & Whitney 
turboprop engines, unrivaled reliability record and lowest purchase and operating costs, 
the Shorts Sherpa is eminently qualified for military service - anywhere in the world. 

Understandably. these advantages are also important to civilian commuter airline 
operators worldwide, who've made Shorts aircraft a popular choice in the 20 and over 
seat category. 

Whatever the medium-lift. short haul mission, put Shorts experience to work for you. 
Contact Short Brothers (USA), Inc., 2011 Crystal Drive, Suite 713, Arlington, VA 
22202-3702. Or call us at (703) 769-8700. 
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Aviation Branch: 
On the Move! 

by Major General Ellis D. Parker, Chief, 
Aviation Branch and Commanding General, 
U.S. Army Aviation Center and Ft. Rucker, AI. 

Since this is my first byline of the new year, 
I want to pause to extend my gratitude to the men 
and women-both military and civilian-of the 
Aviation Branch for a most productive and ex
citing year: Without your professionalism, dedica
tion, and enthusiasm, we lNOuld not have had the 
notable achievements in training, technology, and 
doctrine which have helped make us a signifi
cant player in the combined arms arena. I believe 
that 1988 will be as good, if not better, than 1967. 
Army Aviation's programs are moving ahead and 
it appears they will stay on schedule. I have se
lected three of those topics for this communique. 

Our space mission 
The first is our space mission, and the Oirec

torate of Combat Developments (OeD) Space 
Technology Branch is the facilitator for that issue. 
DCD is conducting a Concept Evaluation Pro
gram (CEP) lor nap-ol-the-earth (NOE) satellite 
communications. Testing of the above program 
will be done by the Army Aviation Board. Test 
plans and start dates are to be determined by 
cost and delivery dates of the equipment. 

In addition to this program, a Cost Operational 
Effectiveness Analysis (COEA) will examine the 
feasibility of a Global Positioning System (GPS). 
This system entails the placement in space of an 
array of satellites which will allow Army aviators 
to navigate successfully anywhere in the world. 

Pilots, with the help of data from the satellites, 
will be able to pinpoint their positions within 10 
to 15 meters, no matter where they might be. The 
GPS will provide reliable and continuous 
worldwide navigation for around-the-clock Army 
Aviation aircraft and ground operations. We be
lieve that satellite communications and naviga
tiOll will play an integral role in enhancing our 
mission performance. 

The second topic is flight simulator training. 
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We received the first UH-1 flight simulator at Fort 
Rucker in 1971. Since then, we have inoorporated 
state of the art simulator technology into our 
trainers, giving us the world's most dynamic flight 
simulator training for rotarywing aircraft. Hcmever, 
we are not resting on our laurels. We are con
stantly striving to upgrade this training-both in 
quality and cost effectiveness. An example of this 
is the Defense Advanced Research Agency's 
(DARPA) program known as AIRNET. 

AIRNET will provide low cost tactical trainers 
to train aviators in pure and collective tasks. This 
is a safe, cost effective means of training alrcrews 
under highly task-loaded conditions against a 
realisticldcx:trinal interactive threat array. It will pro
vide company and battalion level tactical train
ing for aHack helicopters and air cavalry units in 
a simulated combat environment. 

On 1 September 1967, AIRNET prototype de
velopment began, and delivery of the generic pro
totypes to Fort Rucker is scheduled tentatively 
for November 1988. We here at USAAVNC be
lieve the AIRNET program will do much in the 
training of qualified scout/aHack pilots and will 
refresh and sustain aviation team training. 

Regimentation 
Thirdly, as of the end of 1987, 25 of our 32 avia

tion regiments have been activated, including sev
en at Fort Rucker. The activation should be com
pleted by the end of 1988. I can't help but notice 
how much esprit, dedication, and professionalism 
have been enhanced since we began this pro
cess. Now, Aviation Branch men and women will 
belong to regiments that have been part of our 
great aviation and Army heritage. This sense of 
belonging provides a strong link between Army 
aviators of yesterday, today and tomorrow. 

Finally, I want to reflect briefly on our Brigade 
(Bnmch - Continued on Page 82) 
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LHX TECHNOLOGY: 
THE DECISIVE EDGE. 

The u.s. Army's new 
tight multimission helicopter 
will face an unprecedented 
array of threats on the battle
field of the 21st century. 
Winning the Air Land battle 
against these threats will 
require greater combat 
eHectiveness through 

advanced LHX technology. 
Boeing Sikorsky is first in 

LHX technology- first in the 
air with ACAP. an ali-com
posite helicopter; SHADOW. 
a research helicopter thai 
evaluates pilot workload 
reduction; and ADOCS, a 
fiber-optic flight control 
system. 

Boeing Sikofsky is devel
oping a lightweight, highly 



maneuverable and agile 
design which will allow the 
LHX to win in the nap-ol-the
earth and air-Ie-air combat 
environments. The founda
tion of this Boeing Sikorsky 
weapons system is the 
optimum mix 01 signature 
reduction and aircraft surviv
ability equipment (ASE) 
technologies. These tech
nologies will ensure that the 
LHX will survive and win on 
the battlefield. 

It's these technologies 
that will enable the 
Boeing Sikorsky LHX to light, 
win and survive to fight again. 

First Team members have 
accepted the LHX chal
lenge and are designing a 
fully integrated weapons 
system. A key element of 
the Mission Equipment 
Package is the helmet- -.- ---~ ==-.. 
mounted display (HMO)._ I 
The HMO uses advanced 
electronics and fiber optics __ 
to superimpose critical flight, • 
sensor and weapons data . 
on the pilot's view 01 the real 
world, enabling him to 
detect, acquire and destroy 
threats. 

BOEING SIKORSKY 
THE FIRST TEAM FOR LHX 
Boeing Helicopter . Sikorsky Airt;,ah· BoeirlQ Electronics· Boeing Mil~ary 
Airplane' Boeiflg Simulation & Training Systems ' Collins' Hamilton 
Standard' Harris. IBM' Kaiser Electronics . Matlin Marietla ' NOr1h,op ' 
Sanders Associates ' Sirlgef Train;ng Systems' TRW ' Westinghouse 



Hardware: 
were quickly found to be too high 
risk and not viable alternative 

C t" I 0 . concepts for LHX. The technical onven lona eSlgn and operational aspects 01 the 

for LHX I"S Reaffl"rmed remaining alternatives were 
thoroughly investigated. These 

by Lt. Colonel Arnold E. (Sandy) Weand comprehensive investigations 
L ________________ --l-"'---~"'____' and analysis included all perti-

ST. lOUIS, MO - An advanced 
technology conventional heli
copter has been reaffirmed by in
dependent analysis as the best 
airframe technology for the LHX 
program . Two independent 
assessments recommended a 
new conventional helicopter as 
the best way to more closely 
meet the stated requirements for 
LHX. This new design conven
tional helicopter is also the most 
cost and operationally effective 
alternative. 

If you recall my article in the 
AugustlSeptember 1987 issue on 
the LHX Secretary of Defense 
Decision Memorandum, I men
tioned that the Under Secretary 
of Defense for Acquisition had 
directed two independent studies 
assessing the various airframe 
technologies possible for the 
LHX. These studies were to be 
completed with finaf anafysis and 
recommendations presented to 
the Army and DOD officials in 
Navember 1987. He also directed 
the LHX Defense Acquisition 
Board to continue upon comple
tion of the independent studies. 

While the Defense Acquisition 
Board supported the need to 
upgrade the Army's aviation ca
pabilities, particularly the light at
tack role, they had concerns 
about the Army's position that 

LTC Weand Is logistics Staff otf\c:er, LHX 
Protect Manager'. omoe. AVSCOM, St. 
Louis, MO. The author wlahH to thank 
LTC Joe Bergantz and LTC Art Annour, 
the LHX Program Manager'. Liaaon Of
"cera, for the Independent studies, to 
RAND and IDA for their assistance. 
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the LHX should be a conven
tional helicopter rather than an 
advanced configuration aircraft. 

RAND/IDA 
Based on the Under Secre

tary's directive, the RAND Cor
poration and the Institute of 
Defense Analyses, or IDA were 
awarded contracts to undertake 
the six month study to assess 
the alternative air vehicles hav
ing potential suitability to meet 
the LHX requirements. 

nenUrelated factors such as the 
threat, mission equipment, de
sign drivers, and cost. 

Methodology 
As two independent studies, the 
assessment methodology was 
different for RAND and IDA. 
Generally, each team reviewed 
investigations and analysis pre
viously completed by both Army 
and industrial agencies. Both 
were updated on current aviation 
tactics and employments con
cepts and participated in day and 

"This recommendation (that the 
LHX be a new development con
ventional helicopter) is based on 
operational effectiveness and 
lowest 20 year operational costs." 

The air frame alternatives 
were originally defined as: 

Possible LHX Ahframes 

• Constrainted conventional 
helicopter 

• Unconstrained conven-
tional helicopter 

• Unconstrained tilt rotor 
• AH-64 upgrade 
• Advancing Blade Concept 

helicopter 

• X-wing Concept Aircraft 

However, the Advancing Blade 
Concept, and X-Wing Concept 

night flights in current Army hel
Icopters and the Bell XV-15 Tilt 
Rotor Demonstration Aircraft. At 
the same time, each team made 
extensive use of computer 
models to evaluate combat 
effectiveness. 

The Army's preliminary design 
group at the Army Research and 
Technology Activity (ARTA) at 
NASA/Ames produced designs 
for the alternative configurations 
for use by both teams. This 
alJONed the study teams to deter
mine design sensitivity by vary
(LHX - Continued on Page 81) 
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ceed DA avaitability rates. Mr. 
Operations: Joe Cribbins, Chief, Aviation 

V C A ·· Logistics Office, commented that orps ~flatlon the C 7-158 (MHC) has "the best 
CH-47 maintenance program .. :' Brigade Update that he's seen. Additionally,while 
performing a special mission 

L
_b.:.y_L_Y_C_Ja_m_e_s_E_._J_o_h_n_s_o_n __________ -' 2000 miles from Wiesbaden, B 

6-158 (Aslt) has managed to 
maintain 97% mission aircraft APO NY - The 12th Aviation 

Brigade has just completed FY 
1987, a year of transition from an 
aviation group to the V Corps 
Aviation Brigade. 

On October 16, the 12th Avia
tion Brigade was formed. At that 
time, the 11th Aviation Battalion 
and the 62d Aviation Company 
were deactivated and replaced 
by the 5th Battalion, 156th Avia
tion Regiment. The two other 
companies. the 48th Assault Co. 
and 295th MHC, also previous
ly in the 11th Aviation Battalion 
deactivated and reformed as sep
arate companies under the Bri
gade headquarters. The 295th 
became B Co., 6th Bn, 158th 
Avn Regt and the 48th became 
C Co., 7th Bn, 158th Avn Regt. 
The 5th Bn, .158th Avn Regt also 
separated its HHC maintenance 
platoon and formed a 5th com
pany, E Company. This company 
will provide maintenance support 
to A , B, C, and 0 flight com
panies. The new wiring diagram 

LTC Johnson Is the V Corps Aviation 
BrIgade ElCecutive Officer, APO NY. 

FIGURE 1 I 
I HHC 

I 

I 

is shown below in Figure 1. 
Since there are no active du

ty battalion headquarters for B 
6I158th and C 7-158th, they re
port directly to the brigade XO. 
Although it would appear that 
this is an awkward command 
and control arrangement, we are 
attempting to operate within the 
current DOE. 

12th Avn 8de Maintenance 
The 12th Aviation Brigade 

must be able to fight within its 
General Defense Plan. Good 
maintenance programs guaran
tee the availability of combat 
equipment with which to fight. In 
addition, good programs train 
our personnel to do their jobs in 
peace or war and ensure the 
availability of equipment for train
ing. To this end. we ensure that 
our " green suit" maintenance 
personnel are available to per
form their mission along with our 
respected civilian " tech reps" 
and sample data collection 
personnel. 

Brigade units continue to ex-

I I I 
[:::K! 12 

I 
I I 

availability. 

Operations 
Operationally, the 5th Bn, 

158th Avn Regt continues to per
form its wartime and peacetime 
mission of providing command 
and control to the V Corps com
mander and staff. The battalion 
flies an average of five planned 
support missions each day. As in 
the case of most command and 
control units, "short fuse" mis
sions are common, standby air
craft and crews are always on 
alert, and the weather never co
operates. Through it all the bat
talion flew 6,912 accident free 
hours last year. 

B Co, 6th Bn, 158th Avn Regt 
(MHC) continues to provide the 
CH-47 support for V Corps. As 
previously mentioned. the unit 
has excelled at maintenance. In 
addition, it excelled in the areas 
of supply and was chosen to rep
resent V Corps in a USAREUR
wide unit competition. 
(V Corps - cant, on page 78) 

I 

5.1581~1 B I~ 16-158 
C 1~17.158 4,5,6-229

1 ~~ 
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esearch and training activity for the 
helicopter mission creates stringent 
requirements for the visual simula
tion component. COMPU-SCENE tech
nology from GE meets the challenge, 
not only in the visual sense, but also 
by providing other powerful support 
features needed to maximize situa
tional awareness in the NOE mission 
training environment. 

COMPU-SCENE visual systems have 
been procured for advanced rotorcraft 
design applications by the IBM Cor
poration, McDonnell Douglas Heli
copters, Sikorsky Aircraft Division of 
United Technologies and the U.S. 
Navy. These systems are helping 
develop the scoutlattack team train
ing environment that will typify LHX 
and other helicopter mission train
ing profiles. 

FUR Target Imagery by COMpu·SCENE IV. 

For more information contact: 
Manager, Army Aviation Marketing 
General Electric Company 
Simulation and Control Systems Department 
W 80x2500 
Daytona Beach, Florida 32015 
Tel: (904) 258·2268 

COMPIJ·SCENE and8 are fll9iS1ered tr.Iciemarlls 

01 GENERAL ElECTRK: COMPANY. 



- AVIATION BRANCH INTERVIEW-

CSM John P. Traylor 
Aviation Branch Command Sergeant Malar and 

Command Sergeant Major, USAAVNC & Ft. Rucker 
conducted by SFC (P) William C. Hawkins 

Sergeant Major, now that you have been in 
the job for about seven months, I'm sure you're 
aware of the ongoing changes in our young 
branch both in people and technology and I'm 
sure you've formed some ideas on where we 
are and where you think we should go. Today 
I would like to discuss some areas of interest 
and I have, for the sake of brevity, listed by 
subject areas; General, TOEs, CMFs, 28 67 
and 93, in that order. 

General 
Q: As the Branch CSM, what are some of 

your goals to improve Enlisted Personnel 
Management Systems within the branch? 

A: Two of the major areas I want to work on 
are getting our soldiers to school , especially 
BNCOC. This is mainly a twofold problem of: 

a. The STRAMS-E II report is not always ac
curate. We must do all we can to insure the 
data base is correct. 

b. There continues to be the problem with 
soldiers being released for school . Comman
ders and CSMs/1 SGs must insure that the 
soldier is released even if he/she "is too critical 
to the unit mission" at the time of selection. 
Also within the Branch we have approximate
ly 20 0-6 level commands. Of those 26 approx
imately 8 of the CSMs are from aviation back
ground. The other 18 or 70% are filled by 
CSMs from other backgrounds. To be com
petitive for higher levels of command you need 
at least one 0-6levei job. We need to fill these 
positions with aviation background CSMs, so 
we can develop our people for positions of in
creased responsibility.That is not to say that 
the CSMs from backgrounds other than avia
tion haven't been doing a good job. They have, 
they have been instrumental in the healthy 
growth of our branch and are to be commend
ed. It 's just that we've got to begin preparing 
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our CSMs for higher levels of responsibility. 
a: What is the status of the NCO Academy, 

and is the Commandant going to continue 
"dual hat" as the Director of Enlisted Training? 

A: The NCO Academy is organized and will 
be live in for both ANCOC and BNCOC. The 
Commandant will be held responsible for En
listed Training under the supervision of myself 
and the Branch Chief (MG Ellis D. Parker). 

Q: Do you ever see Ft. Rucker becoming a 
" one center training center" for Aviation? 

A: Possibly by the year 2000. Right now it 
is not a "front burner" issue; the major factor 
being facilities which equates to money. 

Q: There is a problem with female 77F POL 
Handles. When they become pregnant we 
can't use them due to danger to the fetus. Can 
anything be done? Maybe an ASI for refuel
ing aircraft? 

A: This should be forwarded from TOE units 
experiencing the problem to the Logistics 
School at Ft. Lee. 

a: When do we get the new nomex? 
A: We are projecting 1990 as a fielding date. 
a: Why doesn 't aviation have doctrinal pro-

ponency for those cavalry squadrons that are 
part of Aviation Brigades? 

A: The Proponent for cavalry tactics is the 
Armor Center who must integrate air, ground, 
and mechanized cavalry operation in combin
ed arms tactics. We have impact, and inter
face with Ft. Knox, but they retain proponency. 

Q: The T53, L 13 and 15 engines in the UH-1 
are going to be around for quite some time, 
yet, we must purchase no new engine parts. 
Don't you see this as a negative safety factor 
in the future? 

A: AVSCOM is currently working this issue 
to procure replacement parts to maintain the 
fleet (5 year plan). 

a: What Is the status of the enlisted pilot? 
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Maintaining America's Readiness 

L ast year DynCorp aviation 
specialists maintained, mod

ified, repaired or performed other 
services on over lO,OOO military air
craft. Fixed- or rotary-wing; jet, tur
boprop or piston; DynCorp people 
know them all. This knowledge is 
backed by over four decades of 
delivering dedicated service and sup
port to U.S. armed forces in any part 
of the world under all conditions or 
any circumstances. 

Two time winner of the prestigious AAAA 
Industry Award for slgmflcant contnbutlons 
to the Materiel Readiness of Army AViation 

DynCorp aviation expertise and 
experience; a potent combination for 
safely maintaining America's on
time readiness. DynCorp-a great 
team to work with. 

Qy"nCore 
formerly Dynalectron Corporation 

2000 Edmund Halley Drive, Reston , Virginia 22091 

Expertise and experience-a potent combination. 



A: The program Is still being looked at. I per
sonally do not agree with the program. I can see 
it creating problems of control and development 
for 1SGs and CSMs, particularly in the area of 
duties as an NCO and how they apply as a pilot. 

Q: Do you feel that our technology is advanc
ing too fast for our ability to maintain equipment 
in the tactical environment? 

A: No, maintainability procedures are part of 
the new technotogy (MANPRIN1). 

TOEs 
Q: Why don't AVIM companies have an opera

tions section authorized? 
A: A recent change to AOE TO&Es authoriz

ed an operations section, to alleviate the pro
blems of flight records management. 

Q: Why in both J&L series TOEs are the MOS 
requirements for light wheeled vehicle drivers in 
Battalion HQs and HHCs 93P & 67V? 

A: Manpower constraints in low density MOS; 
these personnel perform duties as drivers. 

Q: Why not have a capper MOS at E8 and 
force E7(P)s to make a choice,' staffhechnical or 
leadership track? 

A: Technical and tactical proficient leaders 
through CSM is the goal of the AOE. 

Q: Everyone understands that " money drives 
the train" but our TOEs are becoming too restfic.. 
tive to perlorm a peace time mission much less 
go to war. What can be done? 

A: TO&Es are manned at levels below "go to 
war" strength due to budgeting and nonavailabili
ty of manpower. NCO's must be proficient in how 
to train soldiers. This will be a focal point when 
TO&Es are increased In the event of a conflict. 

Q: The formula used to generate the number 
of maintainers Is X number of aircraft = X num
ber of maintainers usIng the Man{XJwer Alloca
tion Resouroos Chal1 (MARC). Yet, due to a shor
tage of maintainers the aircraft OR rates are short 
of what they should be. Example: The OR rate 
requirement for AH-1s is 70% but the FOR8-
COM average for the period of Oct lJ6.Jun 87 is 

Enlisted Note: 
Sergeant Major Walter Cole has assumed 
the duties of Total Army Personnel 
Agency AvlatlonlTransportation Branch 
Sergeant Major. 

Congratulations, SGM Colel 
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63.55% for FMC. Has this been addressed? 
A: Yes, current TO&E were manned using 

MACRIT standard. MARC should give a 3040% 
increase in (good) personnel in J&L TO&E. 

Q: Why do TOEs reflect an operations platoon 
and yet the 93P E6/7 is called the operations ser
geant? Why not platoon sergeant? This would 
make himlher more competitive with the 67 
series contemporary? 

A: He is already competitive, (AR 611-201) at 
E617 level is an operation NCO. 

CMF 28 
Q: Now that we have proponency for CMF 28 

will we get the school moved to USM VNC? 
A: Yes, we're looking at accomplishing the 

move in the FY 91-92 frame. 
Q: What about ANCOC? 
A: We will have the CMF' 28 ANCOC at Ft. 

Rucker by 1 October 1989. 

CMF 67 
Q: Can we increase the amount of platform 

instruction received at the school? This would 
decrease the amount of time needed to "train 
up" the soldier at unit level. 

A: 97 hours are currently lock-step, conference 
type class. We're going to group pace instruction 
on the floor to gain more instructorlstudent time 
as they process through the school. Budgetary 
problems prevent increase in course lengths. 

Q: When we perform ma/ntanance on the air
craft we must always have "the book" open to 
the correct page. Why then, are porl/ons of the 
SOT expected to be committed to memory? We 
also need more time to accomplish the test. 

A: CAC in conjunction with TRADOC HQ is 
relooking at the entire SOT systems and results 
of the study will be presented to TRADOC Com
mander in 3rd quarter of FY 88. 

Q: Why do the cut off scores for promotions 
to E516 remain so high when we seem to have 
a shortage of people in those grades? 

A: The current strengths are 96% for E5 and 
102% for ES. 

Q: With the UH-1 projected to remain in the 
fleet well past the year 2000, and the 67N be
ing promoted to 67T at E7, who will supervise 
the maintenance of the Huey fleet? 

A: The 67T40. His track at ANCOC includes 
both the UH-1 and UH-60 aircraft. 

(CSM Traylor - Continued on Page 81) 
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Survivability: 

Aircraft Survivability 
Equipment 
by Colonel James R. Holder 

ST. LOUIS, MO - Aircraft Sur
vivability Equipment (ASE) con
tinues to expand in its applica
tion to the Army's growing avia
tion fleet. Technological advan
ces and the increase in number 
and capabilities of threat systems 
are driving factors in the re
search, development and field
ing of new Army ASE systems. 

In the last few years the many 
ASE fieldings have greatly mul
tiplied the combat power of our 
aviation units in USAREUR, 
EUSA; SOUTH COM and FOA$. 
COM. Nowhere is ASE 's impor
tance realized more than in 
OCONUS theaters. ASE's pre
sence in EUSA and USAREUR 
is evidenced by recent hardware 
fieldings which resulted in signifi
cant upgrades in Army aviation 
readiness and war fighting 
capabilities. 

There are currently two major 
types of countermeasure sys
tems fielded to OCONUS units. 
These are primarily radar and in
frared countermeasures systems. 

Radar Countermeasure 
Radar Countermeasure sys

tems include the AN/APA-39 
(V) 11 (V) 2 Radar Detecting Sets 
which detect pulse radars nor
maUy associated with surface-tc> 
air, aIrborne intercept, or antiair
craft weapons. Also included are 
the AN/ALO-136(V)1/(V)21V5 
Radar Jammer Sets which re-

Colonel Holder Is Project Manager for 
Aircraft Survivability Equipment (ASE), 
AVSCOM, St. Louis, Mo. 
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ceive, analyze, and automatically 
jam incoming radar signals emit
ted by the most critical threat 
weapon systems an attack heli
copter may encounter in hostile 
environments. 

The AN/APA-44(V)I/(V)3 Aa
dar Warning Systems provide 
detection and warning of the 
continuous wave radar illumina
tors of upper and lower hemi
sphere threats. 

The chaff mode of the M-130 
General Purpose Aircraft Dis
penser when used in conjunction 
with radar warning receivers and 
aircraft tactics and maneuvers 
also provides survivability en
hancement by causing radar 
break locks. 

Infrared Countermeasure 
Infrared Countermeasure sys

tems enhance survivability 
against heat seeking infrared 
weapons and include the 
AN/ALO-144(V)I/(V)3 Infrared 
Countermeasure Sets which pro
vide jamming of threat infrared 
missile systems when installed on 
rotary wing aircraft equipped with 
appropriate reflective paint and 
engine exhaust suppressors. 

The AN/ALQ-147A(V)I/(V)2In
frared Jammer is a rear-aspect, 
fuel fired set specificaUy de
Signed for Army fixed wing 
Special Electronic Mission Air
craft (SEMA). 

The AN/ALO-156(V)I/(V)2 
Missile Approach Detector pro
vides protection against present 
and near term infrared homing 

missile threats by triggering the 
M-130 Dispenser System. The 
M-130 then releases a flare to 
decoy an infrared seeking mis
sile away from the aircraft. 

Other infrared ASE includes 
suppressors which reduce en
gine infrared emissions thereby 
reducing the detection, acquisi
tion, and tracking of aircraft by 
heat seeking miSSiles. 

Fielding 
Unlike earlier fielding of ASE 

during the Vietnam era when lit
tle testing was accomplished 
before being delivered to 
OCONUS units, extensive 
testing is now conducted both in 
the materiel development and 
the user community. Increased 
emphasis on system support 
packages, supportability and 
planning has minimized support 
and readiness issues normaJly 
experienced during initial In
staJiation of new ASE In the field. 

The ASE PMO recognizes the 
inconvenience caused in installa
tion of kits and systems at 
unitldepot level, but survivability 
of man and machine and the in
creased war fighting capability 
afforded by use of ASE in volatile 
regions of the world dictate that 
ASE be fielded as quickly as 
possible. 

lhtlnlng 
In recognition that the biggest 

payoff in survivability is 
achieved primarily through the 
proper execution of sound tao
tics, my office has been working 
closely with the Aviation Center 
to improve ASE training. The 
ASE Trainer I (ASET I) is in plaoe. 

Three contractors were recent
ly competing for the contract to 
produce the ASET II. After a rig
orous source selection process, 

(ASE - cont. on p_ 86) 
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Operations: 

Ever Watchful 
Regimental Activation 

companies. The 1st Battalion, 
24th Aviation , " The Vipers", 
commanded by LTC William R. 
Clontz, provides attack 
helicopter support to the 24th 
Infantry Division (Mechanized). 
Company D, 24th Aviation, 
commanded by MAJ Michael 
L. McGary provides general 
support to the Division . 

by Captain Vernon L. Campbell 

HUNTER AAF. GA - Effective 
17 October 1967, the 24th Avia· 
tion Regiment became a reali· 
ty with the activation of the 1st 
Battalion, 24th Aviation (Attack 
Helicopter). Co 0 , 24th A.viation 
(Genrsl Support). Co E. 24th 
Aviation (Combat Support) and 
Co F, 24th Aviation (In
termediate Maintenance). 

The Regiment whose 
lineage dates back to October 
1942, was formally welcomed 
to the 24th Infantry Divi
sion(Mechanized) in a 
ceremony full of pomp and cir
cumstance at Hunter Army Air
field , Georgia, on 5 November 
1987. 

The 24th Aviation Regiment 
is extremely proud to have as 
the Honorary Commander COL 
(Ret) Thomas H. Spence and 
as the Honorary Command 
Sergeant Major CSM (Ret) 
Ruck Tipton, Sr. 

80th gentlemen have been 
aviators from the beginning of 
the Army Aviation and readily 
accepted the invitation to the 
honorary position without 
hesitation . 

Honorary Commander 
During COL Spence's il

lustrious career, he graduated 
from the first flight training 
class conducted by the U.S. Ar
my at Camp Gary, Texas, in 
January 1957. Additionally, he 

Captain Campbell is Assistant SI, Avia_ 
tion Brigade, 24th Infantry Division 
(Mechanized), Hunter Army Ah1leld, GA 
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served as Battallion Com
mander of the 77th Artillery 
(ARA), 101st Airborne Division 
in June 1969, one of two AH-l 
Cobra Battalions the Army had 
in Vietnam at that time. COL 
Spence next commanded 1st 
Cavalry Division Artillery, Ft 
Hood, Texas, in December, 
1975. COL Spence capped his 
career in May 1979 as the 
Assistant Division Commander
Support of the 24th Infantry 
Division (Mechanized). 

D Company was the AAAA 
Outstanding Aviation Unit of the 
Year for 1986 and also the win
ner of the FORSCOM Com
mander's Safety Trophy for two 
quarters in 1987. 

Company E, 24th Aviation, 
commanded by CPT Michael 
N. Lehman utilizes the UH-60A 
Blackhawk and provides com
bat support aviation for the Divi
sion. Company F, 24th Aviation, 
commanded by MAJ Kevin T. 

" We welcome those soldiers, enlisted 
through officer, who have served with 
the 24th Aviation to affiliate with the 
Regiment and rejoin this proud 
organization.' • 

Honorary CSM 
CSM Tipton qualified as a 

UH-1 Crew Chief in 1965. CSM 
Tipton was promoted to E-5, 
E-6, and E-7 in 1966, 1967, and 
1968 respectively showing his 
extraordinary potential. CSM 
Tipton's afftliation with the 24th 
began with assignment as First 
Sergeant. Company B (GS). 
24th Aviation Battalion. His 
career was capped with promo
tion to SGM while assigned as 
the Senior Enlisted Member of 
the AH-64A Operational Test II. 

The 24th Aviation Regiment 
contains one Attack Helicopter 
Battalion and three separate 

Colcord provides intermediate 
maintenance support to the 
Division's aviation elements. 

The regiment has a proud 
history, distinguished leader
ship, and units with the desire 
to excel. We welcome those 
soldiers, enlisted through of
ficer, who have served with the 
24th Aviation to affiliate with the 
Regiment and rejoin this proud 
organization. 

Soldiers, active or retired, 
can write for further information 
by contacting: Adjutant, 1st 
Battalion, 24th Aviation Regi
ment, Humter Army Airfield, 
Georgia 31409. 1111 
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Whether you're in the air, on land 
or sea, field-proven Collins mili
tary Navstar Global Positioning 
System (GPS) user equipment 
meets your precise navigation 
requirements. 

Our family of 1-, 2- and5-channel 
CPS equipment has been selected 
by the DoD for initial production. 
In over 9000 hours of field tests, 
we've demonstrated better than 16 
meter accuracy, with anti-jam 
capability. And we are inserting 

the latest technology to keep 
Collins CPS state-of-the-art. 

Collins new computer - inte
grated, 75,000 sq. ft. manufacturing 
facility helps reduce production 
costs. And commonality in over 
75% of hardware and 90% of soft
ware helps ensure low life-cycle 
costs. 

For information on the only com
pletely field-tested and proven mil
ltary CPS user equipment, contact 
Collins Government Avionics Divi-

sian, Rockwell International, 400 
Collins Road NE, Cedar Rapids, 
Iowa 52498. (319) 395-2208. Telex 
464·421. COLLENGR CDR. 

COLLINS AVIONICS 

41 ... Rockwell 
p.~ Internattonal 

... whe<. sel.ne. g.11 dow .. 10 bu.oin . .. 

.... 'o""a~.1 EIKI.onlcl' Aulo .... ollv. 
G ..... allnllu.' rte., A·8 Indu. ,,,., ... uIO ..... UO .. 



OUTOFTHE 

LAV·25 DELIVERS AIR·DEPLOYABLE 
FIREPOWER FOR LIGHT FORCES 
••• NOWI PROVEN AIR DROPPABLE 

PROVEN LAPES CAPABIUTY 
• certi fied at Sicily Drop Zone, 

Ft. Brag9, February 27, 1987 
• utilizes 20' Type V 

aluminum pallet 
• operational 12.5 minutes 

after delivery 

• certified at Sicily Drop Zone, 
Ft. Bragg, March 6, 1987 

• utilizes 24' Type V 
aluminum pallet 

• operational 12.5 
minutes after landing 

PROVEN 
AIR·DEPLOYABLE 
• up to 8 units per CSA 
• LAV battalion mQves 

worldwide in eight C5 
missions 

• load in 60 minutes; offload 
in 25 minutes 

Diesel Division, General Motors of canada Limited 
RO. Box 5160, London, Ontario, Canada NSA 4N5 (519) 452·5184 Telex: 064-5643 



DINTO 
THE BATTLE 

PUT MORE FIGHT INTO LIGHT WITH 
DEFEAT 85% 
OF EXPECTED THREAT 
• 25mm defeats air-mobile 

APes and light armor 
• conserve anti-tank assets 

• fire-on-the-move 

LIGHT FORCES' 
SPEED AND AGILITY 
• highway speeds equal 

to advancing convoys 
• enhanced crosscountry 

mobility now rivals 
tracks 

• minimal logistics tail 

PROVEN LAV-Z5 
BALLISTIC STEEL 
ARMOR PROTECTION 
• defeat small arms fire and 

artillery fragments 
• NBC protected 
• high hit-avoidance 

NO WAITING ... 
NO SURPRISES 
• deliverable by 1988 
• highest reliability in U.S. 

armored fleet 
• operating cost under $2.00 

per mite 

General Motors Defense 
1911 North Fort Myer Drive, Suite 800, Arlington, Virginia 22209 (703) 284-1751 
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that the school can call success 
Combat Developments: stories. First Is the Tactical Air-

L . . craft Maintenance Platform Aviation oglstlcs (TAMP) which was initially 
reported to you in the July 1987 Update edition of ARMY AVIATION. The 
TAMP is essentially a lightweight 

Lb.:.y_L_t_. _C_o_lo_n_e_'_T_h_o_m_a_s_p_. _C_o_'e ____ .L..-''''--''''''~:L..I folding ladder, capable of being 
folded into a variety of configura
tions which will provide the 
mechanic an easy4o-maneuver, 
lightweight maintenance platform. 

FT. EUSTIS, VA - As the Army 
moves toward the year 2000 and 
reaches closer to the acquisition 
of the LHX, the aviation planners 
must cope with a revolutionized 
battlefield. This new battlefield of
fers renewed challenges to the 
Aviation logistician to keep pace 
with the operational arm of Ar
my Aviation. 

To keep up with this momen
tum, the Directorate of Combat 
Developments at the Aviation 
Logistics School has had several 
recent sUccesses as it strives to 
accomplish its proponent mis
sion as the combat developer of 
all aviation ground support 
equipment for Army Aviation. 

Division, we have spent the last 
few months interviewing aviation 
command, staff, and technical 
personnel from corps/division 
units in FORSCOM, WES1COM, 
and USAREUR to determine the 
best way to support the Aviation 
Brigade. The information 
gathered will be used by 
USAALS in a staff study to docu
ment specific problems, arrive at 
conclusions, and if appropriate, 
provide recommendations for im
provement in CSS to the newly 
formed Aviation Brigades. The 
final report for the study is due 
in February 1988. Look for an ar
ticle on this important study in 
ARMY AVIATION MAGAZINE. 

Testing on this system is com
plete and we are convinced that 
this 17 foot ladder fully satisfies 
the TAMP requirements docu
ment. The school has requested 
that AVSCOM add this ladder, 
NSN 544Q.{)HJ48-8368, and the 
associated work platform, NSN 
544Q.{)1.Q92-1812 to both the divi
sional and non-divisional aviation 
shop sets. Additional information 
on this ladder and Vv'Ork platform 
have appeared in the July
August 1983 Army Logistician, 
June 1983 FLiGHTFAX, and the 
June 1983 PS Magazine. 

First Step Recent Developments UMARK 
The first step to accomplish that There have been several recent Another initiative the Direc-
mission is to understand the initiatives in the hardware area (Logistics - Cont. on page 78) 
modern battlefield and the threat f------------'----, 
capabilities where we will be call-
ed to work. Until recently the 
school had to rely on outside 
sources to do this. Within the •••• 
past year the directorate hired a 
Threat Manager who is charged 
with the responsibility of advis
ing the Director about threats 
against personnel, aircraft and 
equipment. This section also 
revi9'NS the applicability of threat l";ij;=':~ 
to all facets of force moderniza- .. 
tion and administers threat tmin
ing programs throughout the 
school. 

In the Concepts and Studies 

LTC Cofe is Oirector 0' Combat 
Developments at the Avlallon logistics 
School, Flo Eustis, VA t... .... ll!..!::. ...... II!:l!i;\liLll.!; 
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LEFT: An example 
of the Tactical Air
craft Maintenance 
Platform (TAMP) in 
use at Ft. Eustis. 
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Recognition ofajob well 
done. 

For 350 yea rs, the National 
Guard has come to our na
tion's aid in times of war 
and in times of namcal dis
aster. But no amount of 
determination and valor 
can overcome the limits of 
their equipment. 

Right now the Guard is 
flying helicopters rendered 
obsolete a decade ago 
with the introduction of the 
U.S. Army BLACK HAWK 
to the active forces. Today 
the UH-60A BLACK HAWK 
is the most effective and 
mission flexible helicopter 
in the air, the standard for 
our nation's Army. 

It's the vehicle of choice 
because it's nimble, flexible 
and powerful. Armed, it per
forms as an assault helicopter. 
Bm on the other hand, it has 
the muscle and flexibility for 
serious disaster-relief work. 
It'll fight fires; carry supplies; 
and save lives in search and 
rescue and medevac missions. 

The Guard, as part of the 
total force structure, needs 
the same equipment llsed 
by the active Army. 

Simply put, the BLACK 
HAWK is the best there is. 
And the National Guard 
doesn't just deserve the best. 

_~ ._ ~hCY need it. 

~'L-. . 

mUNITED 
TECHNOLOGIES 
SIKORSKY 
AIRCRAFT 
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Operations: 

Light Fighter Aviation: 
Life after certification 
by Major Frank T. Taddonio 

FT. ORO, CA - The Combat 
Aviation Brigade, 7th Infantry 
Division (Light) along with the 
entire division completed a rig· 
araus certification exercise dur
ing August 1986. During this 
historic exercise, Celtic Cross IV, 
the Brigade's aviators flew in ex
cess of 2,500 hours while the 
units averaged 88% mission ca
pable aircraft. 

Although " certified," the evo
lution of the Brigade's organiza
tion and equipment and the de
velopment of doctrine did not 
cease to progress. We became 
rapidly aware that the upcoming 
year would be as demanding 
and challenging as that leading 
up to certification . 

On September 29. 1986, com
mand of the Combat Aviation 
Brigade passed to COL William 
A. Hall, III. Three weeks later, 
COL Hall deployed the brigade 
headquarters to Ft. Hunter
liggett in support of 3d Brigade. 
This was the beginning of what 
has become an extraordinarily 
busy year. 

Bold Venture 
While the light infantry dMsion 

has been formed to rapidly de
ploy to counter low intensity 
threats, the CAB, along with the 
Division, had to re-orient its focus 
to participate in Bold Venture. an 
1 (US) Corps CPX. This exercise, 
set in a mid-high intensity envir-

Major Taddonlo III Executive Officer, 
Aviation Brigade, 7th Infantry Division 
(Light), Ft. Ord, CA 
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cnment, greatly emphasized the 
importance of the firepower and 
mobility that the CAB provides to 
the division. This exercise also 
provided the brigade an oppor
tunity to operate as a maneuver 
brigade since it was task organ
ized with ground forces and giv
en an offensive mission. 

As Task Force 5-21 (formed 
around 5th Battalion, 21st Infan
try) prepared for deployment to 
the MFO in the Sinai , the CAB 
provided the required aviators, 
crewchiefs, and other qualified 
personnel to support this impor
tant mission. The force was 
fenced in December, deployed in 
April, and personnel completed 
redeployment by the end of Nov
ember 1987. A key aspect of this 
deployment was the transition 
from a rotational basis for avia
tion support to a pes status. All 
of these personnel gained a 
great deal of valuable experience 
concerning aviation operations in 
a desert environment. 

NTC 
Once again, the Brigade's avi

ators had to focus on operations 
in a mid to high intensity environ
ment as a task force was organ
ized to deploy to the National 
Training Center: TF 307 formed 
around the 307th Attack Batta
lion, deployed with a Regimen
tal Combat Team of the 9th In
fantry Regiment. 

In addition to the attack batta
lion, its elements included an as
sault helicopter company, reeon-

naissance elements of 2-10 Re
can Squadron, brigade level 
support (Class I, III, V, and com
munication), 4157th ATC, weather 
support, an air defense baHery, 
and AVIM support from 536 
TAMC. The task force supported 
nine force on force tactical mis
sions and successfully fl9'N in ex
cess of 1100 hours and drove 
over 65,000 miles. 

CPX 
The Division's annual FTX was 
scaled back to a CPX conducted 
at A. Hunter-Uggett in May. How
ever, the CAB deployed ali of its 
assets to the field to capitalize on 
the training time. A unique as
pect of this exercise was a daily 
tactical tutorial covering various 
doctrinal subjects. These were 
attended by all commanders 
down to battalion level. A superb 
presentation outlining the plan
ning, coordination, and execution 
of air assault missions was well 
received by all participants. 

Dragon Summit FTX 
After a very busy period of 

reserve component annual train
ing evaluations, the brigade de
ployed once again to Ft. Hunter
Uggett. Duong August, 9th Rege 
ment's Dragon Summit FTX pro
vided another excellent training 
vehicle for the CAB. 

The exercise enabled the Bri
gade to incorporate the 336th 
Aviation Battalion, a reserve unit 
from Los Alamitos. CA, into the 
task organization. The integration 
of active and reserve compon
ents under one brigade head
quarters was a unique opportuni
ty which proved successful. Also, 
significant progress was achiev
ed between 9th Regiment and 
attack battalion in developing 
procedures for the conduct of 
Eagle Strikes. 
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"The Brigade's aviators flew 
in excess of 2,500 hours 
while the units averaged 

88% mission capable aircraft" 

As the end of 1987 appro
aches, the brigade has been in
volved in supporting external 
evaluations called Bold Thrusts. 
During each of these battalion 
level exercises, an air assault of 
an entire infantry battalion is 
planned and executed. These 
exercises will be conducted al
most every other month. 

The preceding activities have 
been completed while the Bri
gade's structure has changed 
both physically and, in some 
cases, in name. While certifica
tion validated many aspects of 
the light infantry division organi
zation and structure, the Combat 
Aviation Brigade is still evolving 
into an optimum configuration 
Headquarters and Headquarters 
Company. 

This configuration includes the 
normal staff complement ca
pable of planning the full range 
of contingency operations and 
the necessary command and 
control for tactical operations. 
The company has an organic 
Class U1N platoon which pro
vides all refueling and rearming 
for the entire brigade, The com
pany's mess section supports all 
units except the reconnaissance 
squadron. 

JANUARY 31, 1988 

2-9th Reeon 
The 2-9th Reconnaissance 

Squadron (formerly 2-10 RS) is 
the eyes and ears of the division. 
The squadron contains a head
quarters troop, two air cavalry 
troops (each has 4 AH-1S 
(ECAS) and 6 OH-58C aircraft), 
and a ground reconnaissance 
troop which has eight lOW's 
and twelve .50 cal guns all 
mounted on HMMWV's. 

During the year, the LRSD 
(Long Range Surveillance 
Detachment) was moved from 
the squadron and attached to 
the division's military intelligence 
battalion. Also, the squadron 
controls three EH-l aircraft for 
training and maintenance but 
they belong to the MI battalion. 

1st Bn 123d Avn Regiment 
The 1st Battalion 123d Aviation 

Regiment (Attack) (formerly 
307th Attack Helicopter Battalion) 
contains a headquarters com
pany, three attack helicopter 
companies (each has 7 AH-1S 
and 4 OH-S8 aircraft) and a 
recently formed maintenance 
company. 

The battalion is the primary 
tank killing capability of 
the division. It is currently transi-

tioning all of its AH-1S aircraft to 
the ECAS version. 

7th Aviation Battalion 
7th Aviation Battalion (Provi

sional) (formerly two separate 
assault helicopter companies) in
cludes a headquarters company, 
two assault helicopter compan
ies (15 UH-60 aircraft each) and 
a maintenance company. The 
battalion is in the process of 
forming a general support avia
tion company with the assets of 
the C3 platoon (6 OH-58's), the 
3 EH-l's in the recon squadron. 

Another change in the brigade 
structure will occur soon as the 
division's aviation maintenance 
company will be moved from the 
DISCOM to the CAB. This will af
ford the brigade commander the 
ability to directly influence the 
priorities of the maintenance 
company since it will be attached 
as a separate company. 

The future activities of the 
combat Aviation Brigade appear 
to be as exciting and challeng
ing as the past. The brigade's 
units are preparing to participate 
in rotations at JRTC and NlC as 
well as the annual Division ex
ercise, Celtic Cross VI. 
LlGHTFIGHTER! 11111 
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Personnel: 

Flying Duty Credit: 
1st, 2nd and 3rd Gate 
by Major William G. Zorn, Jr. 

ALE.'<ANDRIA, VA - I con
tinually receive questions on AR 
600-105 as it pertains to Aviation 
Career Incentive Pay (ACIP) and 
the accumulation of Total Opera
tional Flying duty Credit (TOFDC) 
in terms of the "gate" system. 
AR 600-105 indicates that there 
is a 12-year gate (the 1st gate) 
and an 18-year gate (the 2nd 
gate) but does not clearly point 
out that there is a second part 
to the 18-year gate - what I call 
the 3rd gate! AR 6()(}105 defines 
continuous ACIP as follows: 

Army aviators qualified for 
aviation service are entitled to 
continuous ACIP for 12 years 
following Aviation Service Entry 
Date (ASED). 

The Gates 
The following gate system ap
plies to those aviators that are 
entitled to continuous ACIP: 

Gate #1. Those aviators who 
accumulate at least 72 months 
of 10FDC by the end of 12 years 
following ASED are entitled to 
ACIP through 18 years of avia
tion service (as long as they re
main qualified). 

Gate #2. Those aviators who 
accumulate at least 108 months 
of 10FDC by the end of 18 years 
following ASED are entitled to 
ACIP through 22 years of Total 
Federal Officer Service (TFOS) 
(as long as they remain qualified). 

Gate #3. Those aviators who 

Major Zorn Is Chief, Aviation, Plans & 
Programs Section, OPMD, Total Army 
Personnel Agency. 
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accumulate at least 132 months 
of 10FDC by the end of 18 years 
following ASED are entitled to 
ACIP through 25 years of TFOS 
(as long as they remain qualified). 

Army aviators not entitled to 
continuous ACIP may receive 
monthly ACIP only whife serving 
in an operational flying position 
lAW AR 570-1 . An officer (other 
than a warrant officer) below pay 
grade 0-7 with over 25 years of 
officer service who is qualified for 
aviation service and required by 
competent orders to perform op
erational flying duties is also en
titled to monthly ACIP. Monthly 
ACIP is handled by locaf Finance 
and Accounting Offices and not 
at the DA level. ACIP rates are 
the same for both categories 
(continuous and monthly): 

Aviation career incentive pay 
CommiSSioned Officers 

Yrs of Avn Svc· Monthly Rate 
2 or less $125 
Over 2 $156 
Over 3 $188 
Over 4 $206 
Over 6 $400 

TFOS 
Over 18 
Over 20 
Over 22 
Over 24 
Over 25 

$370 
$340 
$310 
$280 
$250 

~vn Svc for a commissioned 0(
ficer includes flight training. 

Warrant Officers 

Yrs of Avn Svc Monthly Rate 
2 or less $125 
Over 2 $150 
Over 3 $188 
Over 4 $200 
Over 6 $400 

ASED and TFOS 
ACIP is based on two critical 

dates ASED and TFOS. In
dividuals who experience a 
break in service need to have 
these dates adjusted otherwise 
full ACIP entitlement may not be 
received. Individuals should for
ward requests for recomputation 
of ASED and TFOS to: Com
mander, Total Army Personnel 
Agency, AnN: DAPC-PDl'RC, 
200 Stavafl Street, Alexandria, VA 
22331.()476. 

TOFDCs 
An aviators lOFDC is reflected 
on the Officer Record Brief 
(ORB) in terms of months at a 
certain date. Input into this figure 
is automatic and generated by 
the Duty MOS (DMOS) of a par
tiqular assignment. It is important 
therefore to insure that indiv
iduals in a flying assignment 
have the proper DMOS reflected 
on their ORB and that lX (flying 
prohibited) does not appear in 
this DMOS. 

Computing TOFDC 
TOFDC is recorded by num

ber of months and begins the 
day following the date an aviator 
signs out of a nonoperational fly
ing duty position enroute to an 
operational flying duty position. 
Credit is continuous until the avi
ator signs out enroute to a non
operational flying duty position. 

The 15th day of the month is 
the "break even" point for cre

(Gates - cont. on p. 84) 
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AEL. Equipping old birds 
with n · tricks. 

Because obsolescence is itself an enemy, 
AEL's Aero Division provides cost- effective, 
state-of-the-mt avionics upgrades for a 
wide vaJiety of militmy aircraft. 

AEL is a major electronic systems 
designel; integrator and installet; with 
experience in such vital subsystems as 
EW, cockpit management, navigation, 
conuTIlmications and mmament. 

Adding integrated systems through 
multiplex bus architectures to older 

i\lil.""" """",,liate _ I<:oo;:~'"fm'""'I,s.~.,,~ -.. 
"",,,,, ,,, ;,,,;,,,,,,,,,· ,'hall..-n>rlrm ... h-,,,,,,I 
t<d""'""<)·",,,,, F'~ """""lu""., .... _"",, .... t 
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aircraft maximizes today's glass cockpit 
designs. AEL software design, aircraft 
interface and EMl / EMC!1empest testing 
enslll'es system intel'Opel'ability. The 
resulting upgraded aircraft is fully 
compatible with mission oQjectives. 

To keep pace with today's rrtilitalY 
equipment evolution, AEL's quick-turn
arOlmd, cost-effective aircraft upgrades 
are essential. For more infonnatioll 1 call 
AEL Aero Marketing at (215) 822-2929. 

c5'JmeI1caIl.,£lectrbf/.ic~abo[atol1es,qf/.C. 
Subsidiar\'of AEL I"dust";"s. Inc. 

305 Richa rdson Ro.-ld, Lanooale, PA 19446 
(215) 822·2929 

Telex: 47611R8 AELARS 



Operations: 

The Red Devils: 
Eagle Brigade 
by Colonel John C. Parrish 

FT. POLK, LA - This first year 
has been exciting and challeng
ing for the Aviation Brigade of 
the 5th Infantry Division 
(Mechanized). We have come a 
long way towards the goal of in
tegrated combined arms in a 
very short period of time. 
The challenges have been 

tremendous. We completely 
reorganized the structure of avia
tion at Fort Polk while at the 
same time we began training as 
a Maneuver Brigade with stan
dard Heavy Maneuver Brigade 
missions. 

The 5th ID(M) is currently be
ing modernized across the 
board. Aviation is receiving its fair 
share of new equipment which 
enables the brigade to be a 
more formidable member of the 
combined arms team. 

Reorganization 
The brigade was activated on 

September 22, 1986 by perma
nent orders from HQDA. It is 
composed of the 4-12 Cavalry 
Squadron, the 5th Attack 
Helicopter Battalion, the 197th 
Assault Helicopter Company, the 
117th Command Aviation Com
pany, and a Headquarters and 
Headquarters Company. 

4-12 CAV 
The 4th Squadron 12th US 

Cavalry Squadron is organized 
under the Army of Excellence 

COL Parrish Is Commander, Aviation 
Brigade, 5th Infantry Division, Fort Polk, 
LA. 
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(AOE) with two ground cavalry 
troops and two air cavalry 
(AH·1S) troops. One of the 
ground cavalry troops, E Troop, 
256 Bde, is a round-out unit serv
ing with the Louisiana National 
Guard. 

The squadron is commanded 
by LTC Albert F. Leister, Jr., with 
CSM Wiley M. Clark. The mis
sion of the squadron is to con
duct reconnaissance and secari
ty operations to the front, flanks, 
and rear of the division. They 
can also enhance command and 
control within the division. 

5 AHB 
The 5th Attack Helicopter Bat

talion is organized under AOE 
and was redesignated 5th AHB 
on September 17, 1986. The old 
unit was the 214th AHB and was 
moved from Fort Lewis, 
Washington to Fort Polk, loui
siana. This unit has three attack 
helicopter (AH-1F) companies 
and a headquarters and service 
company. The battalion is com
manded by LTC William P. 
Dickens with CSM Robert E. 
Williams. The battalion mission 
is to destroy massed enemy ar
mor force with aerial firerower, 
mobility, and shock effect. 

197th AHC 
The 197th Assault Helicopter 

Company was formed by com
bining the Aero Reconnaissance 
Platoon, D Troop 4-12 Cavalry, 
and the lift assets from tbe 
Division Aviation Company. It has 

23 UH-1 aircraft. It is command
ed by CPr Joseph Judge Itt with 
lSG Joseph Garcia. The com
pany's mission is to conduct air 
assault and air logistics missions 
to support deep attacks, pursuits, 
and other missions that require 
fast response. 

117th CAC 
The 117th Command Aviation 

Company was formed from the 
command and control assets of 
the Division Aviation Company. 
It consists of two command and 
control platoons, one UH-1 and 
one OH-S8; and an aerial fire 
support platoon. It is command
ed by CPr Reginatd S. Whitlock 
with lSG James R. Cosgrave. 
The company miSSion is to pro
vide the division with aircraft for 
command, control, liason, and 
field artillery air observation. 

Brigade HHC 
The Brigade HHC was 

organized from the assets of the 
5th Combat Aviation Battalion 
HHC. It is composed of the nor
mal staffs found in a brigade 
level plus the division's airspace 
management element. It is com
manded by CPr Joet D. Roberts 

. with lSG Fred Slavens. Its mis
sion is to provide brigade level 
command and control for the 
Aviation Brigade as well as per
form battalion level command, 
control, and logistiCS functions 
for the 197th AHC and the 117th 
CAC. 

Aviation Brigade Training 
During this first year, the 

brigade's challenge has been to 
function internally with the new 
organization while at the same 
time integrating the ·Aviation 
Brigade into division operations. 
The Division Command Group 
recognized that the brigade was 
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recognized that the brigade 
was capable of performing 
several of the maneuver 
brigade functions. These inw 
eluded limited offensive, defenw 
sive, and economy of force 
missions. 

Since activation, the brigade 
has participated in four Com
mand Post Exercises (CPX), all 

of which saw the Aviation 
Brigade with ground maneuver 
task forces attached.The 
specific missions have includ
ed reconnaissance, defense in 
sector, and counteraHack.ln all 
cases the use of the Aviation 
Brigade as a Manuever 
Brigade allowed the division 
the flexibility to more efficiently 

utilize the Heavy Maneuver 
Brigades. 

FTXs 
Recognizing that Maneuver 

Brigade training is not com
plete without actual forces on 
the ground , the brigade has 
conducted three Field Training 

(Devils - cont , on p. 79) 

5th Aviation Regimental Activation 

The 5th Aviation Battalion was first con
stituted July 20, 1940 in the Regular Army 
as the 5th Cavalry Reconnaissance Troop 
and assigned to the 5th Division (later 
redesignated as the 5th Infantry Division). It 
was activated August 10, 1940 at Fort Ben
jamin Harrison , IN reorgani zed and 
redesignated October 1, 1943 as the 5th 
Reconnaissance Troop, Mechanized ; 
reorganized and redesignated March 4,1946 
as the 5th Mechanized Cavalry Recon
naissance Troop. 

It was inactivated September 20, 1946 at 
Camp Campbell, KY redesignated July 6, 
1948 as the 5th Reconnaissance Company 
and activated at Fort Jackson, SC. Inac
tivated April 30, 1950 at Fort Jackson, the 
company was activated March 1, 1951 at In
diantown Gap Military Reservation, PA. In
activated September 1, 1953 at Indiantown 
Gap Military Reservation, it was activated 
May 25,1954 at Augsberg, Germany and in
activated June 1, 1957 at Fort Ord, CA. 

Converted and redesignated January 26, 
1962 as Headquarters and Headquarters 
Company, 5th Aviation Battalion (organic 
elements concurrently constituted), the bat
talion was activated February 19, 1962 at Fort 
Carson, CO. (Headquarters and Head
quarters Company, 5th Aviation Battalion, 
was reorganized and redesignated February 
12, 1964 as Headquarters and Headquarters 
Detachment 5th Aviation Battalion, and Com-
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pany A was inactivated June 25,1966 in Viet
nam). The battalion (less A Company) was 
inactivated June 24, 1967 at Ft. Carson. 

Headquarters and Headquarters Detach
ment, 5th Aviation Battalion, was redesig
nated July 21, 1975 as the Aviation Com
pany, 5th Infantry Division, and activated at 
Fort Polk, LA Reorganized and redesignated 
September 1, 1982 as Headquarters and 
Headquarters Company, 5th Battal ion 
(organic elements concurrently activated), 
the 5th Aviation Battalion and its organic 
elements were later deactivated, on 
September 17, 1986. On that same- day, it 
was activated and redesignated as the 5th 
Attack Helicopter Battalion (5th AHB). The 
5th AHB is presently assigned under the 
Aviation Brigade, 5th Infantry Division 
(Mechanized) at Fort Polk. 

The Aviation Brigade is activating the 5th 
Aviation Regiment on March 8,1988. As part 
of this activation, we are looking for an 
Honorary Colonel , Sergeant Major and 
Distinguished Members of former units which 
make up the Itneage of the regiment. 

Former members of any of the units men
tioned in the lineage and individuals assign
ed to the immediate chain of command 
above these units are asked to contact MAJ 
Antonelli or CPT Monero at (318)535w25051 
6600/4026 (A V prefix 863) or write to: Cornw 
mander, Aviation Brigade, 5th ID(M) & FP, 
ATTN: 5·1 , Fort Polk, LA 71459. 
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ACCELERATED 
EVOLUTION ... 
When decision time comes for component design or manu
facture, Aerospatiale can start well past the simulator stage. 

The experience accrued in developing and operating the 
Panther military helicopter and Coast Guard HH-6SA offer a 
proven short cut to tomorrow's combat helicopter. 

Contact Aerospatiale's experienced team. 
..-~ ..... -Siaerospatlale 
-~ helicopter corporation 

thars special. thars aerospatiale. 

. .. and that's on the Fenestran 
alone. Proven composite rotors. Vi
bration damping systems. All al
ready incorporated in Aerospatiale's 
hard hitting Panther and reliable 
HH-65A. 

2701 Forum Drive • Grand Prairie, Texas 75053-4005 • Telephone 2141641-3525 • Telex: 730489 



Air Traffic Control: 

National 
Airspace System 

air space has been established 
or disestablished, or training 
locations changed, the air traffic 
control system has not com
prehensively ch?-.nged to keep 
pace. The NAS plan has provid
ed an opportunity to reexamine 
DOD requirements in a way 
which has never been done 
before. 

by Lt. Colonel James E. Dooley, III 

WASHINGTON, D.C. - The 
Federal Aviation Administration is 
rapidly progressing on its approv
ed $15.8 billion plan to modernize 
the National Airspace System 
(NAS). 

The NAS is the busiest and 
most complex system in the 
world. A mixture of equipment 
techniques and skills that have 
evolved during the past 40 years, 
is without doubt, the safest and 
most efficient. However, it is in
creasingly characterized by ex
pensive maintenance, limited ex
pansion capability, and limited 
adaptability to changing 
requirements. 

The Plan 
In 1982, the Reagan fld

ministration chartered a com
prehensive plan for modernizing 
and improving air traffic control 
and airway facilities services 
through the year 2000. The plan 
essentially moves the system 
from the vacuum tube 
technology to modern electronic 
equipment that is available today. 
Virtually all aspects of the ATC 
sys1em will be upgraded, moder
nizing about 22,000 facilities 
which comprise the U.S. air traf
fic control system. 

Since approximately 20 per
cent of the air traffic in the NAS 
is handled by the Department of 
Defense, its part in the NAS plan 

Lieutenant Colonel Dooley II the Army 
Representative to the FAA'. Department 
ot Defense National Airspace System 
(NAS) plan ottice In Waahington, D.C. 
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is equally substantial. The OOD's 
role is both as a major user of 
the air space and as a major pnr 
vider of the NAS's air traffic con
trol services. 

DOD recently undertook a 
major effort to examine its air 
traffic control system as it is to
day and tried to project that into 

"The NAS .. .is increasingly 
characterized by expensive 
maintenance, limited expansion 
capability, and limited adapt
ability to changing requirements." 

As a user, we have several uni
que requirements which must be 
satisfied by the NAS plan to ac· 
commodate low level aircraft; 
high speed, high performance 
aircraft; missiles, RPVs; air 
defense renetration alerts and all 
actions coordinated with military 
readiness exercises. As providers 
to the system, the Army operates 
four Radar Approach Controls 
(ARACs) which are coupled with 
the Army control towers, both 
automated and non-automated, 
and the military radar units which 
are involved in range control 
functions in restricted areas at 
Army posts. 

DOD ATC 
The DOD air traffic control 

system has evolved CNer time. As 
missions have changed, the air 
traffic control system has not 
always changed. As bases have 
been relocated, as special use 

the future, based on operational 
requirements. Not surprisingly, 
some problems were found 
within the system: 

• DOD is operating approach 
facilities where the majority of 
traffic handled is civilian traffic or 
civilian-like traffic. 

• Some missions are not 
military unique or military train
ing intensive; therefore, they do 
not require dedicated military 
control. 

• DOD may be operating 
facilities in excess of projected 
wartime/overseas need. As mis
sions have changed, DOD has 
not changed the level of air traf
fic services offered. 

• DOD should provide more 
control in or near special use 
airspace. 

• DOD has not kept pace with 
technology. The technology has 
not been available to consolidate 

(NAS - cont. on p. 82) 
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RECONNAISSANCE LASER RANGING/MARKINC 

Direct view optics. 
The cost effective 
solution. • High resolution stabilized 

Direct View Optics extend 
target identification range 
by a factor of 10. 

• W ider field of view than 
comparable resolu tion TV. 

• Laser range and target 
bearing data can be used 
with an Automatic Target 
Hand-off System. 

• Autonomous laser 
marking. 

• Optical injection faci lity 
for FUR and other 
systems. 

• Roof mounted DVO 
allows helicopter to be 
easily loaded into 
transport aircraft. 

To find out more about the 
. cost effective solution 

~~~~=~t:: .. Ferranti Electric Inc.} 
• 2300MStreetNW, 

Suite 800, 
Washington, DC 20037 
Tel: 202 293 3201 

FFJRRANTI 
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,------------------------, Japanese Fourth Fleet and a 
Operations: part of the Sixth (submarine) 

S A Fleet. U.. rmy Kwajalein Atoll was one of the 
first of Japan's prewar territories Kwajalein Atoll to fall to American forces during 
World War II. After two days of 

by Captain Max E. Timmons, Jr. air and surface bombardment 
L-'--____________________ -' (15,000 tons of ammunition 

KWAJALEfN, MARSHALL fS - In 1935, Japan withdrew from the rained down on the tiny land 
When most people are asked if League, closed Micronesia to area), the atoll was invaded from 
they have ever heard of Kwa· foreigners and began military the north by the U.S. Fourth 
jalein, the first and characteristic preparations. Kwajalein Atoll's Marine Division and from the 
response is " where the - is huge lagoon (the world's largest) south by the U.S Seventh Infan
Kwajalein?" Those few who have provided an excellent fleet try Division on January 20. 1944. 
studied World War II may recall harbor. The islands were taken one by 
that Kwajalein was an island r=-="-----------'--'=-===-=.::..:=:::...=:....::; 
taken by U.S. forces during the 
famous "Island Hopping Cam-
paigns" in the Pacific theatre. 
Even the U.S. Army's knowledge 
of Kwajalein is vague. Only 
assignment officers and former 
Kwajalein Island personnel know 
of the existence of the U.S. Ar
my Kwajalein Atoll (USAKA). A 
brief history of Kwajalein will 
familiarize the reader with Kwa
jalein's military past: 

First Use 
Kwajalein's first use as a 

military base was during the late 
1930's when Japan began to for
tify its Micronesian mandates. 
Prior to that period, Kwajalein 
Atoll (with a population of only a 
few hundred) was of little impor
tance in the affairs of the Cen
tral Pacific island groups, with 
the foreign powers which gcJYern
ed them, or with Ulose countries 
who had trading interests in the 
area (principally Spain, Ger
many, and Great Britain). 

During World War I, Japan oc
cupied Micronesia and in 1920 
was given mandate over the 
island by the League of Nations. 

Captain Timmons is Aviation Safety Of
flcer, US. Army Kwajalefn Atoll, Marshafi 
Islands. 
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USAKA has the only amphibious configured UH-1H In the U.S. Army. 

WWII one in ground combat and the 
The Japanese bu ilt their entire atoll was in American 

largest naval and supply base in hands by February 8, 1944. 
the Marshall group on Kwajalein, American casualties numbered 
a major air base on Roi-Namur, 372 killed and 1,582 wounded 
and a seaplane base on Ebeye. out of 41,446 troops committed. 
Minor installations were built on The Japanese defending forces 
other islands in the atoll to sup- were almost entirely eliminated; 
port these bases. 7fJlO being killed and 265 taken 

Kwajalein had a key role in the prisoner. On the fortified islands, 
initial Japanese strike against the virtually all Japanese installations 
United States on December 7, were destroyed, and vegetation 
1941. The submarines which at- stripped from the land. 
tacked Pear1 Harbor and the task 
force which assaulted Wake 
Island departed Kwajalein's 
bases. By 1943, Kwajalein was 
the headquarters of the 

U.S. Presence 
The United States has used 
Kwajalein for military purposes 

(Atoll - cont. on p. 37) 
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u.s. Army Europe's Flaming GERONIMOS power, 
Sword burns brighter with the ity and technology for a swift, 
delivery of the advanced CH-470 around-the-clock response. 
helicopters to the 205th Aviation '"""-, This is the ninth consecutive on-
Company GERONIMOS. "_(If time delivery of the modernized 

The new 470 's give the CH-470 to the U.S. Army. 

BOEING 
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Atoll - conI. Irom P. 35 
since 1944: for one and a half 
years as a wartime sea and air 
base, seven years as a small, 
all-male naval outpost, seven 
years as a small naval com
munity, and since 1960 as a 
military and civilian communi
ty devoted to missile research 
and testing programs. 

Class II Installation 
Since July 1, 1964, it has 

been a Class II Army Installa
tion assigned to the NIKE-X 
Project Office and its suc
cessors, the SENTINEL 
System Command , the 
Safeguard System Command, 
the Ballistic Missile Defense 
Systems Command, and cur
rently the U.S.A. Strategic 
Defense Command. 

U.S.S.R . 

JAPAN 
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Kwajalein is Iri-centered ap
proximately 2100 miles 
southwest of Honolulu, Hawaii , 
2300 miles northeast of Dar
win, Australia, and 2300 miles 
southeast of Tokyo, Japan. 
Two Army airfields are located 
in the Atoll. 

Dyess Army Airfield is 
located on Roi-Namur and is 
used exclusively by organic 
range aircraft. Bucholz Army 
Airfield on the other hand, is a 
major Pacific hub serving the 
Department of Defense as well 
as foreign military aircraft and 
two commercial carriers. 

Approximately 2700 person
nel and their families reside on 
Kwajalein. Though a majority 
are contractor personnel task
ed to operate the range, there 
are currently 38 active duty Ar
my assigned who are respon-

/ 
/ 

<~ .. 

• 

sible to ensure Kwajalein's 
range operates smoothly. 

Heart of the SOl 
Kwajaleln is the heart of the 

Strategic Defense Initiative 
(SOl), therefore it is an ex
tremely high visibility mission. 
Kwajalein's lagoon provides 
the only U.S. impact site for the 
long range intercontinental 
ballistic missiles launched from 
California. Several of the small 
islands that surround the 
lagoon are instrumental and 
capable of tracking and deter
mining accuracy of the inbound 
re-entry vehicles. 

All logistical support at Kwa
jalein is currently performed by 
Global Associates until 
January 1, 1988, when Pan Am 
World Services, a DOD 

(Atoll - cont. on p. 38) 
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"USAKA's two military aviators are the Army's 
only active duty UH-1 H water landing qualified pilots. 
This distinction is shared by few military aviators. " 

Aloll - conI. Irom P. 37 
contractor, in association with 
DynCorp, will assume the 
Logistical Support Contractor 
responsibility including flight 
operations. . 

Aviation Mission 
The contractor's aviation 

mission is to provide move
ment of passengers, mail , and 
other cargo on a scheduled or 
special flight basis. Additional 
missions include aerial 
surveillance, photographic sup
port , weather reconnaissance 
support of missile telemetry, 
scoring and recovery opera
tions within 200 miles of Kwa
jalein Atoll, other mission sup
port within the vicinity of Kwa
jalein Atoll; search (fixed wing 
within 200 nautical miles of 
Kwajalein Atoll) and occasional 
flights outside the vicinity of 
Kwajalein Atoll. 

To accomplish this diver· 
sified mission two types of air· 
craft are utilized. Six SD3-30 
Shorts (a nonstandard U.S. Ar· 
my fixed wing aircraft) transport 
approximately 180 technicians 
daily to and from Roi-Namur 
Island. The S03·30 replaced 
the aging C-7a Caribou in 
1986, which had been in use 
on Kwajalein since 1973. 

Due to the requirement to 
transport additional personnel 
to the small outer islands, ac· 
quisition of a rotary wing air· 
craft was warranted. In 1966, 
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the U.S.Army began to utilize 
UH-1D helicopters to provide 
passenger and cargo service to 
the small instrumented islands 
in the atoll. These islands 
range in size from 5 acres to 71 
acres. Though not float con
figured the UH-1 D provided 
reliable over reef flight. During 
the 1970's five UH-1 H's were 
acquired for Kwajalein and am
phibious floats were installed to 
enhance flight safety. 
The addition of these am· 
phibious floats brought a new 
capability to the UH-1 H, water 
landings. The float's intended 
use is for emergencies only, 
such as engine failures, etc. It 
is not a routine requirement to 
periorm water landings as each 
instrumented island has a 
helipad to accomodate the 
UH·1H. 

During search and rescue, 
however, the amphibious 
UH-1 H is capable of perform
ing a water landing, dropping 
rescue swimmers and recover
ing personnel. 

Army's Role 
The Army maintains two 

rotary wing Army Aviators in 
operational flying positions in 
order to evaluate the contrac
tor's aviation program. These 
two aviators train following the 
contractor's ATM training pro
gram which includes water lan
ding/taxiing on a semiannual 
basis. Since no tactical mission 
exists for Kwajalein, the ATM 

training consists of contact 
flight maneuvers and instru· 
ment flight. 

Unique Capability 
The amphibious configured 

UH-1H is found nowhere else 
in the U.S. Army and USAKA's 
two military aviators are the Ar
my's only active duty UH-1H 
water landing qualified pilots. 
This distinction is shared by 
few military aviators. 

In order to evaluate the can· 
tractor's aircraft maintenance 
operation, a senior mainte
nance evaluator is stationed at 
Kwajalein. He works in tandem 
with the two Army aviators to 
ensure the Army aviation 
maintenance program is car
ried out in accordance with ap
propriate Army regulations. 

This year the U.S. Army 
Safety Center recognized Kwa
jalein 's outstanding aviation 
program. The presentation of 
the Army Aviation Mishap 
Prevention Award of Ex
cellence for three years of ac
cident and incident free flight 
was made on September 4, 
1987. U.S. Army Kwajalein 
Atoll is currently under the 
command of COL Richard G. 
Chapman , Jr. The two rated 
aviators are MAJ James W. 
Ivey, Government Flight 
Representative, and CPT Max 
E. Timmons Jr., Aviation Safety 
Officer. The aviation mainte
nance evaluator is MSG Jack 
O. Humphreys. 11111 
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naissance platoon, a 4.2 inch 
Operations: mortar section, and a Fire Sup-

4 h f th 7th 
port Team. These additional toe : assets will significantly increase 
our ground power. AOE Transition The majority of the assets 
which we have identified as ex-

L_b_y_M_ai_o_'_G_r_a_tt_o_"_O_._S_e_a_l_o_C_k,_II ___ -"""" ....... """..J cess to the new squadron will be 
used to form the 230th Attack 
Battalion here in the division. We APO, SAN FRANCISCO -

Garry Owen! Regards from the 
4th Squadron (Air), Seventh 
cavalry which is presently head
quartered at Camp Garry Owen 
in the Republic of KDrea. It is my 
distinct pleasure to offer this 
report from the field, highlighting 
the activities of the squadron. 

Eyes and Ears 
Among the most diversified 

combat units in the Army, the 
squadron continues to meet the 
daily challenges of maintaining 
a constant state of readiness 
while, simultaneously training at 
individual, team, troop, and 
squadron levels. A truly com· 
bined arms force, the squadron 
presently consists of 82 combat 
helicopters, 36 armored and 130 
wheeled vehicles. Our primary 
mission is to serve as the eyes 
and ears of the 2d Infantry 
Division. 

The remainder of FY88 will 
provide additional challenges to 
the squadron as we redesignate, 
reorganize, and restation our 
forces. This will be accomplish
ed while maintaining the re
quisite readiness posture for the 
2d Infantry Division-no small 
task in itself. 

Redesignation 
On the 15th of January 1988 

we stand parade, sadly casing 
the colors of the Seventh Cavalry 

Major Sealock's Executive Officer, 5th 
Squadron, 17th Cavalry, 2d Infantry DivI
sion, APO, San Francisco. 
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and redesignating our squadron 
as 5th Squadron, 17th Cavalry. 
It is with heavy hearts that many 
of us bid adieu to the color and 
traditions of the Seventh Cavalry 
Regiment in Korea. However, we 
do so knowing that other 
cavalrymen will continue those 
tine traditions elsewhere and we 
will fondly regard "The Seventh 
First"l 

Our challenge will be to con
tinue the equally fine traditions 
of the Seventeenth Regiment . 
Cutting the cake during this 
ceremony on the 15th of January 
is definitely one of the easier 
tasks facing us this year. Our 
focus must be "Forward", 

Reorganization 
The newly deSignated 5th 

Squadron, 17th Cavalry 
reorganizes under the Army of 
Excellence " t:' series MlOE. 
This is a radical departure from 
our previous aviation orientation. 

We will pare down from 82 air
craft to just 311 Each air troop will 
consist of an aeroscout platoon 
(6 OH-58s) and an attack platoon 
(4 AH-1Fs). The squadron will 
maintain only one UH-60 which 
will be maintained in the head
quarters AVUM platoon. Our 
concerns are quite obvious to 
even the casual obselVer. 

On the ground side of the 
house, we are nearly doubling 
our capabilities, as we bring up 
an additional ground troop. Each 
of these troops will employ 9 
M60A3s, 6 IlVs, a ground reoon-

have been chartered to plan the 
activation of this unit in conjunc
tion with our internal 
reorganization. 

Restatloning 
We are presently spread bet

ween three locations - HHT 
and A Troop at Camp Garry 
Owen, Band C Troops at Camp 
Stanley, and D Troop at Camp 
Laguardia. By May 1988, the 
three " mini" air troops (C,D,E) 
will be co-located at Camp 
Mobile (H-220), adjacent to the 
2d Infantry Division Head· 
quarters. The two ground troops 
(A,B) will be located at Camp 
Garry Owen along with 
squadron headquarters. 

The 230th Attack Battalion will 
be activated and filled at Camp 
Laguardia; primarily from our 
own assets in D Troop. The re
mainder of the old squadron will 
move to fill the new Aviation 
Brigade forming at Camp 
Stanley. 

All of this activity will occur in 
the midst of numerous major 
events here in the Republic of 
Korea, Including Team Spirit '88 
and the Summer Olympic 
Games. It is indeed a very ex
citing time to be a cavalryman in 
Korea; we have what is aptly 
termed a full plate. If it is a 
challenge you seek, please 
come join us at freedom's 
frontier! 

I wish to convey a heartfelt 
(4th Sqdn - cant. on p. 79) 
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The first flight was structured to 
Research and Development: demonstrate the unique ADOCS 

ADOCS Guest/User 
fealures in up and away, low 
speed. and ground contact 

P 
maneuvers. The second flight Pilot Demo rogram was structured 10 demonstrale 
scouUanack NOE maneuvers 

by Major Gary D. Jerauld such as masking and unmask-
L ________________ -"'''--'''"'-'_---' lng, lateral jink, dashlquickstop, 

FT. EUSTIS, VA - The objec
tive of the Advanced Digital Op
lical System (ADOCS) was 10 
demonstrate the feasibility and 
evaluate the performance of a 
digilaL\)ptical flighl cenlrol system 
for use in future Army heli
copters. The Boeing Helicopter 
Company/Army MTD team has 
accomplished this objective 
Ihrough Ihe ADOCS Flighl 
Demonstration Program, which 
was completed in April 1987. 
Following th is program, a 
GuesUUser Pilot Demonstration 
Program was conducted during 
the period April 1987 through 
September 1987. For a basic 
description of the ADOCS con

MAJ Jerauld Is an R&D pl'Ofect Officer at 
Aviation Applied Technology Oirectonne 
(AATD), Ft. Eustis, va. 

cept, readers should consult the 
February 28, 1987 issue of 
ARMY AVIATION MAGAZINE. 

"Light Hawk" 
The JUH-60A " Lighl Hawk" was 
flown 126 hours by 76 
User/Guest pilots (military and 
civilian). With the exception of 
one week at Davison Army Air
field , Ft. Belvoi r VA, all 
demonstration flights were con
ducted at Boeing Helicopter 
Company's flight test facility in 
Wilmington, DE. 

Prior to flight, each pilot receiv
ed an Army program briefing, 
ADOCS system brief, and an air
craft operations/safety briefing. 
The majority of the pilots fl8'N the 
aircraft for two one hour flights 
over a time span of two days. 

ADDCS USER DEMONSTRATION 
GUm PILOT RESPONSE (AFCS) 

ROll STAB 

ROll RESP 

PITCH STAB 

PITCH RESP 

YAW STAB 

YAW RESP 

VERT STAB 

VERT RESP 

SAMPLE SIZE = 59 

l-

I"'-" , , , 
o W 00 ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ w ~ ~ 

PERCENTAGE 
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• Utw:WIAILl 

etc. 

Baseline 
Prior to the first flight, each 

pilot filled out a personal history 
questionnaire, used to gather 
pilot background information 
such as number of rotarylfixed 
wing hours flown, types of air
craft flown, tactical/NOE ex
perience, as well as ergonomics 
factors such · as height, weight, 
age, etc. This information was 
used as a data base on which 
pilot comments could be judged. 
The pilot experience ranged from 
W0112LTs fresh from flight school 
all the way to senior industry test 
pilots with 10,000 plus flight 
hoursl 

Following the last flight, pilots 
completed a second question
naire dealing with the meat of 
the subject, i.e. what did the pilot 
think of the system? The pilot 
was asked to compare the 
ADOCS Automatic Flight Control 
system (AFCS) and Primary 
Flighl Control Syslem (PFCS) 
with the standard UH-60A con
trol system as well as make 
general comments with respect 
to quality of ride, adaptability of 
the side arm controllers, etc. In 
all cases, if a pilot was not 
familiar with a standard system 
or maneuver to compare against, 
he was given the opportunity to 
respond to the question with 
"cannot judge". All questionnaire 
responses were "digitized" by 
Boeing Helicopter Company per
(ADOCS - cont. on p. 78) 
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Training: 

Manual Writing: 
One Year - 4 Months 
by Major Robert W. Plummer 

The USATB obviously didn't 
give us these machines without 
establishing a training program. 
Initially, we attended a word pro
cessing (Multimate) class which 
lasted about three days. In ad
dition, the USATB contracted for 
more advanced computer 

L ________________ ~ ____ __' classes for its action officers but 

FORT MONROE, VA - In 
March 1987, the U.S. Army Train
ing Board was asked to produce 
a prototype manual for the future 
hierarchy of doctrine being 
developed by the Deputy Chief 
of Staff for Doctrine, TRAOOC. 
The goal was not to publish it for 
distribution, but to roll it into an 
effort being conducted by the 
Command and General Staff 
College to determine how to syn
thesize doctrine with tactical 
techniques and procedures 
(TTP). It would have Ihe follow
ing characteristics: 

• battle sequenced 
• single source 
• aligned with appropriate field 

manuals 
• contain practical and suc

cessful tactical techniques 
and procedures 

• aimed at the tactical level of 
war (task force and below) 

• easy to read/understand 
• be in the language of the war 

fighter 

Mission Impossible 
Two action officers were 

assigned the mission. What we 
thought would be a year long ef
fort turned out to be a 4 month 
suspense. This was practicable 
because the writers had access 
to a computer and v..t>rd process. 
lng software, and learned how to 
use it to their advantage to 
organize, write, and edit the 
manual. 

Major Plummer Is Team Chief at U.S. Ar
my Training Board, Ft. Monroe, VA. 
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The Value of Automation 
The purpose of this article is 

to address how we used 
automation to complete the 
manual and to show the value of 
automation for the doctrine writer: 
The article will also discuss the 
procedures we used to develop 
the manual and some of the 
lessons learned In producing the 
final prototype which resulted in 
179 pages of text plus 139 il
lustrations to be inserted into the 
text. 

The intent i~ not to propose 
any specific ~ystem of automa
tion over another. 

these are not germane to this 
article. 

Transition Time 
After receiving word process~ 

ing training, and a week or so of 
working with the computer, the 
action officers assigned to write 
the manual were comfortable 
with using it. The transitional 
time from legal pad and pencil 
to computer did not mean that 
other projects within the Board 
stopped. In fact, every action of
ficer, regardless of project, tran
sitioned to automation with little 
time lost from normal duties. In 

"We initially had to overcome the 
common phobia of learning how 
to use the computer and the 
mindset that "real men don't key." 

First, let me provide some 
background Information about 
the writers' automation ex
perience prior to starting this pra
ject. About two months before 
the manual was started, com
puters were set up in our office. 
Our automation experience was 
limited to identifying it as a com
puter: Had we been tested on 
how to turn it on we would have 
received a " no go" at that sta~ 
tion. In other words, we had zero 
experience. 

fact, as we gained proficiency 
with automation, our productivi
ty increased immeasurably. 

Writers of manuals need a tool 
that gives them the capability to 
organize their thoughts, write, 
edit, and print a document 
without having to rewrite or 
retype everything every time 
there is a change. Word process
ing meets this need. 

To organize the manual, the 
action officers identified and 

(Manual - cant. on p. 42) 
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Mlnull - conI. Irom P. 41 
documented all of the TIP for 
the task force , team and pla
toon levels. A hundred and 
ninety TIP were identified. 
These were located in doctrine, 
special texts, tactical SOPs, 
Center For Army Lessons 
Learned Bulletins , unit 
developed maneuver pam
phlets, magazines, forum nets, 
and briefings. Next, the ITP 
had to be analyzed to ensure 
that it was practical and suc
cessful, and doctrinally sound. 
Once this was determined, 
each resulting TIP was listed 
in the computer. 

Goals 
One of our goals in organiz

ing the manual was to integrate 
the TIP into a battle construct. 
We did not want to "boiler 
plate" the organization of the 
manual into neat academic 
compartments such as offense, 
defense, etc. This is because 
battles aren't fought this way. 
Rather, a task force, for exam
ple, may simultaneously have 
one team delaying, one 
counterattacking, and one 
defending. As such, each TIP 
was individually taken from the 
overall listing and filed into one 
of the following battle sequenc
ed categories: 

• Prepare for the Battle 
• Get to the Battle 
• Fight the Battle 
• Prepare for the Next Battle 
• How to Train 

These five categories evolved 
into chapter tiUes for the manual. 
Finally, the listing of TIP under 
each chapter heading was 
organized so that it would have 
the flow of a generiC battle 
scenario. We used the computer 
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to speed up the process of mov
ing TIP from one list to another 
and then arranging them into the 
proper sequence. 

Once all of the information 
was organized, the writing of the 
manual became a matter of 
transcribing and transitioning the 
information in and among sec
tions. We did not want the 
manual to be "Clauzwitzian." In
stead, we wrote in language that 
"green tabbers" speak and 
understand. 

"We did not want 
to 'boiler plate' 
the organization 
of the manual into 
neat academic 
compartments 
such as offense, 
defense, etc ... 
battles aren't 
fought this way." 

Drafts 
~ all writers know, it is im

possible to use all of the words 
the boss would have used in ex
actly the same manner and style. 
This is one reason why we have 
first drafts, second drafts, third 
drafts ... This manual was no ex
ception to the rule. 

For the writer working on a 
legal pad this can be a tedious 
and painful experience, especial
ly if there is a time crunch. For 
us, the pain of revisions was kept 
to a minimum, even with the 
short suspense, because of our 
word processing capability. 

Word processing proved to be 

a creative tool for working with 
words and ideas. It freed us from 
the legal pad and paper that 
writers often have to use. It also 
freed us from the chore of retyp
ing or rewriting whole sections or 
chapters. Changes, such as 
moving paragraphs around and 
inserting or deleting text were 
made with a few keystrokes. 

Although we were proficient at 
using word processing to pro
duce the manual, we initially had 
to overcome the common phobia 
of learning how to use the com
puter as well as the mind set that 
"real m~n don't key:' The phobia 
vanished after we received in
struction on the basics of how to 
use the computer, discovered 
that it was useful to our type of 
work, and developed a greater 
Interest in learning more and 
more functions. Anyone who 
says that real men don't key has 
probably never written a paper 
more than three pages long and 
needed anyone to edit it. Keying 
a computer doesn't make you a 
slave to the system and does not 
require a great expenditure of 
time to learn. 

Hard Lessons 
Even with our experience in 

using automation, we discovered 
there were still some lessons to 
be learned the hard way. They 
usually resulted in retyping 
significant amounts of informa
tion. These lessons learned are 
listed below: 

• Since this project involved 
the work of two action officers, 
we quickly learned that there 
had to be a master file to copy 
all of the revisions on. When the 
action officer finished writing, he 
had to immediately copy his in
formation onto the master file. 

• Only the master file was 
printed to ensure that the most 
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"There are many systems that can be purchased 
off the shelf for people who only need a system 
that will help them organize, write and edit. 
We need to make a decision now and put the tools 
in the hands of the people who need them." 

current information was 
distributed. This involved only 
a few seconds every evening 
and ensured that information to 
be revised didn't get back in 
the hands of the boss without 
being corrected. 

Key Commandments 
• Under no circumstances 

should one type on the virtual 
drive. If the computer is turn
ed off, all of the work typed on 
that drive becomes history. In
formation cannot be saved on 
the virtual drive. 

• Don't wait for the thunder 
storm occurring outside to 
knock out the electricity before 
wishing you had saved your 
work. We suggest that if it is 
lightning outside, save your 
work every 15 minutes. For us, 
simply hitting the "shift F10" 
keys saved hours of redundant 
work later. 

• When copying from the 
" A" drive onto the "c" drive, 
ensure that the length of the 
document doesn't exceed six
ty pages (Multimate). If sixty 
pages Is exceeded, the docu
ment becomes grid-locked. 
This means that you will only 
be able to retrieve about 60 
pages and will have to retype 
everything that exceeded the 
60th page. To resolve this , we 
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divided our chapters into 
separate documents contain
ing about 55 pages of text. 

The manual contained prac
tical, successful TIP. As such, 
much of the subject matter was 
transcribed directly from 
another source. A scanner 
proved to be a useful tool to 
copy pages from another 
source onto a disk. Once 
copied, we revised the informa
tion as necessary and inserted 
it into our master file. 

Slow Motion 
Let's now look at the tools our 
doctrine writers (subject matter 
experts) are using to produce 
doctrine. The tools of automa
tion for many of our SMEs are 
the legal pad and pencil. That 
is unless they bought a com
puter from their personal funds 
and are using it for work. 

For most SMEs, however, a 
typical scenariO for producing 
doctrine is to go through the 
tedious process of hand writing 
a draft document. When finish
ed, the process continues with 
taking the handwritten text to 
the only secretary down the 
hall who has a computer or 
word processor. When the 
secretary finally gets to it after 
all of the other first priorities, it 
is typed and returned to the 

SME. The draft then goes 
through the process of being 
reviewed and revised. 

Changes to the document 
more often than not require a 
complete rewrite by the SME. 
It then goes back to the 
secretary for typing and the 
process repeats itself through
out the editing process. Every 
time there is an editing change, 
the SME pulls out the legal pad 
and pencil. This is experienc
ed by most subject matter ex
perts on a daily basis. 

Modernization 
From a doctrine writer's 

perspective it appears that 
everything in the Army is being 
modernized except the pencil 
and legal pad on his desk, 
resulting in his using the tools 
that writers used several hun
dred years ago. This is a pro
blem that needs fixing . 

There are many systems that 
can be purchased off the shelf 
for people who only need a 
system that will help them 
organize, write, and edit. They 
don't need state-of-the-art tech
nology a.nd it shouldn ' t take 
years to decide what to buy. 
We need to make a decision 
now and put the tools in the 
hands of the people who need 
them. tttil 
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Test and Evaluation: 

OlEA 
Update 
by Lt. Colonel (P) Stuart W. Gerald 

FALLS CHURCH. VA - Busy 
has been the buzz word for 
OTE.A:s Aviation Systems Evalua
tion Division during the past year. 
While the conduct and evalua
tion of Army Aerial Scout Follow
on Operational Test, Phase I 
(AAST Phase I) was our principal 
area of interest, and will in fact 
be the major thrust of this arti
cle, other systems, e.g. LHX, Air
to-Air Stinger (ATAS). and =. to 
name a few, continue to receive 
close scrutiny under our con
tinuous comprehensive evalua
tion (C2E) mission. 

Change of Guard 
With MAJ Paul Dvorsky's 

departure for C&GS in July, MAJ 
Ratph (Buddy) Buie became the 
LHX independent operational 
evaluator. Paul's departure was 
a heavy loss as he had been 
most instrumental in the develo!' 
ment of the LHX OT&E re
quirements and had been a key 
participant in definition and 
refinement of the test and 
evaluation (T&E) portion of the 
acquisition strategy. Buddy 
brings with him a wealth of 
testing experience from the 
developmental testing communi
ty and should prove equally 
capable to the task. With the ap
proaching LHX Defense Acqusi
tion Board (DAB) la. MAl Buie 
is working closely with the PMO 
in finalizing our operational test 

L1C(P) Gerald Is Chief, Aviation Division, 
U.S. Army Operational Test and Evalu. 
tion Agency. 
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and evaluation (OT&E) concept. 
Our intent is to assist in minimiz
ing risks and maximize " user" 
participation as early as possible. 
With no other personnel 
changes of significance, let's 
take a look at AASr Phase I. 

AAST Phase I 
Following last year's budgetary 

decision to suspend OH-58D 
production beyond FY87, Con
gress, given the known deficien
cies of the OH-58C as a scout 
for the AH-64A , asked for the Ar
my's proposal to fill the scouting 
void until the LHX is fielded . 

"The baseline 
OH-580 is the 
most effective 
scout aircraft in 
the air cavalry 
role ... " 

To answer this question we 
were tasked to conduct an 
operational test to ascertain "".in 
the scout/reconnaissance role, 
what is the capability of the 
available candidates (OH-saC, 
FUR and SAS equipped 
OH·58C. AH-1S(MC). AH-&IA) to 
perform Army aeroscout func
tions as compared to the 
baseline OH-58D?" 

In response the AAfJr Phase 
I was conducted with the aid of 
the US Army Combat De
velopments Experimentation 

Center (CDEC) at Ft. Hunter lig
gett, CA from March 11 until May 
13, 1987, as a force-on-force test 
(Blue air against Red ground) 
employing a Blue scout team, 
one scout and one attack air
craft, in the air cavalry recon
naissance role against a Red 
motorized rifle regiment in a 
hasty defense. 

Real time casualty assess
ment was used to determine pro
bability of kill for the aircraft and 
to shape the battle. The scout's 
ability to detect, recognize and 
locate targets, to sUlVive, to 
navigate, to report, and to hand
over targets to the attack aircraft 
in hostile environment was 
assessed. 

Following the reconnaissance 
trials two weeks were devoted to 
a Tactical Obscuration sub-test to 
determine system capability to 
detect, recognize, and locate 
targets in an obscured environ
ment. Our evaluation of the 
AAfJr Phase I results concluded 
that the baseline OH·58D is the 
most effective scout aircraft in 
the air cavalry role followed by 
the AH-&IA. OH·58C, OH-58C+. 
and the AH-1S. 

In October 1987, these conclu
sions were briefed to the Army 
Select Committee considering 
the future of the OH-58D pro
gram. Once again the major 
obstacle for the OH-58D appears 
to lie in the budgetary arena. 

MAJ Roger Rinehart con
tinues as the Army's indepen
dent operational evaluator for = and Air4o-Air Stinger (ATAS). 
While budgetary issues continue 
to impact the Army's involvement 
in '122, our preliminary review in
dicates that the Army will con
duct no " unique" testing during 
full scale development (FSD), 
and instead will rely upon data 

(OTEA - cont. on p. 86) 
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1988 AAAA National Convention 

April 13-17, 1988 • St. Louis, MO 
General Information 

•• I{EGtsntATION, 
Iv! AdvilJ1Ce RegistratklnlOffic:ial Housing Form must be cunpleted by 

each !ncIividual wOO wtshes to register or attend scDaI functioos. 1lr; 
bm may be reproduced kIcaIIy if iIdcIblnaI copieS are req..dred 

AI persons <Ittending the ProIesskJnaI ~ except spouses. must 
regi5ter and pay the appropriate Registr~tIon fee; admiSsion to aD Pr0-
fessional SessIons wiD be by Registr.lt!on Badge. fa thooe attm:lees who 
are t'\OO'members and wish to attend the Professional sesstons. there is 
ill'! addiIIonaI $15.00 fee which inWdes a flt-year MM membership. 
IIAM members, ron-members, guests. and trd" spouses who only wish 
to attend the eKhiJits or social functlons need not pay the Registralion 
or Membmhlp fees. 

Advance Reg\Stratlon5 mBy be submitted to the MM National 0IIice 
at any !me prU to MOnd.ay. Marcil 7, 1988, togI!ther with full pay
ment Ja the b'K.tions the IrdivD.IaI wIsIie$ to atterd If time pem!its, 
Advance Reg!s\latkJnS rec:eIV«I after MArch 7..wm be processed; other· 
wi9!, they will be held for onSlle Registration. FUll refunds at functlon 
fees will be made if notlfication Is receM!d at the AAAA NatSonal Office 
by phone or mail on or before Flidily, April 1. 

for those members who iidvan=e register and prepay their Reg\StB" 
lion iIIId f\Inction fees, the /\AM will provide an attl'adM! "take-home" 
ronvention souvenir. 

lndIvXtuals may pick up their registration badges and function tickets 
at the MM Registrallon Center in the ~ ConventIon Centlll. 
~aIIonal hours d the MM RegisUatiQn. center are \isted In the 
"SCHEDlJI.£ OF EVENTS", . 

•• HOUSING: 
"I11e AAAA National Office has reserved room blocks at five St Louis 

00t~ and will ~ all restMItiOnS b' ao:::ommodadons at MM con
WI'tkl1 Rilles. To 119m! ywt tneI ~ ctJfI1lIete ani mum 
the Advance Registrat10nIHcusing form by Monday, MardI 7. Room 
req.e;ts receiYe:i after MardI 7 wi) be hona"OO on a spaceavaiIable basts. 

Reg\Sl1atlon for the Professional sessions or exhibits or attendance at 
a minimum of one of the (XlI1VeI1tion functions listed on the form is Ie

if.1inld to reserve hotel ~ at MIlA ronvention rates. 
For suIIes, please contact Lynn coakley at (203) 226-8184. Because 

the runber 01 suites Is limited, first priority shall be gtver1 to exhibiting 
Industry Member firms on a 1iJst-anne, ftra-served basis, 

PU:ASE Non:: Urnited space is available at the Iivc St Louis hotels 
IistOO on the Official HouSing Form. lncIicate your hotel choices in oo:Ier 
of preferena!: Or-1st ctDce to {S}-1Asl QU::e Your Housing Request 
ranngt be pocessed unk!5t;; your preferences are dearly indicated on 
the HouSifIg FOI'11I. 

•• AIR FARE SAVINGS: 
TWA hils been seIetted as the dfidaI arrier for the MM National 

Conventlon and wi) otfer signifk:.nJy reduced fares for trawl to the Con

ventk:n certain restrkUons apply. For reservattlns or more Infoonation, 
caD the MM's official travel agent, Westport navel at (800) 243·3335 
rou FREE (In CoonectIcut, (800) 433·7183~ The savings apply to~· 
vilIkns brTWA IIigh!s between SUrxIay , Apri 10, an:! Wednesday, AprIl 
20. Please t:erJSKb I5lg TWA and Westport Tr.lveI to make your IliM.'I 
~ for the MM Namnal ConvtnIion. 

•• RENT·A.cAR SAVINGS: 
ThrooJgh the MM mntfaCt with HIm - CPO-l D 183438. MM card

Id!ing member.> attending the lIMA c:onventi)n IT2Y dltain the Hertz 
U.s. GaIremment DiscwnI: on reservations made personaIy, or through 
llavel agendes or rorpora\e lr<1V!'!I dqlartmenls. The HIm toIfree I'l.III1ber 
Is (800) 654-3131 . 

•• BUS SHUll1.£: 
Sh.rtde Ws seMce wi! be proWied between the Celvantl!s ConvImon 

center and the 1m St. LOuis hJteIs listed on the 0IIidaI Housq Form. 
A canpIete stMtIe Bus SdJeduIe wBI be prtlYkIa1 ~ two -*s 
prior to the Convention. 

•• PROFESSIONAL SESSIONS: 
The PrdessIonaI Sessions takk1g pIat;e on Thursday, Aprt 14, thrwgh 

Sa1u1day. April 16, at the Celvi!ntl!s convention center, wiD be of spociaI 
interest 10 aD AAM members, arxl are being arranged by Major General 
f.IIIs D. Pariter, Commanding c:enerill of the U.s. Army Aviation Center 
and SChool. Ft. Rucker, AIa.., who serves as 1988 ~ COI"nmil. 
lee Chairman. The Host and EVents chiirman of the 1988 MAA Na· 
tmill COnVentiOn Is ~ General RIchard E. Stephenson. comman
ding General, U.s. Army Aviation Systems Commarxi, St. louis, Mo. The 
Professional Sessions - aU under the theme of "AviiiIion Readlnes!; .•. 
~ SpIrit of '88" - will offlclally commence at 8:25 a.m. on April 14, 
with the ~ Address scheduled for 8:40 am. Admission will be by 
Registration Badge-

•• EXHIBIT HAlL DISPLAYS: 
The Exhlbtt HaD Displays have become one of the most Important 

segments d the MAlI NaJk)nal Convention - CDI11JIItmen~ the Pr0-
fessional Ses:sms with exhIlIts of Army Aviation products and servJ::es 
an:I ~ 10 exchange ubi i1bmatkln frst.jw-Jd with the repre;m
Iatives of defense.related manufacturers:01e Exhibit HaD DIsplays will be 
held in the Cervanrns Convention Center. Refreshments will be pmvi:led 
on a cash basis during aD open hours. The hours of operaOOn awear 
in the "SCHEllUl..E OF EVEmS". 

•• AAAA 0iAPJER RECEPTlONS: 
The 1hwsday, FtXiay. and saturday evening AAM Oiapter Receptions 

are a MOST lMPORTANf AND UNIQUE PART ci fNfty MM Natk:lnal Coo
YIftiorI. 0Iapters do their utmost rightly to top one amther i1 J:roYiclng 
their awn brard of hospitality, entert.mmfnt. food. an:! ~- Ior 
HI MM ConvmOOn attendees. The: 1988 Oiapter Rea.¢ons will be hekI 
at the sheraton St. lDuis Hole!. Bus tTanspOI1atlon will be provided from 
each IIf the "MM" hotels listed on the Housing Flinn. 

•• MISSISSIPPI R/VFJ{ BOAT CRUISE: 
As II ~ feature of our St l.wis lIMA NatDnal convention, the 

AAAA Is sponsomg a Mis:sisqlpI Rlver Boat 0Ulse on we<inesdlly, April 
13. The: cruise wBI be cooducted at 100 pm. Refreshments wiI be avililalre 
on a cash ~ Bus transportalDn will ~ from and return 10 the 
CeviIIUS ~ Center. ~ 10 the bus wi) be by ~ 
~ and !Icket. The famed St. Louis Ald\ Is within waDdrJg distaru. 
Feel free to Y!sl the Arch on yrur own after the cruise. 
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e 1988 Official AAAA National Convention Housing Form e 
PIe ase print or type all information. I understand that to receive a room at AAAA convention rates, ! must register for the professional sessions or exhibits or attend 
at least one of the functions of the AAAA National Convention AND that this form must be received at the AAAA National Office by Monday, March 7 . Room requests 
received after March 7 will be honored on a space-available basis only. The hotels listed below will not accept direct reservations for rooms or suites at AAAA convention 
rates. All rates are subject to applicable local taxes. Cancellation or change of hotel reservations must be directed to AAAA by phone or mail through Friday, April 1. 
After April " contact your hotel directly. Failure to notify the hotel of a change in arrival may result in full cancellation. 

THIS BOX FOR OFACE USE ONLY 

o Arrival Date _______ _ Arrival Time ________ _ No. Nights _____ __ _ Departure Date ____ ____ _ 

9 Print or type the names of persons sharing your room: 

1. ___ ________ _ 2. ___________ _ 3. __________ _ 

9 Select the hotels of your choice in order of preference. Print or type the number of your choice in the boxes provided: 1 . 1st Choice to 5 . Last Choice. If a room 
at the hotel of your choice is not available, a room will be reserved at your next choice. If your choices are not clearly indicated, your request cannot be processed. 
The hotels are listed in alphabetical order: 

D 
Adams's Mark Hotel 
Military Single, $55 or Double, $65 
Civilian Single. $88 or Double, $98 

D 
Radisson Sl Louis Hotel 
MiUtary Single or Double. $48 
Civilian Single or Double, $70 

o Select the applicable Room Rate: D Military Rate 

D 
Embassy Suites Hotel 
Military Single or Double. $55 
Civilian Single, $88 or Double, $98 

D 
Sheraton Sl Louis Hotel 
Military Single, $48 or Double, $54 
Civilian Single, $74 or Double, $84 

D Civilian Rate 

D 
Marriott Pavillion Hotel 
Military Single or Double, $55 
Civilian Single or Double, $75 

FOR OFACE USE ONLY 

please Note: The Military Room Rate applies only to Active Army and DAC personnel and to those Reserve Component and Retired persons who are not in the current 
employ of defense contractors or suppliers on a fun·time, part-time, or consulting basis. Military identification may be requested by the hotel to receive a military rate. 

o Select the Room type desired: DSingle Occupancy DOouble Occupancy Dspecial Room Request _______________ ___ _ 
:;. ":' 
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1988 AAAA National Convention 
ADVANCE REGISTRATION FORM- OFFICIAL HOUSING FORM 

Cervantes Convention Center, st. Louis, Missouri - April 1 3-1 7, 1988 '. : ~ . ~ 
~ . . 
~ . 
' ~I~ 

I plan to attend the 1988 AAAA NATIONAL CONVENTION. The Advance Registration Deadline is MONDAY, MARCH 7> 1988. If time permits, Advance Registrations received 
after March 7 will be processed; otherwise, they will be held for Onsite Registration. ! understand that I may receive a full refund of my function fees by phone call 
made to the AAAA on or before FRIDAY, APRIL 1, 1988, or by written notification to AAAA that is received not later than FRIDAY, APRIL 1. please print or type all 
information. NOTE: Military fees and room rates apply only to Active Army and DAC personnel and to those Reserve Component and retired AAAA members who are 
not in the current employ of defense contractors or suppliers on a full-time, part-time, or consulting basis. please make checks payable to AAAA. 

IKE Y: THIS BOX FOR OFFICE USE ONLY 

FULL NAME INCWDING RANK 

MAIUNG ADDRESS 

CITY 
~~E ____________ _ ZIP _________ _ 

ARE YOU A U.S. CITIZEN? DYES; D No; If NO, YOUR NATIONALITY OFF. TELE. ( 

NICKNAME FOR BADGE ___________________ _ SPOUSE'S NAME, IF ATTENDING _____________ _ 

UNIT/ARM NAME FOR BADGE _______________________________________ _ 

UN!T OR FIRM CITY AND STATE FOR BADGE 

IS YOUR FIRM OR UNIT EXHIBITING? DyES; DNo 
FOR OFFICE USE ONLY I 

ARE YOU A CHAPTER DELEGATE? DYES; DNo; IF SO, WHAT CHAPTER ___________________________ _ 

REGISTRATION FORM 
SPECIAC FUNCTION HELD 
AT THE 1988 NATIONAL NarE-The AAAA Professional Program 

begins at 8:25 a.m. April 14, 1988. 
CONVEtmON OF ~ _ __ _ 

M IL/DAC 

MEMa OR 

SPOUSE 

ClVIUAN 

MEMa OR 

SPOUSE 

ITEM 

LINE 

~_~A.s. __ 

OFACE USE 

J 



o REGISTRATION FOR PROFESSIONAL SESSIONS & EXHIBITS ... 

f) MEMBERSHIP FEE FOR NON·AAAA MEMBERS. 

e MISSISSIPPI RIVER BOAT CRUISE, wed., April 13 ... 

o EARLY BIRDS CASH-BAR RECEPTION AT OLD POST OFACE, wed., April 13 ...... 

SPOUSES lOUR & WNCHEON- LAWYER'S cwBlsr. WUIS CENTRE, Thurs. , April 14 ... 

MM MEMBERSHIP W NCHEON. Thurs., April 14 .... 

SPOUSES BREAKFAST AT UNION STATION & SHOPPING, Fri., April 15 ... 

AAAA AWARDS WNCHEON, Fri., April 15 ... 

PRESIDENTS RECEPTION, Fri., April 15 ... 

SPOUSES TOUR & WNCHEON- ST. CHARLES WINE GARDEN, Sat. , April 16. 

ST. LOUIS-STYLE BUFFET WNCHEON, Sat., April 16 ... 

o AWARDS RECEPTION & BANQUET, Sat., April 16.... . ..................................... .. 

AVIATION BRUNCH & CHAMPAGNE GnAWAY, Sun., April 17 ... 

Q CIRCLE METHOD OF PAYMENT: MasterCard VISA Personal Check 

0$15 

0$15 

o at$8ea 

o at$3ea 

o at$16ea 

o at $10ea 

o at$15ea 

o at $10ea 

o at$gea 

o at$1gea 

o at$8 ea 

o at$25ea 

o at$10 ea 

Business Check 

CREDIT CARD NUMBER _________________________ _ 

0$55 $ 

0$15 $ 

o at$8ea $ 

o at$3ea $ 2 

o at$16ea $ 3 

o at$17ea $ 4 

o at$15ea $ 5 

D at $,7 ea $ 6 

o at $18ea $ 7 

o atS1gea $ 9 

o at $1Sea $ 10 

o at$5Sea $ 11 

D at$16ea $ 12 

WAL $ 

EXPIRATION DATE 

CARDHOLDER NAME AND SIGNATURE ____________________________________ _ 

o Spouses are not required to register for Professional Sessions. f) AAAA Membership is required to attend the Professional Sessions. f) umited space available on 
first come, first served basis. 0 Fee covers round-trip transportation and entrance. 0 Reserved Seating. Formal/ Black Tie; Military Blues/Mess Jacket. Q MasterCard 
& VISA credit cards only; no others accepted for function fees. 

This fonn, with the appropriate fees, must be completed and received by: AAAA. 49 Richmondville Avenue, Westport, cr 06880-2000 - on or before MONDAY, 
MARCH 7, 1988. phone: (203) 226·8184 . 

.......... 



o 0 Please guarantee my reservation with the following credit card: 

OMasterCard OVisa D American Express O Other _______________________________ _ 

Credit Card NQ _____________________________ _ Expiration Date _____________ _ 

o Please guarantee my reservation with the enclosed check made payable to AAAA in the amount of one night's lodging. 

D I do not wish to guarantee my reservation and understand that my reservation will be held until 6 p.m. on the day of arrival, then released for sale to the 
general public (4 p.m. at the Sheraton Sl LDuis). 

This form must be completed and received at AAAA, 49 Richmondville Avenue, Westport, CT 06880·2000, with applicable fees, on or before Monday, March 7. 
For questions, call the AAAA National Office: (203) 226·8184. 

(0) Radisson Holel 
(6) Cervanles Convention Cenler 
(9) Sheralon - St_ Louis· Holel 
(0) Bus Stalion - Burger King 
(0) Embassy Suiles Holel 
(0) Adam.-MarI< Holel 
(0) MarrioU-Pavilion Holel 
(*) Parking Lots 

Map of the 1988 U W u u U.U U I I L 

AAAA ~ation~1 !DO!O!OIOlO!D I 0 * \ [ 
~c~nventlo~: L-JDODDO-DG~ e [ 

~/§8 0 DO DOD 0 ~ gg~J;ii~~~ [ 

~DDDDDD ell * a IG 
- ~ 0 DDDODODlo *J[ 
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1988 MAA National Convention 
April 1 3-1 7, 1 988 • St. Louis, MO 

General Information 

•• EARLY BIRDS RECEYnON AT 'DiE OlD POST OFFICE: 
on Wednesda.y evening. Apr\lt3, the AAAA......oJ spcmor an inIo!mal 

cash biIr retqJtDl br ~ear!y arrivals" at THE. OlD POST OFFICE, an 1884 
IarOnark. excpsite il !EtaiI, nxn.mertaI ., scale. wtth a speci.li. rornarD: 
a~ I,II1I'IliItche in St. Louis. The three-story iIIltnn features a 
variety of e;rterIes. Bus traIlSpI:Ntioo wa depart !rem the Main fntranre 
of the cervantes CCWtventiln Center starting at 6:4S. 

•• SPOUSES PROG~ 
The AMA Invites spouses to ~te In 8 program of planned ac· 

tNfIjes In the ''Gateway to the wesr' from Thursday, Aplil14, through 
saturday, April 16. 

On THlJRSDAY, spouses are Invited to hear Michele McComtick, Con
tribollng EditoJ" at the ARMY TIMES, at 10-.30 am. Then. It's on to the 
well-known l.awyer's G.lb for a catered kmcheon: After Iunth, irs off to 
the neWy 51.. louis Centre. Anchored by two major department stores, 
Famous-Batr and DiIlards, the Centre boasts 1.5 miDion square feet at 
shopping Old dining space, making it the largest. enc::IosI'Ii downtown 
shopping malin the united States. Bus transportation will dqliIrt from 
the MaIn EntTa/XE of the ~tes convention center at 12:00 I\OOll 

and return you to your h:lteI by 4:00 pm. 
On FRIDAY, the traditional AAAA SpouSes 8rtakfast will be held at the 

farne::I MIert:an ~iII: the Orwi Hotel. Bus ~ wID &part 
at 8:30 a..m. from the Main Entrance of the Cervantes convenllon Center. 
After breakfast, there will be time for shopping and browsing at the St. 
Lo\.IIs Union station. a beautiful Rom~le train termD1aI. now a 
National Hlstori::: landmark, restored as a testlve millketplace. The new 
Union Station Is a great place to shop for Stlouis gifts. heM the German 
bands that play at the Biergarten outside on the shore. or watch one 
of the many skits petformed daily on the fnsIde stage. The buse; will 
return to the Ce!vantes ConvenWn center in tme for the Roceptioo and 
AWards I.urrlun 

FRIDAY Wmoon will be free b IndMdualI!lqlbaIioo. Jnbmation 
on St. 1.ouls pons 01 Interest will be avaiable at the MAA Registration 

""". on SA1:uRDAY, the program is designed to highlight the ftavor 01 Old 
St. Lo\.IIs ~ a guided bus tour d the St. Charles HIstoric DistJi;t -
the first CiIp~oI at Missouri. Then. It's on to the St Charles Vlntilge Hoose 
Restaurant and Wine Garden foe a catered luncheon and wine tasting. 
FoIIow!ng WJch, there will be time lor pefUsing the quaint shops that 
are filled with antique<; and 18th centwy arts and aalts. Bus 1riII1.',pOIta. 
lion wII ~ fran the Main Entlan:e ci the cervantes c:cnve-mn CenIn" 
at 1 ();OO a.m. and return you to ~ hotel by 4:30 p.m.. 

• • AAAA MEMBERSHIP LUNCHEON: 
The MIlA Membership Luncheon wi be held on Thulsday, April 14, 

at the Cervantes convention Center dumg wI1ch ~ MAA WIll h:n::I
as "'Ou~ Chapter AdIviti!S" and its Iql ~ All seats at tJjs 
Uncheon are unreser\IIrl. 

•• AAAA EXHIBITORS RECEPTION: 
The AAAA EXhill Hall Displays WIll oI!idaIy open with a cash bar ~ 

Uon from 4:30 p.m. to 7:30 p.m. on Thursday, Aprll .14. Admission will 
be by badge. 

•• AAAA AWARDS LUNotEON: 
The AMA Awards Luncheon wlII be: held at the cervantes convention 

center 00 fl'IcLly, Apri1tS, and will be preceded by a r«:qltir:n SerD:lr 
Army ~ wi! pre;mt the AAAA'S natioMI h:Iivk1W awards. 
All seats 81 this k.Incheon are unreseved. 

•• THE PR£SlDfNrS RECEPTlON: 
on Friday evening. April 15, ~ Presldent's Receptjon wi! take pIaa! 

.. t the ShenIton St [DLIis Hotel. Bus traru;portation WIll be provided Inm 
e..ch of the "AAI\N' IXJtels. The MIlA National President, Major Genellll 
Story C. Stevens, Ret, and Mrs. Slevens; the AAM Elceanlve Vice Presi
dent, Arthur H. Kesten and Mrs. Kesten; the CommillKling General at 
the USMVNC, Major Genend Ellis D. Piuker and Mrs. Parker; and the 
Commanding General of AVSCOM, Major General RIdwd E. stephen
son and Mrs. stephenson. art! expected to bm the Receiving line. 

•• ST. lOUIS-STYLE BUFFET WNOiEON: 
It's only fitting to feature an informal "St. LouJs'"' Luncheon m the t:kJs. 

ing day ci the ConvenIX:ln. Saturdiry, April 16. The ~ncheon will be held 
at the cetv~ Convenllon center. 5eatItIg at this k.Incheon is unreserv
a:I. Dessert I'I!II be served in the MM EXhllit Hal .... wth rBresimIrts. 
Music and c:hi!pter Ph:Itos art! planned later In the afteJmon. 

•• AAAA AWARDS RECEPJlON AND BANQUET: 
The AAM's Awards Ret:ql1irnl and B/lnquet will be hekl on Saturday. 

April 16. at the Cervantes convmoon Center. 5eniOr Army representatives 
will present the MM's national W1lt awards. 

seating at this formal Banquet Is rege:lVed. Please note arty ~ 
seating requests on the Advance Registration fom!. EVery attempt will 
be made to CIJI'Ilply with your request.. Your table number wi appear 
on your lWIquet!idea We ask that you sit at the table where you have 
been assigned In consideration of the other attendees.. 

In <KXUdanoo with DOO pmvisims, mIitary ard govemmert digntarEs: 
and MAA senIcr" miitary members and theW wiveS are irMad as MAA 
Barq.Iet guests by the MM NatmaI Oftice In aaxlI"dance with the n 
vltation policies established by the AMA NiItIonaI Fxec:utIve Board. In
vitations are non-uamfeable. 

1he:se guests Indude (1) all Active Army ().5 Members and above, (2) 
..II ACtIve Army GS-15 MembelS and above, (3) aD ActIve Army E-9 
Membe-s, and (4) MNe f.Jmy 04 MmIbers, MIve Arrrrf DN4 M!mber.;, 
and ActIve Army E·8 MembelS from the RegIooal area In which the Na
Ilona! ConventIon is held. Invited guests are sealed In rardom fashm 
at tables purchased by Industry Mm1ber Iimls to foster apprtNed and 
meaningful Interchange between goyerrvnent and indusDy. 

Bancp.Iet guest iKIEptarns must be received by Mcnlav, MiIrch 7 . 
If you are eIigtie to be a Barq.Iet guest and have notl1iltrived an irMIa
lion by february 1, please contact the MIlA NatiOnal Office. 

•• G~'AWAY CHAMPAGNE AND AVIATION BRUNei: 
on SUnday morning. April 17, the AAAA Invites AAM CorrvenWn iIt· 

terrlees to join the MM PrestIent In a ~ toast n the Prl'SIdentiaI 
SuIte at the Sheraton St..lnuis Hotel The AYIiItlon Brunch. which is held 
simultaneously, offelS MM attendees an qlpOrtunity to make their 
goodbya 



1988 AAAA National Convention Schedule of Events 

lUESDAY. APRIL 12, 1988 

1200-1700 RegistIation & Ticket Sales 

I WEDNESDAY, APRIL 13, 1988 

08002100 Reg&l'ation & TIcket Sales 
08301200 AAAA Scholarship Board M_g 
12001330 MM NatlonaJ Board I..llrK:heon 
133D-1730 AAAA National Board Meeting 
1900-2100 Early BiJrls Rereplion 

lHURSDAY, APRIL 14, 1988 

07001930 RegistIation & Ticket Sales 
07000815 0Japter Presidents & Secretaries 

Breakfast 
0715<J815 Speakers & Panelists Breakfast 

Opening Professional Session 
0825{)830 Welcome by AAAA President 
08300B40 Welcome by AV'YJ)M CG 
08400910 I<£ynote Address -

Co. m Corps & ft Hood 
09100930 Aviation Branch Chiefs Update 
0930-0940 "Army AviaOOn~Near Tenn FOCus" 
094D-l 000 Plans, Training, Mobilization & 

Security 
1 ()()(} 1 020 Training & Doctrine 
1 02D-l 040 Combat Developments 
1 04D-11 00 Air Traffic Control 

103D-1600 Spouses Program & Tour 
11 001130 GereraI Membel5hip Meeting 
11Q(}1600 TAPA Career Guidance 
lBO 1200 AAAA Member.;hip Reception 
12001400 AAAA Membel5hip luncheon 

Afternoon Professional Session 
14Q(}1430 Aviation NCO Development 
143D-151O Aviation f>m!:x>nency Plan 
151D-1520 Refreshment Break 
152D-1540 USAF Joint Service Initiatives 
154D-1600 USNIUSlv\C Joint Service Initiatives 
16001630 Panel Discussion/Q&A 

16301930 AAAA ExIOOft Han Reception 
21000100 AAAA 0Japter RerepIions 

I fRIDAY, APRIL 15, 1988 

07001730 Registration & TICket Sales 
07000800 Speakers & Panelists Breakfast 

MOrning Professional Session 
08000820 Tsrv'l-LHX 
08200840 TSM-V-22 
084Q{)9()() TSM-Scout 
0900-0920 TSM-APACHE 
09200940 Refreshments in ExIOOft Han 
094D-1(XXl USA. Aviation Test Board 

1 ()()(} 1 020 USAA VNOT A 
102D-1040 USA. OTEA 
104().1115 Aviation Safety 

083().1100 Spouses BreakfastlTour 
09001200 ExIOOft Han Displays Open 
11001700 TAPA career Guidance 
1115·1200 Awards I..llrK:heon Reception 
12Q(} 1400 AAAA Awards I...tm::heon 
14001 730 ExIOOft Han Displays Open 
14001500 Refreshments U1 ExIOOft Han 

Afternoon Professional Session 
1 SOC) 1 540 "How to FJghtN Series _ 

CG, 101st Airborne Division 
lJSAAL5 Update 154().1600 

16001620 
162().1730 
19002030 
21300100 

Panel Discussion/Q&A 
AAAA Chlprer Presidents' SesskJn 
/\AM President's Reception 
AAAA Q,.prer R_lions 

SAlURDAY, APRIL 16, 1988 

07001630 Reg&ration & rocket Sales 
07000815 flrst light Breakfast (By Invitation) 

Morning Professional Session 
0815·1000 NCO Program 
0815<1835 AV'YJ)M 0Ig_ & Structure 
0835{)855 PEa Structure 
0855<>910 Combat Aviation PED 
09100925 Combat Support Aviation PEG 
0925<>940 lHX PED Session 
094(} 1 000 future A VSlJJM initiatiVes 

10001630 ExIOO. HaD Displays Open 
1 (XX) 11 00 Exhibit HaD sooaJ 
10001630 Spwses Progrom & TOOf 
1(XX}1630 TAPA Career Guida.oce 

l&e Morning Professional Session 
11001130 NCO Program - Cant 
11 001 11 5 Aviation Tf5ting (USA AEFA) 
1115·1130 Foeiding SUpport 
11 3{} 1215 Seminars: AH64, UH·1, SOF. 

5EMA, OH6/0H-58, Q+54, lliX 
1215·1300 Seminars: AH-1, UH60, V-22, 

13001400 
14001630 
183D-1930 
193()'2200 
22000130 

Fixed Wing, CH-47, AHIP, 
ALSEIASE 
51. l.oulYStyIe Luncheon 
Filib. Han 5odaI/Cl1aprer Photos 
AAAA AwaWs Banqu«. Reception 
/\AM Awards Banquet 
AAAA dlapter "-lions 

SUNDAY. APRn. 17, 1988 

Q8300930 AAAA National Board Meeting 
093D-1030 Olampagne Gel-Away 
09301200 The "Aviation Brurdl" 



Westport Travel Services 

,.W A and Westport "rayel 
"eam Up lor AAAA 

TWA has been selected as the designated carrier for 
the AAAA National convention. 

The reduced fares to and from St. Louis will be 40% 
off Coach Class or 5% off the lowest Super Saver. 
These apply to advance purchase requirements of 
the applicable fare. 

TO make your convention reservations ($100,000 free 
insurance, convention mileage, seat assignments, 
boarding passes), call westport Travel, our official 
agency. The Croup Department toll free number Is 
available to all convention attendees. 

Call 1-800-243-3335 
Un Connecticut, call 1-800-433-7183) 
The savings apPly to reservations on TWA flights between 

Sunday, April 10 and wednesday, April 20, 1988. 

Support AAAA's deSignated carrier and official agency 
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SjmulaCion " 'rrajnjn8 Deyjces 

The Army Aviation 
Flight Simulator Family 
by Hubert C. Pate 

T
here is a Chinese proverb which says, "If 
you tell me, I forget, if you show me, I 
remember, and if you let me do, I under

stand." Th is is the philosophy of present 
Army Aviation training. In order to fight ef
fectively as a member of the combined 
arms team, Army Aviation must provide 
realism in its training programs. 

Training aviators in the actual aircraft has 
many advantages, but as technology ad
vances, training in the aircraft for some 
tasks is becoming impractical. Safety con
siderations will not allow training of some 
tasks in the aircraft; Le. , loss of tail rotor, 
engine fires, cyclic hardovers, and other 
emergency procedures. 

High cost 01 aircraft operation and limited 
funding restrict the actual aircraft flying 
time. Lack of adequate range facilities, lack 
of eyesafe lasers and ammunition cost 
make it impossible to provide adequate 
gunnery training in the aircraft at the pre
sent time. 

Efficiency 
How does Army Aviation continue to pro

vide realistic training? Flight simulators are 
providing a means of realistic training at a 
fraction of the aircraft training costs. State
of-the-art technology now is capable of pro
ducing flight simulators which replicate 
every feature of the aircraft in minute detail 
which enables aviators to receive training to 
standards required for aviation mission 
accomplishment. 

JANUARY 31 , 1988 

A UH·' Flight Simulator 

The pioneer and workhorse of the flight 
simulator family is the UH-1 Synthetic Flight 
Training System (SFTS). The system was 
first fielded at the United States Army Avia
tion Center, Ft. Rucker, AL, in FY71 and a 
total of 22 devices are now located 
strategically throughout the Army. Each 
device consists of fou r cockpits operated 
through a central instructor console, enabl
ing four crews to train on a single device. 

Developed and utilized as an instrument 
trainer, the SFTS has been the basic foun
dation of the Army Aviation instrument 
rating program, both at the institution and 
in the field. Twenty-eight of the 41 critical 
training tasks can be trained effectively in 
the device. 

At the institution, the Initial Entry Rotary 

ARMY AVIATION 55 



Wing Aviator Course receives 39 hours, the 
Rotary Wing Refresher Training Course 
receives 12 hours, and the Instrument Flight 
Examiner Course receives 28 hours in the 
SFTS. In addition, each ATM aviator assigned 
to Ft. Rucker receives 20 hours in the device. 
Based on student load, overall aircraft opera
tion costs versus flight simulator operation 
costs, this results in a cost avoidance of ap
proximately $52 million annually. 

In the field , UH-1 aviators and other 
aviators with primary aircraft for which there 
is no flight simulator available receive con
tinuation and instrument training in the SFTS. 
Based on aviator density and ATM re
quirements, this results in a cost avoidance of 
approximately $41.6 million annually. 

As the UH-1 is replaced by force moderni
zation aircraft in the active Army and trans
ferred to the Reserve Components, SFTS re
quirements will shift accordingly. A study is 
presently underway to determine the feasibili
ty of spliHing the four cockpits into two 
cockpit units and determining a redistribution 
plan to meet Reserve Component needs. If 
this study is approved, the SFTS is in for a 
new look. 

The CH-47 Right SimutatOf' 

Number two in the Army Aviation simulator 
family and number one in the visual 
simulator category was the CH47. This 
device was first fielded at USAAVNC in FYn 
and now six are fielded throughout the Army. 
This device replicates the CH-47 aircraft and 
is utilized as a flight and mission trainer, both 

56 ARMY AVIATION 

at the institution and in the field. It provides 
effective training for 93 of 106 critical training 
tasks for the CH-47. 

At the institution each CH-47 qualification 
student reCer!feS 18 hours training in the FS. 
This results in a cost avoidance of approx
imately $3.2 million annually based on stu
dent load, aircraft operating costs versus FS 
operating costs. 

In the field, CH-47 aviators receive 20 
hours FS time time if a FS is available. This 
results in a cost avoidance of approximately 
$24 million annually. The CH-47C aircraft is 
being replaced by the CH-47D. Two produc
tion model CH-47D FS have been fielded 
and the remaining four are scheduled for 
upgrade to the CH-47D configuration. 

AH-1 FWS 
Number three in the family was the AH-' 

Flight and Weapons Simulalor (FWS). This 
device consists of two components, a pilot 
station and a gunner's station which may be 
operated independently for individual training 
or linked for crew training. Its purpose is for 
flight and weapons systems training. It trains 
61 of the 73 critical training tasks. 

The first device was fielded at USAAVNC 
in FY79. To date, six devices have been field
ed and three are scheduled for future 
fielding . The first generation AH-l FWS pro
duced visuals based on a camera model 
board of the terrain. The second generation 
AH-1FWS incorporated a laser image 
generalor (LlG). 

The third and present generation consists 
of visuals produced by digital imagery 
generation (DIG). At the institution, each AH-1 
qualification student receives three hours in 
the FWS. This results in a cost avoidance of 
approximately $10.8 million annually. 

In the field, the device is used for in
dividual and crew training. Field cost 
avoidance is approximately $215 million. 

UH-60 FS 
The fourth member of the FS family was 

the UH-60. The first production model was 
fielded al USAAVNC in FY87 and Iwo addi
tional FS have been fielded to date. This 
device has been commonly misunderstood 
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due to the fact that the Utility Tactical 
Transport Aircraft System (UTTAS) FS which 
was fielded at USAAVNC in FY82 was not a 
UH-60 UTTAS FS and did not exactly 
replicate the aircraft. 

The production model FS will be used for 
qualification training at the institution and 
continuation training in the field . It trains 76 
of the 76 critical training tasks. 

At the institution, each aircraft qualification 
student receives 10.5 hours in the device. 
This results in an annual cost avoidance of 
approximately $9.8 million. In the field , cost 
avoidance for continuation training will be ap
proximately $121.5 million annually when 
fielding is complete. 

AH-64 eMS 
The latest and most sophisticated member 

of the family is the AH-64 Combat Mission 
Simulator (eMS). This device consists of two 
elements, a pilot station and a gunner station, 
allowing each to train individually or link up 
and train as a crew. Through computer 
generation interactive threat, this device pro
vides training under realistic simulated com
bat conditions. It trains 166 of the 185 critical 
training tasks. All AH-64 combat skills training 
is conducted in the eMS. 

At the institution, aircraft qualification 
students receive 15 hours in the CMS which 
results in approximately $13 million cost 
avoidance comparing CMS operation cost to 
aircraft operating cost and adding ammuni
tion costs avoided. In the field, when eMS 
fielding is complete, continuation and combat 
skills training in the eMS will result In ap
proximately $117.5 million cost avoidance. 

The Future 
In addition to the family of flight simulators 

now in the field or being fielded, there are 
more to come. Plans are for Flight Simulators 
to be fielded concurrent with new aircraft 
systems. In the planning stage are FS for the 
V-22 tilt rotor aircraft and the Light Helicopter 
Experimental (LHX) aircraft. 

In addition, plans for networking simulators 
for training as a member of the combined 
arms team are in the developmental stage. 

If we cannot appreciate the Flight Simulator 
for all its other favorable advantages, there is 
one we must accept - safety. To date, there 
has never been a fatality in a simulator and 
the worst (unverified) accident has been a 
broken arm. 11111 

Mr. Pate I. Chief, Aviation Simulation, Material Oevelop
ment, Directorate 01 Tl8ining & Ooc1rine, Ft. Rucker AL. 

The AH-64 Combat Mission Simulator, with pilot station and gunner station 
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R&D Simulation: 

New Capabilities 
in System Development 
by Andrew W. Kerr 

The Aeroflighldynamics Directorate of 
AVSCOM's Aviation Research and 
Technology Activity has been emphasizing 

a major thrust in the development and ap
plication of advanced simulation capability to 
meet the technology needs of Army advanc
ed airmobile systems. 

As the cost of developing and producing 
Army aircraft continues to escalate, it has 
become increasingly evident to top Army 
management that the potential for the use of 
emerging simulation technology to evaluate 
design approaches and system structure in 
depth prior to committing to hardware devel
opment must be exploited if the Army is to 
develop effective, affordable weapons 
systems. 

Multifaceted Approach 
In order to realize this potential, a 

multifacted approach is being taken to 
develop and apply the simulation technology 
required. A key factor in the ability of the 
Aeroflightdynamics Directorate to undertake 
this approach is its co-location with the NASA 
Ames Research Center. 

Ames is the NASA lead center for the 
development of simulation technology. It also 
has the NASA lead in the equally important 
areas of rotorcraft technology, advanced com
putation, human factors, and artificial in- . 
tel1igence. This allows the highly integrated 
Army/NASA work force to address critical 
aviation simulation technology issues to meet 
Army requirements. 
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Manprint 

Simulation activities at the Directorate in
clude a wide variety of non-real-time platform 
design analysis efforts such as comprehen
sive rotorcraft aeromechanics analysis and 
advanced computational fluid dynamics, the 
particular simulation thrust addressed here 
however is the interface of the man with the 
system; cockpit design to meet mission re
quirements and real-time man-machine in
teractions - the essence of the MAN PRINT 
concept. Thus activity is centered around four 
research facilities or capabilities: a fac
tors/computer aided engineering workstation 
for cockpit design; the fixed-base full-mission 
Crew Station Research and Development 
Facility for total system crew integration 
evaluations; the large-motion-base Rotorcraft 
Systems Integration Simulator for flight 
managemenUhandling qualities investigations, 
and in-flight simulation. 

Division Established 
To capitalize on emerging simulation 

technologies and to stimulate the flow of 
research products across disciplines and 
levels of development, the Simulation and 
Aircraft Systems Division was established 
within the Directorate in October 1987. The 
Division consists of four Branches and 
Offices. 

The Army/NASA Aircrew Aircraft Integration 
office focuses primarily on 6.1 and 6.2 level 
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man-machine and non-real-time human fac
tors and mission modeling issues. The Crew 
Station R&D Branch addresses fi2 and 6.3 
issues with full combat mission simulations in 
real time, and with some in-flight research 
simulations. 

The Flight Controls Branch provides a 
mature 6.2 and 6.3 technology base in handl
ing qualities and flight path management. 
Ground-based large-motion and fixed base 
simulation and in-flight simulation establish 
design criteria and requirements. They also 
support development and the solution of pro
blems with fielded systems. 

The Rotorcratt Systems Integration 
Simulator Office has the responsibility for the 
development of large-motion-base simulation 
capability and will provide the expertise and 
support for the integratIon of advanced 
simulation capabilities developed in conjunc
tion with NASA into Army simulation tasks. 

The Simulation and Aircraft Systems Divi
sion brings together many disciplines that 
have tended to be separate ;1"\ the past -
human factors, flight controlsJhandling 
qualities, guidance and navigation, mission 
equipment capabilities, aircraft survivability 
equipment capabilities, communication, and 
simulation technologies. 

A'I Program 
The goal of the Army/NASA Aircrew Aircraft 

Integration (A31) program Is to provide a ra
tional predictive methodology for rotorcraft 
cockpit design. This includes mission re
quirements and training system implications, 
that integrates human factors engineering 
with the other vehicle/system design 
disciplines at the early stages of the develop
ment process. The program will produce a 
prototype Human Factors/Computer Aided 
Engineering workstation suite for use by 
cockpit and system designers. This interactive 
capability is made possible by recent ad
vances in computational, symbolic program
ming, and expert systems (AI) technology. 

This capability will allow for extensive ex
amination of tradeoffs among mission re
quirements, crew mrkload, and training re
quirements before commiUing any design to 
hardware. Design concepts developed in this 
interactive environmnet may then be further 
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evaluated in the next levels of simulation 
capability prior to commiUing to actual hard
ware development. 

CSRDF 
The Crew Station Research and Develop

ment Facility (CSRDF) is the latest simulation 
tool to be made available to meet the Army's 
R&D simulation needs. It was developed 
jointly by the Army and NASA, with the Army 
providing requirements and funding while 
NASA provided technical support and over
sight of the construction and integration of 
the facility. 

The capabilities of this fixed-base full
mission air combat simulator are described in 
another article in this Issue (See Terry 
Gossett's article). The unique computational 
architecture and visual display system in this 
facility allow for evaluation of the aircrew's 
workload, performance, and effectiveness in 
real-time full SCAT team combat mission 
simulations. 

RSIS 
The Rotorcraft Systems Integration 

Simulator (RSIS) makes use of a large mo
tion base and advanced visual systems 
simulation capability specifically designed to 
evaluate the ability of the helicopter pilot to 
adequately control the aircraft in nap-of-the
earth flight while performing other required 
mission tasks. 

The simulator makes use of high fidelity 
math models of the flight characteristics of 
generic or specific rotorcraft vehicle and con
trol systems designs to develop design 
criteria, evaluate design adequacy, support 
development, and investigate problems on 
fielded systems. 

Recent research projects using components 
of the RSIS include LHX helicopterltilt rotor 
simulations in support of the RAND Corpora
tion, helicoptor air combat studies, BLACK 
HAWK accident investigation simulations, and 
simulations to develop criteria for the update 
of the military helicopter handling qualities 
specification. 

In addition to ground·based simulation 
there is a need to evaluate the results of 
ground-based simulation and analysis in a 

( R&D - continued on page 79) 
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Crew Station R&D Facility: 
Man-in-the-Loop War Game 

T
he Aeroflightdynamics Directorate of the 
Aviation Research and Technology Activi
ty (AVSCOM) is reemphasizing the role of 

Aviation simulation with a major new facility -
the Crew Station Research and Development 
Facility (CSROF). This facility is unique in 
several respects. It was built as a full combat 
mission simulator for the LHX, and models 
all of the subsystems in the LHX 
specifications. 

All of the Blue and Red forces can interact 
in real-time through easily modified scenarios 
depicted on the Singer Link ATAC·DIG as 
programmed by the system integrator, CAE 
Electronics, LTD. 

Real·Time Simulation 
The Combat Mission Scenario (eMS) im

plemented by Flight Systems, Inc. provides 
for the real-time simulation of surface-to-air, 
air-to-surface, and air-to-air engagements in
volving up to 11 helicopters and 100 ground 
threats. The CMS models the operation of all 
LHX subsystems - MEP sensors, ASE 
receivers, countermeasures, aircraft weapons, 
and laser designators, as well as threat 
defense systems, obselVables, vulnerabilities, 
and all interactions between Blue and Red 
forces. 

Command Systems Group, Inc. developed 
a composite multiple engagement scenario at 
the direction of PM-LHX and with the collabo
ration of the Aviation Center. The scenario 
provides for three 45 minute phases, for route 
reconnaissance, meeting engagement, and 
deliberate attack, with provisions for unsched
uled changes in the mission for personnel 
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by Terrence D. Gossett 

extraction and air·to-air engagements. 
A command, control, communications, and 

intelligence (C31) workstation provides for on
line verbal and datalink interaction with the 
creoN and team stations, representing up to 
ten message senders and recipients external 
to the SCAT team. Extensive data recording 
capabilities permit assessment of the SCAT 
team combat mission effectiveness, with em
phasis on the battle captain role. 

Elements of the CSRDF 
The facility consists of the following: a 

tandem crew station that is one creoN op
erable, the pilot in the creoN station uses a 
wide field of view fiber optic helmet mounted 
display, and interacts with a "glass cockpit" 
derived from the ARTI program. Systems 
Management Displays and Tactical Situation 
Displays can be activated by touch, touch
pads, or through the interactive voice 
Input/Output system. 

At each crew station are two four axis 
limited displacement controllers and foot 
pedals. Three Blue/Red team stations provide 
realism by each Simulating either up to four 
SCAT aircraft, Utility aircraft, or the Hind. A 
Cal station simulates the scenario by 
representing all communication and data links 
external to the eight SCAT aircraft. The Ex
perimenter/Operator Console provides stations 
for the setup, control, and monitoring of the 
experiment. 

PM:rRADE loaned the AFDD the ATAC
DIG, which provides a visual data base 
measuring 32 by 40 kilometers. In January 
1988 the ATAC-DIG will be returned to 
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PM:rRADE and will be replaced with a GE 
Compuscene IV. 

Sixteen processors make the CSRDF 
work - rotor computations at 120 Hertz, 
visual systems at 60 Hertz, forward views at 
team stations at 6-10 Hertz, and digital map 
updates at 1-3 Hertz. The host computer is a 
Digital VAX 8650. Modularity and flexibility in 
design and use were mandated in the 
development of the CSRDF; user·friendly 
editors for graphics, syntax, and other utilities 
were developed by CAE for the Army. 

R&D Opportunities 
The CSRDF permits researchers to ad· 

dress issues of one vs two crew operations, 
allocation of function between crew and team 
members, subsystem tradeoffs, effects of 
system malfunctions, level of automation 
needed for demanding mission tasks, and 
other man-machine integration issues. 

Typically, following a 45 minute scenario, 
160 Mbytes of data are recorded into a rela· 
tional data base from which researchers can 
ask such questions as: 

"How many times was Blue 2 exposed to, 
or fired on by, an SA-8?" 

" How many times did the Battle Captain 
have a particular threat in the field of view of 
any particular sensor?" 

"When did the Battle Captain use his 
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Aided Target Recognizer and what was the 
outcome?" 

"Which SCAT team member killed the 
most tanksiSAMS/BMPS?" 

" How well did the SCAT team navigate 
when the GPS or Doppler failed?" 

"Were more tanks killed when designated 
by RPVS, GLLDS, or Blue 2?" 

"What was the exchange ratio for a given 
mission phase for the Battle Captain or for 
the entire SCAT team?" etc. 

New Concepts for Simulation 
GEN Gorman (USA Ret), was a strong ad· 

vocate for simulation on the Packard Com
mission. He noted that the combat effec· 
tiveness (CE) of any weapon system is equal 
to the product of the materiel performance 
(MP) of the system times the proficiency of 
the personnel (PP) manning it, times the ap
plicability of the doctrine (AD) of its use 
(CE = MP x PP x AD). In the past few 
years, simulation technology has progressed 
so that those products can be simultaneously 
modeled - and with men in the loop. 

Now, for the first time, all the blue and red 
players can interact with correct representa
tions for intervisibility, fields of view and 
regard, countermeasures, target acquisition, 
survivability and vulnerability, C31, and 

(Crew - continued on page 75) 
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Simulation at Ft. Hood 
by Lt. Colonel Jacob E. Starr 

The time is 0500, the battlefield and cockpit 
are in complete darkness. Chalk 3, of the 
2nd flight from Bravo Troop, 3/6 is in posi

tion, prepared to attack. The squadron's mis
sion is to conduct a deep attack and destroy 
regimental, division and Army artillery 
elements that are positioned to disrupt the 
main attack to be conducted by two armor 
brigades of the 1st Calvary Division. The 
flight has successfully penetrated enemy 
lines, located the targets and ... 

"TADS is prepointed, unmask," 
" Target . . . looks like massed artiflery." 
"Target stored" 
"Strobe fl.vo o'clock," 
"/ need contraints," 
"Missiles DUO" 
" He's locked on at two o'clock," 
"We're at 130; get down!" 
"We're Hitl " 
"824 thIs is 831, we're hit . 
" We're spining with severe vibs, engine I and 
primary hydraulic is out . .. we're going 
down!" 

FREEZE-Gentlemen you just made a 
couple of fundamental mistakes that ended 
your participation in this mission and possibly 
this life. Now let's review the last two 
minutes, decide what the proper actions 
should be, then I'll reset the simulator and 
you can try it again. 

The Flight Simulator Division at Ft. Hood, 
Texas supports a large and varied community 
of Army Aviators. It is the second largest 
training facility of its type and is designated 
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as a FORSCOM Regional Training Center for 
flight simulation. As a regional center it sup
ports active and reserve aviators, from all of 
the western United States. The support pro
vided has changed over the years as new 
aircraft systems were fielded and as other 
facilities were built throughout the region to 
provide support dedicated to their local 
aviators. 

Rapid Growth 
The growth in flight simulator technology, 

like most other highly technical fields, has 
been rapid and Ft. Hood's physical plant has 
kept pace with continual expansion and 
upgrading, Some of us can remember when 
flight simulation was not so sophisticated and 
time spent in the devices was not a favorite 
pastime for most aviators. 

In the early 1960s flight simulation at Ft. 
Hood consisted of the 1-CA-1 trainer or more 
commonly known as the " Blue Canoe". As 
limited and unpleasant as the beast was it 
did serve a valuable training need and more 
importantly the training was accomplished at 
a greatly reduced price. Senior leaders 
recognized this and pursued flight simulation 
as a way to ensure a welt-trained, combat 
ready aviation force while conserving scarce 
defense dollars. 

Fort Hood has kept pace with the growth 
in flight simulation technology and presently 
has five simulator training devices in opera
tion which includes: the UH-1 (HUEY), CH-47 
(CHINOOK). AH-1 (COBRA). and two for the 
AH-64 (APACHE). a Combat Mission 
Simulator (eMS) and Cockpit Weapons 
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Emergency Procedural Trainer (CWEPT). By 
January 1989, a sixth device, the UH-60 
(BLACK HAWK) Flight Simulator, witt be in 
place at Ft. Hood. 

The most exciting story in aviation simula
tion is the CMS and the CWEPT. The AH-64 
Combat Mission Simulator (CMS) was install
ed at Ft. Hood and training began on Oc
tober to. t986. The AH·64 CMS is the 
world 's most sophisticated flight simulator 
training device. 

The system consists of two independent 
cockpits, one for the pilot and one for the co
pilot gunner. The high fidelity replication of 
the respective cockpits in the actual aircraft 
can be operated individually, or can be elec
tronically coupled and operated as a single 
aircraft for integrated crew training. The 
system utilizes two Digital Image Generation 
(DIG) Systems to provide necessary visual 
displays through the center, left, and right 
windscreens. 

A computer generated data base provides 
a tactical gaming area of approximately 1,200 
square kilometers (32 x 40 km). The gaming 
area is a generic terrain representation that 
was designed to meet the diverse training re
quirements related to attack helicopter 
operations. 

CWEPT 
Fort Hood received the AH-64 Cockpit 

Weapons and Emergency Procedures Trainer 
(CWEPT) on November 2. 1987. The CMS 
and CWEPT are used to train AH-64 aviators 
assigned to both Fort Hood and to the rota
tional battalions of the APACHE Training 
Brigade. The CWEPT is a fixed base, non
visual , tandem seated trainer that was 
designed to augment training in the AH-64 
CMS and the AH-64 aircraft. 

Although this new equipment and 
sophisticaton is great, the important question 
is: What are we doing with the equipment to 
enhance our capabilities? In fact, we as 
trainers must keep up with the growth in 
simulation technology to avoid just doing the 
same things we did in the old blue canoe, 
with better and more sophisticated equip
ment. At Ft. Hood and throughout the Army, 
we are looking at our training philosophy in 
order to make better use of our simulators. 
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New Dimension 
The AH-64 CMS represents a completely 

new dimension in flight simulation training 
and we have just begun to realize its full 
potential. This device allows for training the 
aviators in almost all of the required crew 
skills under all conditions. One of the biggest 
advantages of this device is the ability to in
teract with an enemy force that responds ap
propriately and realistically to the attack heli
copter crews' exposure and engagement time. 

Combat mission simulation aUows us to 
identify exactly where the individual or crew 
is in combat proficiency and reasonably pro
gress them through a training program. Com
bat mission simulators are an excellent tool 
for the conduct of the commander's evalua
tion of newly assigned aviators. 

Our immediate challenge is to completely 
integrate our combat weapons and mission 
simulator resources with our other training 
resources (flying hours, ammunition, ranges, 
etc.) to produce training strategies that max
imize our combat capabilities. Although the 
aviator training and readiness is still meas
ured by the number of hours an individual 
spends in the simulator, we do a better job in 
developing simulator scenarios which are 
based on Aircrew Training Manual (ATM) and 
mission requirements as identified by his 
commander. 

Sub-Trends Report 
Using a computer program developed by a 

graduate student from the University of Texas, 
we are providing a report to the commander 
that identifies his unit's training trends. In 
order to accomplish this, we must evaluate 
performance during each training period. An 
example of this would be that 95 percent of 
his aviators are having problems executing 
the proper emergency procedures for a fixed 
pitch tail rotor but 100 percent have no pro
blem with engine failure emergencies. 

The Trends report gives visibility to this 
type of problem and the commander can 
then shift the emphasis of his instructor pilots 
to fixed pitch tail rotor failures. Again these 
tasks were used just as examples and any 
tasks the commander desires can be tracked. 

(Ft. Hood - continued on page 75) 
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"Computer Generated Imagery" 

Aesthetics or Threat Perfornlance 
by CW4 Bill Yarlett 

Computer Generated Imagery (eGO visual 
scenes have significantly enhanced the 
versatility of teday's Army flight, weapons, 

and combat mission simulators. Aviators are 
becoming increasingly more attracted to the 
benefits of training in simulators, which in 
more and more cases, is the one and only 
alternative to not training some skills at all. 

The main benefits realized by using 
simulators are tremendous operational cost 
savings and the availability of a safe environ
ment in which pilots can train to maintain 
critical flight procedures, maintain weapon 
system proficiency and develop combat skills. 

Trade-offs 
Today's GCI visual systems can provide 

strikingly realistic visual scenes that pay par
ticular attention to important scene detail. In 
some of the Army's sister services, visual 
systems have been tailored to place em
phasis on high fidelity aircraft models which 
are rivet-for-rivet as realistic as the actual air
craft. In one instance, the detail is of such a 
magnitude that the pilot can see not only the 
escort ship's detail, but also the pilot's head 
which turns to watch the landing the ownship 
is about to perform. Even though this type of 
detail is impressive, only a simple two-dimen
sional low detail terrain model is displayed 
outside the airport area which does not meet 
the Army's needs for training in the NOE 
environment. 

Within tOOay's technological limitations, em
phasis placed upon certain types of scene 
detail requires trade-ofts against less import-
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ant scene elements. As a result. vendors of 
visual systems who frequently advertise visual 
scene quality and performance capabilities 
may not voluntarily acknowledge that their 
system may be adversely impacted when re
quired to provide a NOE environment which 
includes multiple realistic and interactive mov
ing threats. 

For instance, when an impressive " picture 
post card" scene is marketed and subse
quently more visual demands are placed on 
the system to calculate threat vehicle loca
tions and line-of-sight distances between each 
threat relative to the ownship, the marketed 
scene detail becomes very sparse. 

As these add·on requirements are in
cluded, fewer of the aesthetically pleasing 
details can be provided. Seemingly, for every 
feature demanded, another is sacrificed. 

Careful Management 
Careful management of CGI computer 

capabilities is paramount in assuring the best 
distribution of computer assets to satisfy the 
training requirement. Take for example the 
tank driver trainer. Because the driver need 
not see more than a few hundred yards, the 
visual system can dedicate maximum 
performance to a small terrain area. 

With this limited demand for generated ter
rain, CGI systems can build an extremely im
pressive scene with an extraordinary level of 
detail. Additionally, considering the relatively 
slow speed the tank turret articulates and the 
slow speeds at which the vehicle moves and 
turns compared to an attack helicopter, little 
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MILES 
THE ULTIMATE IN TRAINING 

MILES (Multiple Integrated Laser Engagement Syste!Jl) 
has revolutionized the way in which armies train lor 
combat. E.ye-safe laser transmitters simulate live 
ammunition from direct fire weapons. Detectors on 
opposing troops and weapon systems signal a hit or 
near-miss. MILES Is highly valued for its ability to 
accurately assess battle outcomes and to teach 
soldiers the skills required to survive in combat and win 
the baule. 

Fielded MILES weapons simulators range from 
M-16 rifles to M-1 tanks to attack helicopters and to ai r 
defense weapons. MILES is easily adapted to virtually 
any direct fire weapon system. 

MILES has been fielded wi th the U.S. Army's 
Infantry: Armor, Air .Defense and Aviation Units; U.S. 
Marine Corps; and with armies of many 0atlons around 
Ih' 

loral Electro-Optical Systems is an organization 
with twenty-nine years' experience in solving problems 
in areas of tactical training systems, information 
processing, space systems, and infrared counter
measures. Our capabilities span research, systems 
analysis, engineering development, high volume 
manufacturing , and tolallile cycle integrated logistics 
support for our products. MilES is an example of low 
cost, reliable equipment which performs a sophisticated 
and complex unit training task. And no one does it 
beUer .. 

Loral Electro-Optical Systems 
300 North·Halstead Street, P.O. Box 7101 • 

Pasadena, GaHfornia 91109. 818/351 -5555. 



"It is highly unlikely that a visual system 
simulator can ever be built without some 
performance sacrifice. Thus, prudent deci
sions must be made when visual system 
performance is considered for any 
simulator program. Trade-offs in scene 
content will have to be made in order 
to get some part of all the capabilities 
needed." 

burden is placed on the visual system to quickly 
retrieve data immediately beyond the field of view. 

Best Utilization 
Creating a helicopter simulator that makes the 

best utilization of the CGI system requires careful 
management of the computer's assets. The 
newest generation of aviation simulators allows 
the p~lots to fly NOE and exercise the aircraft mis
sion equipment package as it is found on the real 
aircraft. 

In addition, threats are presented to the crew 
which allow them to train in a simulated combat 
environment. By carefully understanding the train
ing requirement and managing CGI assets to 
best fulfill those needs, necessary trade-offs were 
made to maintain a high fidelity terrain model for 
training while maximinzing the simulator's mis
sion equipment capability. Understanding the 
necessity for making these trade-offs is a key ele
ment in the world of training simulation. While 
the many CGI visual systems available in industry 
today all provide pieces of what is needed, it is 
doubtful anyone system provides all of the 
desired pieces all the time. 

It is highly unlikely that a visual system 
simulator can ever be built without some perfor
mance sacrifice. Thus, prudent decisions must 
be made when visual system performance is con
sidered for any simulator program. Trade-offs in 
scene content will have to be made in order to 
get some part of all the capabilities needed. 
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Attention must be paid to the required number 
of threat vehicles and to what level of simulated 
fidelity they must be programmed with. Before 
selecting any vendor's visual system it is impor
tant to determine how the system wi ll perform, 
to what level of detail, and with what shortcom
ings when tailored to meet program-specified per
formance standards. 

System Impacts 
Visual system performance is impacted by ex

tended visual range requirements, levels of detail, 
update rates, numbers of visual channels or 
displays needed, field-of-view, field-of-regard, 
simulation of visual sensors, and slew rates of 
sensors and the aircraft, separately and 
combined. 

So, when the next "gee whiz" visual system 
comes along, consider how it might look if it IN6re 
required to fulfill the Army's requirement for a 
threat enhanced training device. Remember, 
trade-offs may have to be made wh ich can 
drastically change the fidelity of the visual scene 
originally demonstrated. By employing smart 
visual system management decisions, the finish
ed product may be less aesthetic than marketed 
but hopefully will be a training device that meets 
or exceeds threat performance requirements. filII 

CW4 Bill 'ltlrlett Is Aaslstant Product Msnager, Avilltion lhIln
log Devices; Office 01 the Project Manager, lhIlnlog Devices; 
Naval lhIlnlog Center, Orlsndo, FL. 
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Aviation Simulators in 
the Army National Guard 
by Ron Eaton 

There can be little doubt regarding the 
positive contributions flight simulators 
have made to the Army National 

Guard (ARNG) aviation program. Over time, 
they have proven to be a cost effective 
means of supplementing actual cockpit 
time. 

Positive contributions are not limited to 
cost avoidance. The training value of 
simulators is intangible in that untold ac
cidents may have been prevented through 
effective simulator training. Both cost 
avoidance and accident prevention become 
more important as resources for aircraft 
and flying hours become more constrained. 
This is particularly true of the Army Na
tional Guard (ARNG) Aviation program . 

Authorization 
By 1991, the aviator authorization in the 

ARNG will have grown to 6,774. Based on 
historical retention rates and programmed 
undergraduate pilot training, the assigned 
strength will reach 95 percent in 1991. Such 
growth is Important in that ARNG aviation 
units represent more than one-third of the 
Army's aviation force. However, creative 
training management will be essential if 
ARNG aviators are to meet and sustain re
quired readiness standards. 

The ARNG views flight simulators as an 
important component to current and future 
aviation training strategies. Some 
accomplishments with the UH1 Synthetic 
Flight Training System (SFTS) at the 
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Eastern ARNG Aviation Training Site (AATS) 
located at Ft. Indiantown Gap, PA, provide 
examples of how important the simulators 
can be in those training strategies. 

Since beginning operation of the Eastern 
AATS UH1-SFTS in 1977, the ARNG has 
supported nearly 900 active component, 
U.S. Army Reserve and ARNG aviators on 
an annual basis. A variety of training in
Itiatives supported by the UH1-SFTS have 
Included training of maintenance personnel 
in ground run-up procedures, training In 
emergency procedures recognition and 
training of aviators returning to flying status 
to minimize aircraft train-up time. 

Course Support 
The simulator has supported formal 

courses of instruction at the Eastern AATS 
such as instrument qualification, instrument 
requalification and an instrument flight e)(
aminer (IFE) refresher course. In 1982, the 
Eastern AATS initiated an IFE preparation 
course designed to reduce the attrition of 
ARNG aviators from the formal IFE 
qualification course conducted at Ft. 
Rucker. The results were significant. Prior 
to 1982, the attrition rate was 40 percent. 
Subsequently, the rate dropped to less than 
4 percent. 

In pure hours, the UH1-SFTS at the 
Eastern AATS flew 7,628 cockpit hours and 
accumulated 14,628 creditable aircrew train
ing hours in FY87. Since beginning opera-

(Guard - continued on page 76) 
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The intermodallogistics 
containers you'll need 
tomorrow are here today. 
With AAR Brooks & Perkins Inlernal vehicles won', prove the system 
AlrliftlHelicopler Slingable Unit (ISU) obsolete. 
containers, you can now store and then The AAR Brooks & Perkins stand-
ship your high-value cargoes on virtu- ardized ISU container series Is certi-
ally every mode of transportation avail- tied lor airlift aboard all Military Airlilt 
able to the Department 01 Defense Command aircraft, and can reduce 
today -and rest easy, knowing that airlift requirements by consolidaUng 
tomorrow's new aircraft and ground the load normally carried In two aircraft 

pallet posi tions. Pallet.type delents 
allow them to be locked down quickly 
in military and commercial aircraft 
restraint systems. 

Already tested fully loaded, and 
certified for external 11ft with the CH-47 
and CH·53 helicopters, they can also 
be used internally via the CH-47 heli
copter Internal Cargo Handling System 
(HICHS). 

AAR Brooks & Perkins ISU contain
ers are completely Intermoda] with 
ground transponal1on modes as well. 
And special base channels provide lor 
forklift handling, affording easier tran
sition Irom one transport means to 
the next. 



ISU containers are designed for 
secure, long.term outside storage. 
They're completely weatherproof, and 
can be stacked two high when loaded, 
providing concentrated storage in 
limited space. 

Designed to Improve consolidation 
lor extended maneuver warfare plan· 
ning strategies, Ihese units have 
proven themselves over the last two 
years with various military units located 
at FI. Bragg, NC. Besides Interfacing 
easily with all current equipment, they 
are also compatible with planned 
Iransporlatlon modes, such as the C· 
17, the V·22, and new tactical trucks 
and ground vehictes. 

Three standard ISU models provide 
advanced mobility and storage with 
long-term protection: 
_ Slz.o 1' .. ,,, ..... 

ISIJ.9O '(III-.U".dD" 'O.OOOIb.~c..
NrIiIl.HoIalpOe<~. 

ISU-eO 101I"_.1!O" ,o,ooolb.capodyCa_ 
-'1ieIi<:oflIor~. 
.5J)OO1b.c:.pody.~'" 
_ .... mdi09Ir1CH-011. 

1StJ.12 '(111".«11-112'" ~.OOOIb.capKiI)ICa<1iIIed _inba1l> ,or __ 
.j8" __ ... _USAF 

cen1er ........ oInt.ee..-
~~. 

So whatever your requirements are 
tor Intermodaltransporlation, rest as
sured thai AAR Brooks & Perkins can 

provide you with an efficient, standard
ized container solutlon - both for today 
and tomorrow. 

Write or call today tor more 
Information . 
Military Marketing/Sales Department 
AAR BROOKS & PERKINS 
Cadillac Manufacturing Division 
201 Haynes Street 
Cadillac, Michigan 49601 U.S.A. 
Phone 6161779.e808 
TWX 81 ()'291-3352 
FAX 616/779-8845 

AAR Brooks & Perkins 0 
Cadtllac M:mufaclUrillg Divisio n 
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Simulation" 'l'rainin8 DOYicos 

by CW4 Perry M. Smith 

Force on Force Training 
with MILES 

I
t is an accepted position that armies will fight 
as they train. Research at the National Train
ing Center reflects that units that routinely con

duct quality force-Qn-force combined arms 
team training have a 15-10-1 greater chance 
of aHacking and defeating a unit that has a 
poor training program. A prerequisite for a 
quality tactical engagement exercise is a 
means of realistically simulating weapons 
systems. This is possible through the use of 
Multiple Integrated Laser Engagement 
System/Air-to-Ground Engagement Simulation
Air Defense (MILES/AGES·AD). 

Dedicated Lasers 
MILES/AGES·AD uses coded eyesafe 

lasers to replicate weapon range, hit zone, 
and kill probabifity against various targets. 
The laser transmitters rely on the actual 
weapon system to function properly. If the 
weapon system malfunctions, the transmitter 
will not fire. Unlike the six shooter cap guns 
with 100 shot rolls, the AGES-AD systems are 
loaded appropriately by the controllers. If the 
units standard load is four TOWs, that is what 
the controllers will load. 

All players are equipped with laser datec· 
tors. The detectors are placed on the player 
vehicles in a manner to provide an ap. 
propriate hit profile. The detectors receive the 
coded laser beam and relay the data to a 
micro processor in the control assembly on 
the target. The control assembly processes 
the data to determine the type of weapon 
and if the applicable threshold level has been 
reached to obtain a hit. If the threshold was 
reached, a hierarchy decision is made as to 
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the probability of kill given a hit by the par· 
ticular weapon. Each weapon has an ap. 
propriate probability of kill for various targets. 
If the threshold for a hit is not reached, the 
MILES system is riot activated at all. 
However, a near miss is recorded when a 
near miss code is received, or not enough hit 
codes are receiVed. Targets hit by a 
MILESfAGES·AD laser will have a near miss, 
hit but not killed, or kill indication. When a 
target is killed, its weapons become in· 
operative. To return to battle, a controller must 
reset the MILES/AGES·AD. 

Gunner's Perspective 
From the gunner's perspective, firing the 

weapons with MILES/AGES·AD is transparent 
to firing of the actual ordnance. Applicable 
weapons are equipped with flash, bang, 
and/or smoke simulation. Unlike the actual 
ordnance, the gunner cannot observe rounds 
going down range; however, all targets (ex· 
cept soldiers) are equipped with an amber 
strobe kill indicator to provide the gunner 
realtime casualty assessment. A different 
flash sequence is provided for a near miss, 
hit but not killed, and killed situation. In addi
tion , engage and kill lights, with audio, are 
provided to pilots during engagement. 

Basic MILES to support Armor, Mechaniz
ed, and Light Infantry were fielded in 1980 
with great success. Air-la-Ground Engage
ment Simulation and Air Defense (AGES-AD), 
as a folJ0w.on to the basic MILES, allows 
rotary wing aviation and air defense to train 
as full members of the combined arms team. 
The program provided systems for the AH-1, 
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OH-58A&C, and the UH·1H helicopters as 
well as the Vulcan, Chaparral, and Stinger 
Air Defense weapons. Systems unique to the 
National Training Center (NTC) have also 
been developed to support the A-10, Hind 0 
Surrogate (UH·1H), ZSU 23-4, and the SA·14. 

Since the fielding of MILES/AGES-AD, there 
has been constant activity to improve the 
realism and provide additional capabilities. 
Significant efforts are ongoing to develop 
MILES Air-to-Air Stinger (ATAS). Initial 
operating capability for the MILES ATAS is 
scheduled for April 1991. Efforts are under
way to obtain the capability of rocket and 
cannon livefire while simultaneously engaging 
a target with MILES/AGES missile. This effort 
will impact the AH-1 and the AH·64. 

CAD-T 
Boresightlng the MILES/AGES TOW 

Telescopic Sight Unit (TSU) on the AH-1 is a 
tedious, time consuming task. The aircraft 
must be shut down and auxiliary power used 
to obtain an accurate boresight. To eliminate 
this situation, the COBRA Alignment Device
TOW (CAD'!) is being developed. The CAD:r 
is scheduled for fielding to the NTC in June 
1988. The true effectiveness of the 
MILES/AGES TOW on the AH·1 is also being 
evaluated. When the cause(s) for the short
comings are isolated, corrective actions will 
be taken. 

The OH-58A&C aircraft were restricted from 
1Iight with MILES/AGES-AD in May 1986. An 
interim solution has been achieved and four
teen sets have been fielded to the NTC. Pc
tions are ongoing to satisfy the Joint 
Readiness Training Center (JRTC) and 
USAREUR training requirements immediately. 
The final Army wide fix is anticipated by third 
quarter FYBB. 

AGES II 
Development of the AGES II is underway. 

The AGES II will provide systems for the 
AH·64, OH·58D, UH·60, CH-47D, and 
HELLFIRE Ground Support System (HGSS). 
The HGSS will perform the same functions 
as the Ground Laser Locator Designator 
(GLLD). AGES II will have several im
provements over the original MILES/AGES-AD. 
The AGES II transmitter will transmit a 
discreet player identification code along with 
standard MILES messages. Each system will 
also have event recording to provide post 
mission briefing data. The probability of a hit 
will be adjusted to reflect ASE employment. 

An urgent need for AGES to support 
BLACKHAWK and APACHE training was sur
faced by the user community. To satisfy this 
requirement 127 Interim BLACKHAWK AGES 
systems were fielded in 1987. Twenty Pc
celerated APACHE AGES II sets are to be 
fielded in 3rd quarter FY88. 

(MILES - continued on page 76) 

" Through superior training, the 
U.S. Army will be able to fight out 
numbered and consistently win, 
even when opposed by equipment 
that is technically as good as 
ours.' ' 
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AVSCOM: Lifeline for 
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by Captain Ward S. Silvola 

A
ny discussion about Army flight simula
tion would be incomplete without talk
ing about the U.S. Army Aviation 

Systems Command (AVSCOM) and its 
Weapon Systems Management Office 
(WSMO) for Synthetic Flight Trainer 
Systems (SFTS). 

The WSMO is designated by charter by 
AVSCOM's Commander, and reports to the 
Commander through the Directorate for 
Readiness. Our current staff consists of the 
Weapon Systems Manager, one engineer, 
one property administrator, one logistics 
management specialist, one program 
analyst, and one secretary. 

Mission 
Our mission is to provide system

oriented, intensive management of all pro
grams peculiar to SFTS. We plan, control, 
and correlate funding programs and 
schedules; establish objectives; oversee 
progress to maintain overall program 
balance and timely readiness support to 
field users; and assure cmmand visibility 
and management control of all program ac
tions at all times. PartiCipating with the Pro
Ject Manager for. Training Devices (PM 
TRADE) and aircraft system managers, we 
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assure that all system requirements are ful
ly considered and integrated for assigned 
SFTS. Liaison is established with ap
propriate commands, project and product 
managers, higher headquarters, and other 
Services, as necessary for the accomplish
ment of our mission. 

Key Programs 
We provide total management respon

sibility for all fielded SFTS from our office 
with the assistance of contracting officer's 
representatives (CORs) provided by the 
various installations and designated by the 
Contracting Officer. 

Maintenance and support for the SFTS is 
accomplished through the contractor 
logistics support concept. Currently, two 
contracts are being administered with 
SimuFlite Division of Singer Aerospace and 
Marine Systems. One is competitive, for the 
UH-1 Flight Simulator (FS). while the se
cond is sale source, for the remaining 
,visual devices (AH-1 Flight Weapons 
Simulator (FWS). CH-47FS. UH-60FS. and 
AH-64 Combat Mission Simulator (CMS»). 

Our readiness responsibility is that of 
budgeting for maintenance and contractor 
logistics support, obtaining requirements for 
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Air-to-Air Stinger Shifts the Balance 
in Air-to-Air Combat 

Air-to-Air Stinger, a "fire and forget" 
weapon system based on the proven Stinger 
missile, gives helicopters a new ability to 
defend themselves against air-to-air threats. 

Designed and developed by General 
Dynamics Valley Systems Division, ATAS 
scored eight direct hits in eight firings 
during developmental and operational tests. 

AT AS also exceeded user system reliability 
requirements. 

Now, this operationally proven weapon, 
designed to increase helicopter survivability, 
betters the odds in unfriendly skies. 

GENERAL DYNAMIC:S 
Valley Systems Division 



flight simulator support from the field, and 
developing the statements of work for the two 
contracts. 

Current Program 
Ongoing flight simulation support is being p~ 

vided to Army aviation, worldwide, by 36 different 
devices from 16 locations. The current devices 
include the UH-1FS, CH-47FS, UH-60FS, 
AH-1FWS, and AH-64CMS, while the installations 
range from the Republic of Korea, numerous 
CONUS sites, to the Federal Republic of Ger
manY.,Today's cost to provide maintenance sup
port and replenish spares for this array of flight 
simulators is approximately $13.5 million. Added 
to this is a worldwide spare parts inventory valued 
at approximately $28 million. 

As with most things, the arena of flight simula
tion is ever-changing. In FY88 alone, the number 

of SFTS will increase by forty percent, for a total 
of 51, and three new installations will begin pro
viding support. The maintenance support and 
replenishment spares cost will nearly double to 
approximately $21 million, while the associated 
spare parts inventory value will increase to ap
proximately $54 million. 

Beyond FY88, continued fieldings through the 
last AH-64CMS in FY91 will bring the total 
number of dev1ces to 62, support installations to 
22, and the worldwide spare parts inventory to 
a projected value of W million. 

In keeping with the dynamic and fast-paced 
tradition of Army aviation, AVSCOM remains in 
step. The periormance of our critical functions 
within the flight simulation lifeline will continue 
toward the goal of keeping Army Aviation ''Above 
the Best:' 11111 
Captain Sitvola Is Weapon Systems Manager for Synthetic 
flight Training, AVSCOM, Sl. louis, MO 

SFTS DEVICKS BY LOCATION TIIROUGII FY 88 

UI\ - 1 CH - 47D All-IS UII - 60A 01.11 - 64 
LOCATION 2B2' 2B31 2133 2B38 21140 TOTAL 
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AVSCOM - PROVID ING SOLD IERS THE DECISIVE EDGE 
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Ft. Hood 
(continued from page 63) 

The next step is to develop a reporting system 
that provides key feedback to Commanders on 
the proficiency level of each individual and crew. 

Gunnery Programs 
We at Ft. Hood are also working to refine the 

interface betWOO" our gU"!"lery programs a.nd our 
simulation programs. The Interface starts with the 
oommander's evaluation and takes the individual 
and crew through the live firing tables. This pro
gram must be successfully completed by each 
individual and crew prior to going to the range 
for crew qualification. Combat and weapons 
simulators are ideal for aerial gunnery skills tests. 

Training scenarios have also been developed 
and refined to pl'OYide training through CrfJN level 
for the unit commander's primary missions i.e., 
deep attack, screen, etc. Of course the more 
sophisticated the device, the more aggressive the 
training program can be. 

Many improvements are still possible and new 
ideas are regularly being explored. One such 
idea now being pursued is the use of the Trends 
Report Program to allocate simulator training 
time. That is, a commander, by closely monitor
ing the report, can redistribute simulator time from 
proficient crews to those crews requiring addi
lional or extra training. This is the first step in tran
sitioning from an individual orientation based on 
a minimum time requirement to a crew oriented 
program based on proficiency. 

The important first step in the complete integra
lion of simulation into our mission and gunnery 
lraining Is standardization. Standardization of 
crews (battle rostering), CreoN mission standardiza
tion (baItle dnlls) and standard gunnery programs. 
Once this is done we can then tackle the pro
blem of transitioning from a program based on 
the demonstrated proficiency of individuals and 
crews to accomplish mission tasks. 11111 

LTC Stan' Ie Inatal lBtIon omc.r, Fort Hood, TX. 

Crew 
(continued from page 61) 

platformlweapon characterizations. Computer 
generated Imagery (CGI) can now provide data 
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bases from the Defense Mapping Agency and 
be modified with fine detail to fit the needs of the 
researcher, tactician, trainer, or tester in assess
ing areas of interest. 

Visual generation systems, display systems, 
and computers can now provide sufficient 
throughput and fidelity to characterize the per
formance, operations and doctrine of the red and 
blue forces in real time, thus providing for the 
human interlace in the simulation. These 
capabilities are now available to the CSRDF. 

Priorities and Plans 
The first priority of any Army aviation simula

tion plan is to serve AVSCOM and the Aviation 
Center in the support of current and development 
of the next generation aircraft systems. 

The second priority is to maintain and develop 
facilities that can address all configuration and 
subsystems sImulation issues that occur during 
the development of any aircraft system. 

The third priority is to provide simulators that 
are sufficiently modular, flexible, and robust to 
property characterize aviation systems In full com
bat mission scenarios. 

To date the research simulations on the 
CSRDF have emphasized development of per
formance metrlcs and validation of subsystem 
models for the LHX program. During the period 
from February to May 1988 the GE Compuscene 
IV visual system will be integrated into the 
CSRDF. Planned research programs include one 
vs two crew full mission simulations, subsystem 
effectiveness tradeoffs, assessment of malfunc
tion effects, allocations of functions, and deter
mination of the level of automation needed for 
various mission phases. Army Aviation leads 
technology In the Arrrrt and the CSRDF is a great 
way to stay in the lead In system/concept 
developments. 

Mr. Goaett Ie Chief 01 Simulation and AII'CI"Ift Sy8tem. OM
aIon, Aef'oIIlghtdynamk:s DlIeCtonIte, lLS. Army AvIation 
Reuateh and Technology ActMty, NASA Ames Reae.rch 
Center, Moffett F1ekI, CA. 

Register early 
for the 

AAAA Conventionl 
Registration forms 

are In the center of the magazine 
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Guard 
(continued from page 67) 

tion in 1977, over 72,350 cockpit hours have been 
flown. But simulation utilization has not been 
limited to the UHl SFTS at the Eastern MTS. 
ARNG aviators have been training on UH1, AH1 
and CH-47 simulators at various Army installa· 
lions as well as the C-12 simulator available 
through Flight Safety International. 

The future of simulators in the ARNG is bright. 
The UH1-5FTS at the Eastern AAlS will oontinue 
to support innovative aviation training. ARNG 
aviators assigned to AH-64 attack units will utitize 
the Combat Mission Simulators and the Cockpit 
Weapons and Emergency Procedures Trainer 
(CWEPT). Both the Western MTS tocated in 
Marana, AZ and the Eastern AAlS will begin 
operating an AHl Flight Weapons Simulator 
(FWS) in late FYB8 

Training proposals for the use of the AH1-FWS 
currently under review by the National Guard 
Bureau Army Aviation Division include greater 
weapons system proficiency training, aero scout 
aviator training and a familiarization course for 
ARNG ground commanders. It is the latter that 
may provide the greatest dividends in that ARNG 
ground commanders will gain a greater apprecia
tion for the attack helicopter's ability to contribute 
to the combined arms effort on the battlefield. 

In any regard, the ARNG views simulators as 
important resources in the management of aviator 
training. As such, innovative approaches involv
ing simulators in the total aviation training 
management strategy will be the rule for the 
future, not the exception. 11111 

Mr. ~ is AvIation OpenrtIons Team Leader, Natlonal Guard 
Bureau, Army Avla1lon Division, Washington, DC. 

MILES 
(continued from page 71) 

A major advancement of the AGES II program 
is the eyesafe laser Rangefinder/Designator 
(LRF/D) capability. This capability will be ap
plicable to the AH-64, OH-5BD, and the HGSS. 
This will provide remote AGES HELLFIRE and 
Copperhead designator capability by a HGSS, 
OH-58D, or another AH-64. 
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AAR 
With MILES/AGES-AD, soldiers will be able to 

experience the combat environment during 
peacetime without the associated dangers. Com
manders can conduct force-on-force collective 
training exercises and observe how the unit as 
a whole would respond under the stress of com
bat. Furthermore, the learning should not end 
when the exercise concludes. Battle outcomes 
can be quickly and accurately assessed. As soon 
as practical after the engagement, all players 
should be brought together to conduct the After 
Action Review (MR). 

The AAR is a discussion of the events and ac
tions taken by individual teams and players dur
ing exercises. This will help in capturing and 
disseminating lessons learned. Repetition of the 
exercises will develop the necessary team and 
individual skills to survive and win on the next 
battlefield. Repetition will also cement the tac
tical link between the combat arms to support 
the AirLand Battle Doctrine. 

Rules of Engagement 
Tactical engagement simulation must go well 

beyond the hardware. Commanders must ensure 
compliance with the rules of engagement. This 
includes no cheating and ensuring that all players 
are equipped with operational MILES/AGES-AD. 
A primary means of doing this is through quali
ty controllers. It is also imperative that com
manders understand the total tactical engage
ment training concept and apply it. The Army 
Training Support Center recognizes the impor
tance of tactical engagement simulation exercises 
and has placed training specialists at installations 
throughout the Army. 

The Western political situation prohibits us from 
obtaining a quantitative advantage. Furthermore, 
the current economic situation is making it more 
and more difficult to maintain a technical advan
tage. This is why training must be of foremost 
importance to every soldier and their com· 
manders. There are no short cuts. Through 
superior training, the U.S. Army will be able to 
fight outnumbered and consistently win, even 
when opposed by equipment that is technically 
as good as ours. 11111 

CN4 Smith Is Systems Manager, Directorate 01 Training and 
Doctrine, US. Anrry Aviation Center, Ft. Rucker, AL 
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IDOCS - conI. from p. 40 
sonnel and placed in bar graph 
format. 

Results 
The vast majority of the pilots 

commented that ADOCS pro
vides a very high level of air
craft stability (hands off hover 
for 5-1 0 seconds), and the fact 
that they are flying a fly-by-light 
system is immediately obvious. 
The sidearm controllers were 
well received, and the pilots 
also agree that the AOOCS 
AFCS provides better aircraft 
response than typical Stability 
Augmentation systems (SAS) 
of loday's helicopters. 

After studying the accompa
nying graph, readers can see 
that roll stability and roll re
sponse proved to be the best 
feature of the ADOCS system. 
Pilots CQuid roll the aircraft 
deadbeat to a predetermined 
attitude, release the control in
put, and the system would 
maintain that roll attitude in
definitely. Pitch stability and 
response were also rated very 
highly. Pilots with tactical ex
perience especially appre
ciated the barometric/radar 
altitude hold, velocity stability, 
and hover assist selectable 
modes that were incorporated 
into the AFCS. 

Improvement Needed 
The aforementioned graph 

also points au that yaw and ver
tical stability and response 
were areas where more im
provement needs to be done. 
An ADOCS follow-on program 
is underway through March of 
1988 to address the yaw/ver
tical problems. 

Further developmental tests 
will be conducted with regard 
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to AFCS control laws, a dis
placement sidearm collective 
controller will be designed, in
stalled, and tested, and control 
response In autorotational flight 
profiles will be evaluated . 

The technology has been 
proven which will provide ad
vanced flight control systems 
for future Army aircraft, insur
ing success on the battlefield 
of tomorrow! 11111 

, Corps - conI. from P. 11 

During the last 90 days of 
FY87, the company flew 1050 
accident free hours while per
forming a share of the 
USAREUR CH-47 Company 
classified air missions, support 
for allies, and CH-47 support 
for exercise "DISPLAY DE
TERMINATION 87" in Turkey. 

C Co, 7th Bn. t 58th Avn 
Regt (Assault) trains and oper
ates both day and night in sup
port of Corps air assault and air 
support missions while conduc
ting a special mission 2000 
miles from Wiesbaden. British, 
French, Belgian, and German 
allies have benefitted immedi
ately from interoperability train
ing with C 7-158 Avn Regt. 

Rear Operations 
During 1987the Brigade has 

continued to be the Corps' tac
tical combat force command 
and control headquarters for V 
Corps rear area operations. To 
accomplish this mission, TF 12, 
including aviation, Infantry, and 
artillery forces have been form
ed under the 12th Aviation 
Brigade commander. TF 12's 
operations center has been col
ocated at the Corps rear TAC 
CP with elements from the 
Corps G3. G2. RAOC. and the 
military pOlice. Rear operations 

are then coordinated by the 
corps staff elements and 
fought by the communities , 
military police, and finally by 
the Task Force itself. 

LOgfSflcs - conI. from P. 24 

orate is working is the Unit 
Maintenance Aircraft Recovery 
Kit (UMARK). The UMARK was 
conceived to meet the needs of 
the AVUM units to quickly rig 
their organic helicopters for 
recovery. 

The UMARK will be a 
lightweight, man-portable kit 
designed to be used to rig air
craft in eight to fifteen minutes 
by three riggers or less. It is 
planned for the basic kit to be 
applicable to all aircraft models. 
The school is processing the 
operational and organizational 
(0&0) plan to define the re
quirements for the kit. 

ARK 
An off shoot of the UMARK 

program is the upgrading of the 
present AVIM Aerial Recovery 
Kit (ARK), using advanced 
technology materials designed 
during the development of the 
UMARK. to reduce kit weight by 
50 percent and also adapt to the 
UH-60. AH-64 and OH-58. This 
improved AVIM ARK will contain 
aerial recovery gear for ali Army 
Aircraft - fixed and rotary wing. 

The key to achieving aircraft 
that are combat ready is having 
skilled maintainers with the right 
support equipment to ac
complish that mission. The Avia
tion Logistics School is 
dedicated to the accomplish
ment of the "Support and Sus
tain" mission. These are but a 
few ways that we are working to 
provide the aviation commander 
these critical assets. 11111 
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Exercises (FTX). The principal 
purpose of these FTXs was to 
broaden the brigade staff ex
pertise in working with ground 
task forces. While we still have 
much to learn about employ
ment and support of tank and 
mechanized infantry task 
forces, we have come a very 
long way in true combined 
arms training. 

JAAT 
Joint Air Attack Team (JAAT) 

training at Fort Polk is the best 
seen to date. The 23rd Tactical 
Fighter Wing (A-10) is located at 
England Air Force Base some 40 
miles east of Fort Polk. We have 
collectively established a training 
program with the 23rd TFW 
which includes JAAT weeks con
ducted quarterly. 

During this week, both Air 
Force and Army pilots sit down 
in the classroom and talk about 
JAAT operations. Then these 
same pilots go out and fly JAAT 
against a target array. These 
JAATs have been conducted both 
live and dry fire. 

To sustain the training con
ducted during JAAT weeks, the 
Aviation Brigade using either 5th 
AHB or 4-12 CAV and the 23rd 
TFW conduct JAAT periods 
throughout the quarter. These 
periods are two to four hours in 
length and the JAATs are flown 
in the local training area. 

NTC 
The Aviation Brigade has par

ticipated in three National Train
ing Center (NTC) Rotations dur
ing the calendar year 1967. The 
5th AHB was the principal com
mand and control headquarters 
responsible for executing this 
training. The aviation task force 
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was composed of at least two 
companies of aHack helicopters 
and the headquarters and ser
vice company. During the last 
rotation of the year an air cavalry 
troop was added to improve the 
reconnaissance capability. This 
proved to be the most effective 
mix for rotations to the NTC. 

Force Modernization 
The 5th ID(M) is at the begin

ning of a major force moderniza
tion upgrade. Several of the new 
items are scheduled for the Avia
tion Brigade. 

During this calendar year, the 

a variable stability CH-47B for 
flight control and handling 
qualities research, and a TH-1 
PNVS surrogate for visually 
coupled system research and 
voice control input and output 
research. 

Current plans call for return of 
the CH-47 for upgrade and 
placement in the fleet, so plan
ning is underway for a much 
needed replacement aircraft 
capable of the flight character
istics which will be required for 
the next generation air-to-air 
combat vehicle. 

brigade fielded the Heavy Ex- Practical Use 
panded Mobility Tactical Truck It has become more and more 
(HEMTT) which significantly evident that it is in the interest of 
enhanced the brigade's ability to the Army to make the maximum 
support itself with fuel and am· practical use of simulation in the 
munition. In the future, we will early development stages of ad· 
field the M1 tank in the cavalry vancecl combat rotorcraft. The 
squadron, the High Mobility high price associated with inad&
Multipurpose Wheeled Vehicle quate pertormance and fixing 
(HMMWV). OH-58D, UH-OO and problems in flight hardware 
AH64. justifies investing the time and 

All of these items will improve resources required to avoid cost~ 
the brigade's ability to fight as a Iy mistakes and rework. 
member of the combined arms The exploitation of this 
team. technology comes with up-front 

In conclusion, the 5th Infantry investment which may appear 
Division is an exciting and high in the tech-base context, 
challenging place for aviation. but will more than pay for itself 
The Aviation Brigade organiza- in the long run. 
tion, training, and force moder· 
nization upgrade are on the fast 
track at Fort Polk_ 11111 

RIO - conl.lrom Po 59 
real flight environment. In order 
to do this effectively, specially 
configured research aircraft are 
required to allow for sufficient 
rapid reconfiguration and 
parametric variations for 
verification. 

NASA and the Aeroflight
dynamics Directorate currently 
operate two aircraft of this type: 

Mr. KelT Is Director, Aeronlghtdynamlcs 
DIrectorate, US. Anny AvIatIon Research 
and Technology ActIVity, NASA Ames, 
Moffett Field, CA. 

41h _dn - coni. from Po 39 
thank you to all of the cavalry 
Squadrons deployed worldwide, 
who took the time to respond to 
our inquiries concerning their 
AOE trans~ion experiences, Your 
comments and suggestions have 
proven to be of tremendous 
value to us in this endeavor. 
FORWARDI 11111 
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ing size, cost, and performance. 
These detailed designs facili
tated subsystem and perfor
mance trade-offs and provided a 
baSis of comparisons against in
dustry provided designs. 

dustry pilots flew ten typical 
maneuver tasks and seven 
typical target engagement tasks 
to develop and validate input for 
unit and theater level perfor
mance computer models. 

exploit survivability and kill 
potential through advances in 
new technology mission equip
ment and weapons without be
ing totally dependent on them 
and the advantage of incorpor
ating advanced rotor craft 
design technology at reason
able risk. One study team conducted 

helicopter and tilt rotor simula
tion efforts using the fixed base 
simulators at NASA/Ames. This 
was accomplished to evaluate 
the man-in-the-loop portion of 
the study. Army, NASA, and in-

Both RAND and IDA recom
mended the LHX be a new 
development conventional 
helicopter. This recommendation 
is based on operational effec
tiveness and lowest 20 year 
operational costs making it the 
most cost effective alternative; 
the advantage of being able to 

Pending final approval by the 
Defense Acquisition Board, 
January 1986, it is planned that 
the LHX will enter the Demon
strationNalidation phase in 
February 1988. 11111 

CSM 1i"aylor 
(continued from page 16) 

eMF 93 
Q: When are we going to generate more 93P 

1SG positions? 
A: Brigade Commanders should send 

changes to Brigade lO&E and recommend 
HHCs of Aviation Brigade and Battalion lSm 
positions be changed from m to 93P with 
justification being, making the 93P competitive 
with the 01 for CSM. 

Q: There have been some problems with 93Ps 
graduating without the ability to possess a 
clearance, this has been mainly a problem of 
citizenship. Is there a fix in the 'NOrks? 

A: This problem has been identified at the 
school and a fix tor the problem is forthcoming 
to require some type of clearance prior to entry 
into the course. 

Q: The 93P needs to be more technically than 
tactically proficient when leaving the school. We 
can teach them to erect camouflage nets etc. at 
the unit. They need increased training in typing, 
filing, forms, records, etc., and communications 
equipment (including secure capabilities) and 
procedures. Can, or is anything being done? 

A: The school is currently looking at ad-

A : Increases the commanders' flexibillty for 
assignments and enhance promotion opportunity. 

Q: Why does Ihe 938 become a 93P al En 
A: Current initiatives will change the 938 struc

ture; proposal is to flow 938 to E8 and cap at 
E9. Tasks, conditions and standards are being 
developed for skill levels 4 and 5. 

Q: Can the output of 938 be increased to fill 
Ate seats? We are currently required to have two 
pilots for NVG and NOE. 

A: The school is scheduled to train 358 in 
FYaa will produce 465 in FY89 and 456 in FY9O. 
This should help alleviate the problem in the fleld. 

Q: Do you have any closing remarks? 
A: Yes, as you know, we have just concluded 

our first Aviation NCO Symposium. I feel that the 
meeting was a great success and we were able 
to discuss many of the problems and issues af
fecting us and many questions were asked of the 
"school house'· (USAAVNC). We will get the an
swers to the field in the immediate Mure. I'm hop
ing the Symposium will be continued in the fu
ture. I feel it will have positive impact. Also I want 
to remind everyone of the enlisted portion of the 
AAAA National Convention in S1. Louis. I would 
like to see everyone participate. 

Q Thank j'Ou (or the time }'Ou've given us. Best 
of luck In your endeavors as the Branch CSM. 
We'll see you in SI. Louis at the Convention. 

ministrative skills required by 93P. Changes are SFC (P) William C. Hawkins Is the Opns Chf, 1st 
being staffed to increase those skills taught in Bn, 4th Avn Rgmt, Ft. Carson, CO. The Inter-
school. view was conducted for "ARMY AVIATION 

Q: What is the prniected gain bv combining MAGAZINE" during the first Annual Aviation 
'~I , NCO Symposium at Ft. Rucker In Nov. 1987. 

93H&J inlo 9,,:3~C:.:?~ _ ________ ===============~ 
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Branch 
(continued from page 6) 

Commanders' Conference which was held here 
at Fort Rucker late last year from 30 November 
to 5 December. The :g Brigade commanders in 
attendance unanimously stated this was the best 
Brigade Commanders' Conference ever held. It 
gave all of us an opportunity to interact with one 
another, on a one-to-one basis, or in formal or 
informal groups. 

Our brigade commanders, and others, had a 
lot of important questions to ask, and comments 
and suggestions to make concerning their mis
sion, aviation technology. tactics, personnel, and 
funding constraints. I can honestly say I was "kept 
on my toes", 

As an adjunct to the dialogue, I noticed that 
our brigade commanders are making things harr 
pen, and I alluded to this during my opening 
remarks at the conference when I told the at~ 
tendees that we in Army Aviation must have a 
near term focus on what was going on in our 
branch. I explained to them that though there was 
the "Big Picture", we had to know what was hap
pening within our respective commands. 

One Voice 
Also, I mentioned the necessity that we speak 

with one voice. I said what was important was 
that we not be encumbered by divergent ideas 
or doctrine which would mitigate the Branch's ef
fectiveness to communicate its needs or to make 
a mission statement. After talking with our brigade 
commanders and aviation officers, I could not 
help but feel that we are unanimous in our pur
pose-to be the very best in whatever we do in 
the defense of our nation. 

During the conference, we were honored to 
have Major General Richard E. Stephenson, 
Commanding General, AVSCOM, address us. He 
told about the great strides made by AVSCOM 
in getting spare aviation parts to the field, and 
in filling requisitions in a timely manner. 

Trainers of the Year 
It was with great pleasure that during the con~ 

ference we honored our two Army Aviation ~
sodation of America Trainers of the Year. They 
were Major James D. Thurman, 8-3 of the APA
CHE Training Brigade, Fort Hood, Texas, and 
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Staff Sergeant Bobby W. Eades, Instructor, Air 
Traffic Control (ATC) Division, here at the Avia~ 
tion Center. 

Our Brigade Commanders' Conference was 
outstanding because of the esprit and profes~ 
sionalism of all those involved, especially the men 
and women of the Directorate of Combined Arms 
Training (DeAD, ably supelVised by their direc
tor, Colonel Ernest F. Estes. They were respon
sible for the administrative and logistical support 
in putting together our finest Brigade Comman
ders' Conference to date. 11111 

NAS 
(continued from page 33) 

or combine facilities. DOD is operating a number 
of facilities closely aligned geographically, but has 
been unable to combined those facilities into one 
semi-area control facility as technology now 
makes possible. 

DOD/FAA Interfaces 
Communications-wise, DOD currently has a 

considerable number of interfaces with the FAA 
system. Varying according to location and branch 
of service, they include leased selVice B, teletype, 
voice; shared radar data interface; DOD ATC 
facility to FAA center data interface; air defense 
to FAA interfaces; and military ranges to FAA 
interface. 

The Future 
With a solid look toward solving the problems 

and combining the technological breakthroughs 
available to DOD, the future appears bright. The 
Army continues to be an active participant in the 
NAS plan. With membership on the DOD Ad
visory Committee on Federal Aviation and the ar~ 
rival into the DOD's joint NAS Plan Office at the 
Federal Aviation Administration of your represen
tative, the Army's voice for ATC architecture is be
ing roundly heard. Planning for the Army's air 
traffic control architecture for the year 2000 is one 
of the basic jobs of the NAS Plan Office. 

As the Army moves forward with better plans 
and technology, we have the opportunity to en~ 
hance safety, avoid unnecessary costs, increase 
the entire national airspace system reliability and 
improve on our own performance. The Army is 
ready to meet that challenge. 11111 
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diting or not crediting a month. 
If an aviator signs out of a non
operational flying duty position 
on the 14th day of the month or 
earlier, credit begins the follow
ing day and the month is coun
ted. Conversely, if the date the 
aviator signs out is the 15th day 
of a month or later, the month 
is not counted. If departure from 
an operational flying duty posi
tion is on the 15th day or later, 
the month is oounted. Departures 
on the 14th day or eartier causes 
the month not to be counted. 

utive assignments, credit is con
tinuous. Leave and travel time 
between aviation assignments 
counts toward TOFOC. In addi
tion, TOY enroute for periods 
less than 90 days for aviators be
tween consecutive flying assign
ments, counts toward TOFDC. 

22332-0410. AV 221-8156, C0m
mercial (202) 32&-8156. 

Supporting documents that 
may help in the audit process in
clude DA Form 759's, DA Form 
1610's and any Academic Effi
ciency Reports that may be 
missing from the aviator's per
sonnel file. Either Ms. Arnold or 
I can update TOFDC data and 
once we determine your TOFDC 
does in fact require updating we 
will input that data into both the 
personnel and finance data base 
and the action Is completed. Pay 
close attention to that TOFOC 
and subsequently making the 
1 st, 2nd and that 3rd gatellllil 

Updating TOFDC 
Aviators who have errors in 

their TOFDC may request an 
audit of their personnel file and 
an update of their TOFDC by 
writing or calling Ms Jean Ar
nold: Commander, Total Army 
Personnel Agency, ATTN: 

If an aviator remains in opera
tional flying positions in cons9C-

DAPCOPZ-AV (Ms. Arnold), 200 
Stovall Street, Alexandria, VA 

The following information is provided by the U.S. Army Aviation Center at Ft. Rucker, AL: 

Aviation Off. MY Course Class 87-4 (1012187): WOs Charles L. Noble, J" Brian L. Brown, Rob
CPTs Michael J. Kerr, Dennis M. Olson, Jr. , ert D. Falise, Jesus F. Fontes, Honor Graduates. 
Richard H. Reichelt, Robin R. Schuh, William K. WO Senior Course Class 87.7 (11124187): CW3 
Sorrell, Jr., 1LT David R. Arterburn: Master Tac- Gary L. Johansen, Dist. Graduate; CW3s 
tician Awards; CPT Wayne J. Childress, Com- Raphael Thomas, Richard K. Buergel, Michael 
municative Arts Award. G. Halby, Jr. , Honor Graduates. 

Off. Rotary Wing Aviator Course Class 87·18 
(1116/87): 2LT Randy L. Keach, Dist. Grad; 2LTs 
Brian P. Shoop, Randall W. Woodworth, David 
H. Creech, Jr., Honor Graduates. 

WO Rotary Wing Aviator Course Class 87·17 
(1116187): WO Robert J. Kitchens, J" Dist. Grad; 
WO Paul C. Smith, Honor Graduate, Leadership 
Award & Cis Leader; WOs Philip F. Mawaka III, 
David M. Conboy, Monika G. Diaz, Honor Grad. 

AWO Advanced Course Class 87·11 (11117187): 
0N2 William S. Nagle, Dist. Graduate; ON2s 
Dennis P. Levan, Phillip M. Crow, Robert M. Lu
cas, 0N3 Dale N. Whitemore, Honor Graduates. 

Off. Rotary Wing Aviator Course Class 87-20 
(11120187): 2LT Brian P. Newton, Dist. Graduate; 
lLT Joseph W. Tew, 2LTs Alan C. Urban, Philip 
A. Simmons, Mark A. Evans, Honor Graduates. 

WO Rotary Wing Aviator Course Class 87-19 
(11120187): WO Kevin C. Kreigh, Dist. Graduate; 
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Off. Rotary Wing Aviator Course Class 87-22 
(12/9187): lLT Gregory L. Kennedy, Dist. Gradu
ate; 2LTs Douglas L Kinney, James D. Lehl, 
Honor Graduates. 

WO Rotary Wing Aviator Course Class 87-21 
(1219187): WO Michael A. Streiber, Dist. Graduate; 
WOS Jeffrey L. Wilderson, James W. Plzak, Brian 
D. Thomas, Bert W. Close, Honor Graduates. 

WO Senior Course Class 88-·1 (12116187): CW4 
Darrell K. Gatchell, Dist. Graduate; ON4 Steven 
G. Lamb, 0N3 Philip K. Campbell, Honor Grads. 

Off. Rotary Wing Course Class 87·24 (12117187): 
2LT Stephen J. Rsher, Dist. Graduate; 2LTs Max 
K, Beidler, Mark A. Anderson, Wade D. Koontz, 
Jerome C. Meye~ Honor Graduates. 

WO Rotary Wing Aviator Course Class 87·23 
(12117187): WO Darin A. Skopek, Dist. Graduate; 
WOs Henry R. Jasso, Richard W. Hanberg, David 
J. Goodall, Arie E. Gruner, Honor Grads. 

JANUARY 31, 1988 
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the contractor with the most in
novative and affordable ap
proach was awarded the can· 
tract to produce these new 
deskside computer trainers. The 
ASET II, designed for both Scout 
Attack and SEMA, is a challeng
ing interactive game to sharpen 
your knowledge and battle deci
sion making. 

Near Term 
ASE availability and employ

ment will be written into all the 
ARTEPs (Army Training and 
Evaluation Programs) by the end 
of the year and in two years ASE 
will be in aU the Aircrew Train
ing Manuals. The 35KW6 and 
35RW6 ASE skill identifier train
ing Is progressing well for Scout 
Attack and Utility aircraft at Ft. 
Gordon and for SEMA at Ft. 
Huachuca. 

ASE maintenance and repair 
parts stockage is being driven by 
the operational status of the ASE 
in determining the fully mission 
capable status of aircraft in the 

DA Form 1352 reporting. At this 
time, ASE appears to be perlor· 
ming well in the field . My Logis
tics Management Division is 
coordinating with the CECOM 
(Communications & Electronics 
Command) Logistics Assistance 
Offices worldwide to gather 
available ASE repair information 
so that we can provide you with 
the proper parts In a timely marr 
ner when needed. 

I look forward to contributing 
to your improved readiness and 
war fighting capability and I will 
continue to make every effort to 
provide effective and high quality 
ASE so that when coupled with 
proper tactics and training you 
will be able to win the first bat
tie of the next war and survive 
to fight the second. 

Give me a call if I can be of 
any assistance! 11111 

OlEA - conI. from D. 44 

derived from Navy/USMC/USAF 
d eve lopmental /operational 
testing (DT/OT) to assess opera
tional effectiveness and suitabili-

ty against Army requirements. 
AT AS integration testing on 

the OH·58C has been com
pleted and MAJ Rinehart is in 
the process of completing an 
OTEA Capstone Evaluation. 
This recently completed testing 
and our evaluation report will 
support an Army milestone deci· 
sian for Low Rate Initial Produc
tion (LRIP). Planning to support 
future flight envelope expansion 
testing on the OH·58D and other 
aircraft applications, e .g . 
AH-1 S/AH.s4A is ongoing with 
the PM office, TRADOC System 
manager for missiles, and 
TRADOC Independent Evalua
tion Directorate (TIED). 

This latest update will hopeful
ly provide you information on 
some of the more important 
ongoing efforts wilhin OTEA's 
aviation evaluation division. 
Questions you may have, should 
be directed to me, Mr. Larry D. 
Leiby, or to one of the branch 
chiefs at: AV Prefix 289, Com
mercial AC (202) 756-2464 
(chieij, 2486 (Analysis Branch), 
2488 (Evaluation Branch). 11111 
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THE OMEGA/VLF THAT TOOK ON THE WORLD 
The Anny demands a rugged, depend

able OMEGNVLF that will navigate 
non-stop in remote areas of the globe, with 
tittle or no maintenance suPPOrt. That's 
why the BENDIXIKING KNS 660 
OMEGNVLF is standard equipment on 
Anny C-12's and special mission UH.(,()'s 
and 500 MG's. 

The lightweight, compact KNS 660 is 
the same system used by Voyager on its 
recent record-breaking flight around the 
world. After an uninterrupted 25 ,012 miles 
in the air and nine days of continuous oper
ation, Voyager's KNS 660 was still deliver
ing precision navigation. 

The KNS 660 is also a multi-sensor nav 

management system which will interface 
with VORIDME, TACAN, Inertial and 
NA VSTAR GPS. With built-in worldwide 
data base, UTM Grid position readouts 
and MIL-L-85762 NVG-compatible 
display, the KNS 660 is tailored to meet 
the Anny's unique mission requirements, 
everywhere on earth. 

To learn more about the OMEGNVLF 
that took on the world-and won
contact: 

BENDIX/KING 
Government Programs Department 
400 N. Rogers Road, Olathe, Kansas 66062 
(SIlO) 225·6243. Telex: 42299. 

Allied-Signal Aerospace Company 
----"--'-"--"--'-'c.c=~='-'---------~lIied 

Signal 
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Discussing Mure ... MG Richard D. Kenyon, Ret 
(right), discusses the Mure of Army Aviation with 
the Distinguished Graduates of flight classes 
awarded wings at Ft. Rucke~ AL, Wednesday, 

(U.s. Asrrtf PhoIo by SP VICki Hudson) 

Dec. 9. From the left are WOl Michael A. 
St_r and lLT Gnogory L. Kennedy. A former 
assistant commandant at Rucker and speaker at 
the graduation ceremony, Kenyon presently 
resides in Enterprise, AL. 

Submersible Systems' uSpare Air" scuba air 
system has saved the life of a U.S. Navy 
helicopter crewman who crashed during recent 
hostilities in the Persian Gulf. According to a 
Company press release, the Navy said that the 
crewman was pinned within his aircraft upon im
pact and said that he would not have survived 
the crash had it not been for Spare Air and the 
approximately two extra minutes It provided him 
to free himself. Referred to in the military as 

The IoII<ming changes were provided from TAPA (except 
those marked with an .. : 
Il& Justin G. Ballou, III, - Cdr 268th AIIack Helicopter 
Ballalion, Ft. LeNis. WA. To be assigned fo the Office 
lor Information Management. Peantagon. Effective Oc
tober 1981 Name and Rank of Replacement: m: Phillip 
L. Curtis. 
Il& William R. Clonlz, - 24th Allack Helicopter Bat
talion, Ft. Stewart. GA. To be assigned 10 Senior Service 
College. Effective February 1988. Name and Rank of 
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HEED (helicopter emergency egress device) II. 
Spare Air has become a standard addition to 
Navy and Marine Corps helicopter flight crews' 
gear. 

BEl Defense Systems Company has announc
ed the appointment of Michael G. Florimbi as 
President and Chief Operating Officer. 

Korean War Memorial. On October 28, 1986, 
President Reagan signed Public law 99-572 
authorizing erection of a memorial in the 
Washington, D.C. area by the American BaHle 
Monuments Commission honoring the members 
of the U.S. Armed Forces who served during the 
Korean War. The memorial will pay tribute to more 
than 5.7 million Americans who served during the 
three year period of the Korean War from June 
1950 to August 1953. The legislation authorizing 
this $6M project requires the memorial to be 
erected with private contributions except for a 
Federal appropriation of $1 million. Those in· 
terested, may give proper and long overdue 
recognition to America's Korean War veterans 
Ihrough a fully tax deductible contribution 10 Ihis 
memorial. All contributions to the Korean War 
Memorial Fund are placed in their entirety in a 
special Trust Account with the U.S. Treasury and 
will be utilized solely for the purpose intended. 
Contributions should be sent to the following ad
dress: Korean War Memorial FundlABMC. P.O. 
Box 2372. Washington. D.C. 20013-2372. 

U.S. Anny Execullve flight Detachment will 
hold a reunion for all members June 10-12 at 
Ft. Rucker, AL. Contact Diana Floyd. Rt. 4. 

Name and Rank of Replacement: llC Johnnie L. 
Shepherd. 
Il& Robert B. Bailey - Cdr, 227Ih Allack HerlCOpter Bat
lal~n , Ft. Campbell, KY. To be assigned 10 Senior Ser
vice College. Effective January 1988. Name and Rank of 
Replacement: llC Charles S. Hurt. 
Il& Burt S. Tackabeny - Cdr, 123rd Aviation Ballalion. 
Ft. Campbell. KY. To be assigned to Senior Service Col
lege. Effective December 1987. Name and Rank of 
Replacement: llC Albert ~ Brocious. 
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Box 304, Ozark, AL 36:l6O. Phone: (205) 774-5970 
for more information. 

CW4 Robert L. KIr1<sey recently completed his 
10,(lOOth hour of accident·free flight. The 48 year 
old fixed wing pilot was greeted outside the B.C. 
Walsh hangar by SecretarJ of the Army John O. 
Marsh, Jr. and approximately 40 well wishers
Kirksey finds himself In the very select company 
of perhaps a dozen other aviators with similar 
records including the cc>pilot on his record set
ting flight, CW4 Lyle Real who has 10,400 tiours 
to date. 

145th Combat Aviation Battalion (Vietnam) 
Association Is seeking anyone who served with 
the 145th CAB and 45th Transportation Battalion 
in Vietnam, the units of HHC, un, 25th, 57th 
MED, 68th, 71st, 74th, 1171h, 118th, 12Oth, 135th, 
147th, 1B4th, 19Oth, 1971h, 213th, 242nd, 334th, 
335th AVN Companies, CO A 82nd AVN BN, CO 
A, 501st AVN BN, and all Detachments of these 
units. Please contact 145th Combat Aviation Bat
talion (Vietnam) Association, James L Bodkin, 
3719 Forst Hill Ave., Fort Wayne, IN 48805, 
1-219483-5149. 

Safe flying records recently netted awards for ten 
aviators assigned to the 6th Infantry Division 
(Light) and U.S. Army Garrison, AK. Command 
aviation safety officer Chief Warrant Officer Mar~ 
vln Reynolds commended the aviators, saying 
that the Army in Alaska hasn't had a Class A ac
cident in three years. Honored for having 1,000 
hours of accident-free flying were Chief Warrant 
OIIicers John R. Haody and Pauf L. Speckmaier, 
both pilots from Company G, 1st Battalion, 123rd 
Aviation Regiment at A. Richardson. Honored for 
750 hours were Sgts. Edward J. Jasper and 
Darn J. Tennis, crew chiefs with Company G. 
Those honored for 500 hours were Chief War~ 
rant Officer Dempsey L. Birmingham, a pilot 
with the Utility Airplane Detachment, plus Chief 
Warrant Officer Robert K. Englund and 1st Lt. 
Dana F. Simon, both pilots with Company F, 1st 
Battalion, 123rd Aviation Regiment at A. Wain
wright. Also honored for 500 safe hours were 
Chief Warrant Officer Thomas W. Fox, a pilot 
for Company G; 1st Lt. Bradley J. Cochran, a 
pilot for Headquarters and Headquarters 
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Company, A'/iation Brigade; and Sgt. Chartes T. 
Davidson, a crew chief with Company G. 

Gene A. Murphy, a 
paraplegic due to Viet· 
nam War wounds, 
was elected national 
commander of the 
one-mil lion-member 
Disabled Veterans 
(DAV) by delegates to 
the organization's na
tional convention 
August 20th. The Gene A. Murphy 

Sioux Fall, S.D., man pledged to do battle against 
erosion of federal benefits and programs for the 
nation's 2.2 million service-connected disabled 
veterans and their families. Murphy was wound
ed while on patrol In the jungles of Vietnam in 
1969. Murphy holds the Purple Heart and the 
Bronze Star with V device. Among his numerous 
honors Is distinction as South Dakota's Handicap
ped Citizen of the Year in 1979. For several years, 
Murphy has been a star player on the Sioux 
Wheelers, a nationally known wheelchair basket
ball team. He's also an avid skier: 

GE Aircraft Engines has announced that Brian 
Brimelow has been elected by the company's 
Board of Directors to the position of Vice Presi
dent and General Manager of the newly-formed 
Government Products Division. Brimelow join
ed GE in 1973. 

Morton Diamond has 
been named president 
and general manager 
of ITT Avionics Divi
sion, a unit of ITT 
Defense Technology 
Corporation head
quartered in Nutey, 
N.J. Mr: Diamond sue
cees Mr. Engen in the "-_L~""''-' __ 
new position . Mr. Morton Diamond 

Diamond has been with ITT Avionics for 30 years, 
serving as vice preSident, director of operations 
for the past two years. He also served as vice 
president, director of engineering at ITT Avionics 
from 1978 to 1985. . 
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8g. Generals 
STEWART, ROBERT L. 

3WAOSWORTH 
REDSTONE ARSNL, AL 35808 

Colonels 
CHASE, BRUCE 

305 VALLEY STREAM CAlVE 
ENTERPAISE. Al36330 

COLBERT, 81LL N. 
3180 PATIOH RD, SG 449·13 
FORT SHERIDAN, IL 60037 

HAGEN, JOHN F. 
S. CALIF CHAP PRES 
5314 PALO veRDE 
EDWARDS AFe. CA 93523 

MAHER, JOHN C. 
p.o. BOX 3113 
SLOVAN, PA 15078 

MCKIMMEY. JAMES R. 
313 CORBIN DRIVE 
NEWPORT NEWS. VA 23606 

R~SJ~6 ~~~'M'N AOAD 
CANTON, CT 06019 

TERRY, ROBERT B.JR 
102 CLARDEN CT 
GRAFTON, VA 23692 

Lt. Colonels 
BALLOU, JUSTIN G. 

SAI$.AOA·" 
PENTAGON·RMIC670 
WASHINGTON. DC 20310 

o~f~~~:s ~~:~~ o. 
FORT BENNING, GA 31905 

HARRIS, FRANKLIN N. 
205 N. MAIN Sf 
BLOOMDALE, OH 44817 

KLEINER, MARTIN S. 
AMERICAN EM8ASSY 
USARO. BOX 165 
APO NY 09080 

M~W=~~ ;~ORGE E. 
LAKE ORION, MI 48035 

SHUGART, WAYNE R. 
USMCA STUTTGART 
HHC 6TH ASG. BOX 491 
APO NY 09154 

THOMPSON, LEE 
OfF CONTR ADM. SVC APAO 
SINGER.fLT SIMULATION OIV 
BINGHAMTON, NY 13902 
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WANLESS, KENNETH M, 
6811 ROSEWOOD STREET 
ANNANDALE. VA 22003 

Majors 
BENSON, TERRY W. 

6 AMBERWOOD ROAD 
HAW RIVER, NC 27258 

CONRAD, EUGENE B.JR 
7195 WILOCREEK TRAIL 
HUNTSVILLE, AL 35802 

COOLEY, KEITH T. 
620 WILLOW OAKS DRIVE 
OZAAK. AL 36380 

COX, AOBERT E.JR 
13 HUNT RD 
FT LEAVENWORTH, KS 68027 

DURHAM, MICHAEL D. 
HHe 
1ST PERSCOM 
ATTN OPMO 
APO NY 09061 

EDWARDS, DANNY 
HHD 70TH TRANS BN (AVIM) 
APO NY 09028 

HILL, CHRIS L. 
13410 PEBBLE HOLLOW 
SAN ANlONIO, TX 78211 

KLEYSTEUBER. ROBERT C. 
U 30 INFANTRY 
FT LEAVENWORTH, KS 66027 

LANCE, DARELL G, 
3331 PICKWICK LANE 
WOODBRIDGE. VA 22192 

LANDIS, THOMAS 
B CO, 3.'58 AVN REGT 
APO NY 09025 

MCNAIR, JOHN N. 
212 RIVER ROCK CIRCLE 
SMITHS, AL 36m 

MYLES, JAMES R. 
76 4TH ARTILLERY RD 
FT. LEAVENWORTH, KS 66027 

PICKETT, DAVID H. 
12 HUNTINGTON DRIVE 
CLARKSVillE. TN 3700t3 

RYLES, RICHARD R. 
203 JANICE STREET 
ENTERPRISE, AL 36330 

SHARON, GARY A. 

~.6. AB'6~YxlfaEP) 
APO NY 09150 

TH~~M~~li~~S D. 

FORT HOOD, TX 16544 

Captains 
A~~,z~I~~~~~K OR, APT 802 

KILLEEN, TX 76543 
AUBREY, ERIC A, 

4611 GOVERNORS DR., '301 
HUNTSVILLE, AL 35805 

BODNEY, STEPHEN A, 
3919 PEAAIN CENTAAL BLVD 
APT,708 
SAN ANTONIO, TX 18211 

BOURGEOIS, JOSEPH L. 
33 LOGAN 
FORT RUCKER, AL 38362 

BRALEY, WILLIAM, SR 
A co. 2ND 1.11 BN (I.E) 
Boxm 
APO NY 09359 

BRIDGE, DONALD W. 
B TAP, 2·8 CAV 
APO NY 09140 

BROWN, DANIEL S. 
1022 FOXMOOR DRIVE 
Cl..AflKSVILLE, TN 31042 

BURGESS, SCOTT S. 
801 END 0' TRAIL 
HARKER HEIGHTS, TX 16543 

CARAM, MICHAEL R, 
P.O. BOX JOlI3 
FAYETTEVILLE, NC 26302 

COHEN, RUDOLPH R, 
3212 MOAGANlON RD 
FAYETTEVILLE, NC 28303 

CRIPPS, DAVID 8 , 
6839 PAYNE AVE 
EOW"AADS, CA 93523 

DAWSON, WILLIAM H, 
15323 E. LOUISIANA 
AURORA, CO 80011 

DIXON, MICHAEL J. 
312 GRIFFIN AVE 
GARDEN CITY, GA 314m! 

DUFFEY, DENNIS J. 
52 MEDICAL BN 
C/O 121 EVACUATION HOSPTL 
APO SF 96301 

DURING, KI!!N T J. 
2222 ROSE MARIE 
STOCKTON, CA 95201 

E'm.E:LBE6:~~':RD A, 

GLOUCESTER, VA 23061 
FARIES, WERNER M. 

2407 27TH INE, NW 
ROCHESTER, MN 55401 

FLEWELLING, RAYMOND 
505 BRIARWOOD DRI. '0·1 
ENTERPRISE, AL 36330 

FLORA, SHAWN W. 
PSC BOX 4157 
APO MIA 34001 

GARRETT, JODY C. 
3802.c PORTER LOOP 
WAHIAWA, HI 96786 

GASS, GREGORY p, 
25 DONOVAN LANE 
FORT RUCKER, AL 36362 

GUESS, STI!!VEN C. 
105 W, PONDELLA 
ENTERPRISE, AL 38330 

HALE, BRETT M, 
1400 PLAZA MERITO 
NO. D 
SIERRA VISTA, lIZ 85635 

HARDIN, ROBERT F. 
HO 421ST MEDICAL CO (AA) 
APO NY 09081 

HO, AUGUSTUS K, 
200 HILLSIDE HTS 
DALEVILLE, AL 36332 

HODGES, KERI B. 
1983 OAKWELL FARMS PKWY 
NO. 2502 
SAN ANTONIO, TX 18218 

HOWARD, RANDY K, 
203 E. SANOCREEK 
ENTERPRISE, AL 36330 

HUGHES, LARRY C. 
SERIPPS CLINIC 
607 DONNA WAY 
SAN JACIUTO, CA 92383 

HUNTEA, ROBERT G. 
63!J7 HAWF1ELO DR. 
FAYETTEVILLE, NC 28303 

JOHNSON, ROBERT L.JR 
1602 HOOPER ST. 
KILLEEN, TX 76543 

KENDALL, JOHN F, 
160 N. HARRIS DRlVE 
FORT RUCKER, AL 36362 

KEOGH, MICHAEL H. 
A CO, 2ND AVN BN 
APO SF 96224 

KERN, RUSSELL J, 
10453 PALMYRA ROAD 
OAK GROVE, KY 42262 

K~~~E~~E~C~=N PKWY 
FENlON, MO 63026 

MOLINELLI, DAVID L. 
5356 WOODRUFF FAAM RD 
NO. 813 
COLUMBUS, GA 31907 

PORTER, ROBERT A, 
FOREST PARK APTS, '65 
ENTERPRISE, AL 36330 

RYER, DAVID W. 
511 S.W. 70TH ST 
LAWTON, OK 73505 

SANCHEZ, ARNOLD P. 
C TRP, 2-8 CAV 
APO NY 09140 

STINSON, DEAN K, 
HHC, 20 AVN BN (S3) 
APO SF 96224 

STOCKHAUSEN, RICHARD C. 
103 CHICKASAW RD 
ENTERPRISE, AL 36330 

SWAFFORD, DAVID F. 
US ARMY AVN Of.V TEST 

ro~~JCKER, AL 36362 
TERRY, CARL D. 

2108 HONEYSUCKLE RD 
NO. 131 
DOTHAN. AL 36301 

WALLER, HENRY H,III 
P.O. BOX 18_ 
MANCHESTER, TN 31355 

WALSH, GUY J . 
15 JOHNSON ST 
FORT RUCKER, AL 36362 

WILLIAMS, JEFFREY N. 
502 SEAWAY DRIVE 
SEABROOK, TX 17586 

WILLIAMS, ROBERT D. 
12 COWLING ST 
DAlEVILLE, AL 36322 

1st Lieutenants 
BECK, THOMAS 

681 JAMESTOWN BLVD. '10V" 
AlJA MONTE SPGS, FL 3V"14 

BOEDING, MICHAI!:L 
122 BRIAN COURT 
DALEVILLE, AL 36322 

DIAZ, BRIAN J. 
10419 ORANGE GROVE DRIV 
TAMPA, FL 33618 

EISIMINGER, REBECCA A, 
HHT, CAB, ATTN: DSCC 
APO NY 09165 

ETHEN, STEf'tlfN C. 
2D5TH AVN co 
APO NY 09185 

HELLER, JOHN J. 
P.O. BOX 2214 
CARMEL VALLEY, CA 93924 

JONES, MICHAEL J. 
3805 0 PORTER LOOP 
SCHOFIELD BICS. HI 98186 

KETTLES, JON C. 
A CO, 1ST MI BN (AE) 
APO NY 09451 

KRAMER, JEFFREY P. 
5310 TUPPER CT 
COLORADO SPGS, CO 80918 

LAYA, RUSSELL J. 
211 YELLOWLEAF 
ENTERPRISE, AL 38330 

PAULINO, KENNETH PoQ 
p.o. BOX 516 
FORT ORO, CA 93941 
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PRICE, BOYD D. WATSON, WILLIAM D. 
Enlisted 114 NELSON, N6U «-0 7414 HUME ST. APT. A 

FT. HUACHUCA. AZ. 85613 EL PASO. TX 79930 
BUMIlAR, MICHAEL P. ". SCHVANEVELDT, KENT N. WHITEHILL, WILLIAM H. 

105 PINElEAF CIRCLE A-5-159TH, BOX 311 4858 HART DRIVE 
ENTERPRISE, Al 38330 APO NY 08025 SAN DIEGO, CA 92116 

wellMAN, GAEGORY M. 
CW3's c~~~:~~ '!:H~ BOX 2221 2452 AOSENCUTTER ROAD 

MANHATTAN, KS 88502 APO NY 09250 
WilSON, CHRISTOPHER DUNN, HAROLD H. GORDON, MICHAEL SP4 

481 DELA VINA, APT. 102 P.O. 60X 63<4 5 CRYSTAL AVE 
MONTEREY, CA 93940 FORT RUCKER, AL 36362 LAKEWOOD, NY 14750 

WISKUS, KEVIN R. HIPP, GERALD A, HANNAH, JOHN A. SSG 
1121 OLD 440. NO. 7·204 C co. 7f158TH AVN REGT HHC US ARMY GARRISON 
KillEEN, TX 7654 .. APO NY 08457 AIRFIELD SECTION 

JUNGElL, DONALD E.JR FORT POLK, LA 71-459 

2nd Lieutenants AVN lSU/MFO KIVLER, JOHN SGM 
APO NY 09677 801 BRIDGEWOOD CIRCLE 

ARIlANAS, KEVIN A. WACKS, GARY C. APT. 834 
P.O. BOX 516 3615 GRAY FOX DAIVE FT. WORTH, TX 76112 
BARBERS POINT. HI 96882 w~~~~,MJ,&~\~A 31901 

Mc:CANN, GREGORY L. SFC 
BARKER, WENSLEY,III 52U 7-2 KIOWA LOOP 

604 GRANO PINE AVE 56TH AVN co FORT HOOD, TX 76544 
ENTERPRIse, AL 38330 APO NY 09028 OSORIO, LORENZO R. E8 

CARMONA, LOUIS E. WINSTON, JAMES E. 1745 FOXGlOVE DR 
HHC 2 AD (FWD) 120 INDIAN HILLS CT ST. PETERS. MO 63303 
BOX 251 ClARKSVILLE, TN :J1043 TWAIT, SCOTT L. SGT 
APO NY 09355 2655 REEVE CIRCLE 

CARROLL, RICH ARD, JR CW2's NO. 1537 
1432·6 WERNER PARK COLORADO SPGs, CO 60808 
FORT CAMPBELL. KY 42223 STARNES, TOMMY D. 

DOBARZYNSKI, ROBERT N. B CO. 309TH AHB 
Civilian 2102 EL DORADO DRIVE APO SF 9820a 

KillEEN, TX 76543 VICK, BOBBY N. 
OPENSHAW, SHANE T. A co. 3RO MI BN (AE) BURNHAM, GERALD O. 

5938 S. 2575 W. BOX 528 TEXAS INSTRUMENTS INC. 
ROY, UT 84067 APO SI96211 P.O. BOX 680246, MIS 3114 

SPA LA, KEVIN P. W\~~'~':;HO:~: ~DA~R DAlLAS, TX 75266 
TFP. BOX 2098 BUSCHKOETTER, ROO J. 
APO NY 09250 FORT WAINWRIGHT, AK 99703 15099 MANOR CREEK OR 

WALLACE, KEVIN P. 
W01's 

CHESTERFIELD. 1.1063017 
7317 B GARDNER HILLS CARD, PAUL W. 
FORT CAMPBELL, KY 42223 UNITED AIRLINES SERVICES 

WUCIK, JOSEPH A. B~~?EL~L~~E LN. ' 201 
2445 GATEWAY DR 

3911 PilGRAM DRIVE IRVING. TX 75063 
KILLEEN, TX 75543 NEWPORT NEWS, VA 23602 COX, SHARON L. 

BERGSTEDT, EDWARD E. GRID SYSTEMS CORP. 
CW4's 6 CO, 2ND AVN BN 15548 PAXFORD COURT 

APO SF 96224 FAIRFAX, VA 22032 
CODER, D. ROBERl FENNIMORE, PAUL G. FISHER, BARBARA J. 

19505 TOP O'THE MOOR BOX 1749, RD 1 200 RANO BLVD, BlDG 3A 
MONUMENT, co 80132 WRIGHTSTOWN. NY 08562 ,,,U 

DUNSMORE, WILLIAM L. H~~~~~fe~~NlgR~vE VESTAL. NY 13850 
415 MARIETTA PLACE GIALLOURAKIS, BILL 
STEILACOOM, WA 98368 ~UMFRIES, VA 22028 ~o SOUTH STAEET 

GILMAN, TOMMY L. NOBLITT, OOY E. EATONTOWN, NJ f1T724 
P.o. BOX 6(18 17828·163 PL, S.E. HOLMAN, GARVIN L. 
ST. BETHLEHEM. TN 37155 RENTON. WA 98058 8101 JOUST LANE 

PAUL, THOMAS E. VANDER MOLEN, TERRY O. ALEXANDRIA, VA 22310 
HHC CA8 3D AD P.o. BOX 1487 HOUZVICKA, FRANK 
APO NY 09165 MARINA, CA 93933 TEXAS INSTRUMENTS. INC. 

PUSKAS, JOHN J. 
WOC 

p.o. BOX 869305, MIS 8449 
40B IROQUOIS ST LEWISVILLE, TX 75068 
ENTERPRISE, AL 38330 KLfMMICK, MELVIN F. 

ROBINSON, LEE M. HAGIN, RANDALL S. L1ncN APPLIED TECHN'OY 
o CO, lf159TH REGT B co. 214 AVN 4747 HELLYER AVENUE 
FORT BRAGG, NC 28307 APO NY 09165 SAN JOSE. CA 95150 

RUGE, DAVID E. NOBLE, CHARLES L. KNIGHT, SAMUEL N. 
812 WAINWRIGHT ROAD 2006 OLD RUSSELLVILLE PK RO 1 BOX 1548·5 NORTH RD. 
FT. WAINWRIGHT, AK 99703 CLARKSVILLE, TN 37043 WINDSOR, NY 13665 

Start the New Year 
off on the right foot 

Become a Life 
in AAAA 

(Life Membership form is on page 
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LASARGE, MARY A. 
1713 APPLEWOOD PlACE, N 
CEDAR RAPIDS, IA 52<402 

MOTON, ERIC M. 
12198 EL CAMARA DRIVE 
FlOAISSANT, MO 63033 

PEOPLES, KENNETH O. 
5101 E. ONEIDA ST 
PHOENIX, AZ. 85044 

RICHARDSON, ROBERT K. 
1001 HIGH MONT DRIVE 
ST. LOUIS, 1.10 83135 

RODARTE, MICHAEL F. 
P.O. BOX 280 
DALEVILLE, AL 38322 

ROPP, RICHARD F. 
HONEYWELL, SPERRY 
DEFENSE SYSTEMS 
11842 BOAMAN DRIVE 
ST. lOUIS, MO 83146 

THORPE, SKIP 
P.O. BOX 339 
FLORISSANT, 1.1063032 

Retired 
BISHOP, GARY L. MAJ 

HH6 89TH ADA BOE. BOX 57 
APO NY 09801 

FOREMAN, RICHARD O. CPT 
P.O. BOX 3272 
EL SEGUNDO, CA 90245 

JACOBSON, DUANE M. CW4 
P.O. BOX 237 
FORT RUCKER, AL 36382 

KINNEY, ARTHUR K .JR MAJ 
378 HJGH SCHOOL DRIVE 
LEWISVILLE, TX 75OE17 

KRAUTKREMER, MARK F. SGT 
206 AIR PARK ORIVE 
WARNER ROBINS, GA 31088 

LOUDERMILK, KENNETH LTC 
25505 NOVELA WAY 
VALENCIA. CA 91355 

MEYNDT, RENE CW4 
JAKOB KLARSTR. 1 
8000 MUNICH GERMANY 

MI~~~~.~~~~:~~RE~~ 
MIAMI, Fl 33157 

RYctlllK, THADDEUS F. CW2 
1621 PINEHURST OR, NE, 
CEOAR RAPIDS, IA 52402 

STOOKEY, FRANK T. MAJ 
32003420 Pl, SW 
FEDERAL WAY. WA 98023 

THOMPSON, OWEN R. LTC 
LOGIS-TECH 
1800 DIAGONAL ROAD 
ALEXANDRIA, VA 22314 

TOMPKINS, TOMMY V. ISG 
14246 AVE'. SAN NICO 
CORPUS CHRISTI, TX 78418 

ULZHEIMER, ROBERT lTC 
4011 GUNNIN ROAD 
NORCROSS, GA 30092 

WYLLIE, CLEMENT A. COL 
BOX 291, ROUTE 2 
ANNABELLE LANE 
CLEVELAND. TN 37312 
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r AAAA Life 
Membership 

Join for Ufe the Easy Way! 

• Now, you can pay Life Member Dues monthly 
or quarterly! 

• Life Member Dues are tax-deductible! 

• Support scholarships for the sons and daughters 
of your fellow members - Life Member Dues go 
to the AAAA Scholarship Foundation! 

••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• • • 
• TO: AAAA -scholarship Foundation, Inc. • 
• 49 Richmondville Avenue • westport, CT 06880-2000 • 

• • • I wish to enroll as a Life Member Of the Army Aviation Ass'n of America · AAAA. • 
• As a U.S. citizen, my past or current duties affiliate me with U.S. Army Aviation • 
• and I wish to further the aims and purposes Of the AAAA. I understand that my • 
• donation Is tax-deductible and that my Life Membership credentials will be • 
• fOrwarded to me at the address I have provided below: _ 

• • 
• Name • • • • Address _ 

• • 
• City State ZIP • 

• • · ~-~-. . • Month Day Year . 
• Life Membership Dues payment Plan: (Please Check) • 

• • • ) On~Tlme Dues Payment Of $300 • 
• I Quarterly Installment Payment Of $75 per Quarter. • 
• I Monthly Installment payment Of $25 per month. • 

• • • J Check enclosed made payable to "AAAA SChOlarship FOundation, Inc." or "AAAA" • 
• J or Charge to: [ J MASTERCARD; ( I VISA • 

• • • card No. EXp. Oate Amt. S • 

• • 
• Signature • • • ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 



'New Chapter Officers' 

The following members 
have been elected to the 
Executive Boards of their 
respective Chapters: 

LTC Charles S. Hurt NP 
Memb), Air ASsault ChaPter. 

cadet Brandon Duffek 
NP Pub ReI!, The citadel 
Chapter. 

CW4 Bonl M. Buonl ISr 
VP); LTC Thomas P. Cole NP 
Memb); and SGM Jerrv Pitt
man NP Enl Affi; Colonial 
Virginia Chapter. 

Donald L. Platt NP Schol 
Affi and Flight Lieutenant 
Laurence B. smith NP Int'I 
Affi, Lindbergh Chapter. 

LTC Michael E. Thomas 
NP North), MOrning Calm 
Chapter. 

MAJ John F. Finan, Jr. NP 
Activ), Mount Rainier 
Chapter. ' 

LTC Thomas A. SWindell 
(Pres), CPT James T. Pote 
(Sec), CW2 Joe J. Stark 
(Trea), CW2 Dwight A. 
McDonald NP Memb), CPT 
Roland E. Vitullo NP Prog), 
CSM Douglas B. laird NP Enl 
Affi, and CPT MIchael E. 
Hassel NP Commun Affi, 
Thunderhorse Chapter. 

'Aviation Soldiers' 

SP4 Christina Boshanes, 
Aviation Center Chapter 
(December). 

Sustainin!! Members 

The Best western Cov
Ington Inn, represented 
by Harry Covington, 
and Jenkins & Wynne 
FOrd, represented by Don 
(continued on Next Page) 
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I} AAAA Overview 
52 Chapters vie for CV8l 

"AAAA Top Chapter Award" 
BACKCROUND: The ASsociation cites Its 'Top Chapter' 

annually during the course of the General Membership 
Luncheon held at each AAAA National Convention. This 
national recognition was first accorded In 1973, and has 
been provided since that date. 

AWARD: The actual 'award' has varied over the years. 
The initial-year winning Chapter was given a suitable 
plaque while in later years a 3D-Inch, four-color 
masonite lectern seal was the 'awarQ.' Today's 'TOP 
Chapter' receives a Hoot by Hoot, four-color AAAA 
felt banner valued at 5300.00. 

ACCEPTANCE: The president of each years winning 
Chapter is invited to attend the General Membership 
Luncheon at the National Convention as an Ass'n head 
table guest, and to accept the 'TOP Chapter Award' 
for the previous CY from the National president. 

CRITB!IA: All Chapters, regardless oF size, have been 
Invited to compete for this annual award. Of 
diminishing importance in the view of the selection 
committee are the Chapters cya7: 

(1) meeting activity (type, frequency, etc.), to In
clude unusual, innovative, and successful programming. 

(2) membership growth. 
(3) pursuit of a local AAAA Awards Program (AA, 

Soldier, DAC, unit of the Year Awards; AAAA Soldier of 
the Month; Honorarv Memberships; etc, 

(4) participation in community affairs. 
(5) maintenance of a full Executive Board slate. 
(6) its interface with the AAAA National Office In the 

administration of its Chapter affairs (Meeting notices, 
fiscal reports, etc.) 

SELECTION: The AAAA'S National Awards committee 
will select the 'CY87 TOP Chapter' at Its Friday, 
Februarv S, meeting In Arlington, va. 

NOTIFICATION: The winning Chapter Is to be notified 
Of its selection by the AAAA National Office during the 
week of Februarv 7-13. 

Have you registered 
for the AAAA convention? 

Details are in the center Of this magazine 
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Dec. 1981-Apr. 1988 Calendar 
of AAAA Chapter Activities 

December. 1987 
• Dec. 16. Malnz ChaPter. Late afternoon 
general membership meeting. Refreshments 
and snacks. village Inn Officers' NCOs' Club. 
• Dec. 17. CheCkpoint Charlie Chapter. 
Christmas party and Dinner. The Checkpoint 
Club. 
• Dec. 1B. corpus Christi Chapter. Annual 
Balloting for Chapter Office. Building B Lobby. 
Late afternoon Christmas party. Boa Ward 
Room. 
• Dec. 18. Thunderhorse Chapter. After din
ner general membership meetIng. Fulda Com
munity Club OffIcers' Bar. 

Januarll. 1988 

• Jan. 12. WashIngton, D.C. Chapter. Profes
sional dinner meeting. COL Harry W. Blot, 
USMC, program Manager, V-22, Naval Air 
Systems Command, guest speaker. Ft. McNair 
Officers' Club. 
• Jan. 17-22. Chesapeake Bay Chapter. SiX-Day 
Ski Trip to Stowe. Lift ticket, S nights' lOdging, 
f our dinners, five breakfasts, transportation, 
S239. 
• Jan. 21. ColonIal Virginia Chapter. Mid
afternoon general membership meeting. 
Chapter elections, 1988 programmIng RevIew. 
Ft. Eustis OffIcers' Club. 
• Jan. 22. LIndbergh Chapter. Professional din
ner meeting MO Story C Stevens Ret AAAA ., 

Jenkins, both Of Tenn., 

Nat'l president, guest speaker. Lawyers' Club, 
Downtown St. Louis. 
• Jan. 23. AAAA National Executive Board. 
Quarterly business meeting. Sheraton St. Louis 
Hotel. 
• Jan. 28. corpus Christi Chapter. Late after
noon professional-social meeting. Videotape 
presentation: '1987 Paris Air Show.' Officers' 
Club. 
• Jan. 29. Leavenworth Chapter. Early after
noon professional meeting. MG Ronald K. An
dreson, guest speaker. Topic: 'LHX'. Bell Hall, 
Building 111. 

Februarll. 1988 

• Feb. 5·6. AAAA National Awards Committee. 
Selection of CV87 AAAA NCltional Awards Win
ners, CYB7 'Chapter of the vear', and CV8S 
AAAA National SChOlarship Award Winners. 1m· 
perial Inn, Arlington, Va. 

• Feb. 17-18. Lindbergh Chapter. 14th Annual 
Joseph P. Cribb Ins Product support sym· 
poslum. Presentation of four '1987 AAAA In
dustry Awards' and the initial 'Outstanding 
AviatIon Logistics support Unit of the Year 
Award .' Airport Hilton Hotel. 

April. 1988 

• Apr. 14-17. 30th AAAA National conventIon. 
Cervantes Convention Center and St. Louis 
Area Hotels 

AAAA Shield Chapters 
have joined AAAA as Sus- AAAA Chapters that have Increased their membership In SUC-
taining Member firms. cessive quarters, and have received the new 'AAAA Shields': 
Associate rlndustrll) TWo Quarters Tennessee Va\~ev Chapter 

Membership Arizona Chapter Washington, DC Chapter 
corpus Christi ChaPter Wings of Devil Chapter 

AAR Defense SyS- Delaware valley Chapter wings of Marne Chapter 
Greater Atlanta Chapter One Quarter 

terns of Elk Grove, III, has Indiantown cap Chapter Cedar Rapids Chapter 
Joined AAAA as an lindbergh Chapter Colonial Va. Chapter 
Associate <Industry) Monmouth Chapter Leavenworth Chapter 
Member. Its DeSignated North Texas Chapter Monterey Bay Chapter 
Industry Representative Old Tucson Chapter Old Ironsides Chapter 

is Robert G. Carlstrand, Pikes Peak Chapter Rhine Valley Chapter 

Vice president. Redcatcher Chapter S. California Chapter 
Suncoast Chapter Stuttgart Chapter 
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It·s worthwhile repeatinl!! 
· . Old you know that since January, 1977, the Army Aviation 

Association, without any interim dues Increase to Its member· 
ship In the ten-year period, .. 

· . has more than halved again Its CY77 membership strength 
of 9,945, 

· . has more than Quintupled Its CY77 General (Emergency) 
Fund of $19,OOO? 

· . has more than Quadrupled Its CY77 total of 35 Industry 
(Corporate) Member firms, 

· . has more than doubled the number of its four National 
Awards, 

· . has more than doubled the number of Its nine National 
scholarship Awards, 

· . now provides more than 11 times the annual sCholarship 
aid than it did In 1977, 

· . has more than doubled the number of Its major worldwide 
symposia, conferences, and technical meetings, . 

· . has enjoyed a tenfold Increase In Its CY77 investment port· 
folIO of $20,000, 

· . has undertaken a more than threefold increase In Its Na
tional Convention attendance, 

. . and has Instituted 14 major new programs of Interest to 
all members. 

This ten-year growth pattern Is a direct result of the un
Qualified support and participation of AAAA's worldwide 
members - the users, logisticians, and Industry and retired 
members; the dedicated leadership provided by AAAA's na
tional, regional, and chapter executive boards; and the cost
effective administration furnished by AAAA's contract national 
office staff. 

AAAA - the prOfessional association that supports Army Avia
tion and the Aviation Branch - truly works for you. 
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